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Description	Additional	information	Reviews	(0)	HEROES,	ARISE!	—	New	Options	for	5th	Edition	Heroes	—	Deep	voices	of	the	giants	chant	in	the	hills	and	forests.	Red-cloaked	cultists	gather	to	perform	their	unholy	rites,	and	howling	tribes	of	dust	goblins	ride	out	of	the	Western	Wastes	to	sack	villages	and	towns.	But	you	do	not	fear	these	things.	You
are	a	hero	of	Midgard—and	by	your	skill,	strength,	luck,	or	the	favor	of	the	gods,	you	will	become	a	legend.	Midgard	Heroes	gives	you	everything	you	need	to	play	in	a	5th	edition	campaign	set	in	the	Midgard	Campaign	Setting.	Midgard	Heroes	for	5th	Edition	includes:	Rules	for	playing	new	PC	races:	centaurs,	dragonkin,	gearforged,	kobolds,
ravenfolk,	shadow	fey,	trollkin,	and	more!	7	new	backgrounds:	Corsair,	Darkling,	Fey-Touched,	Nomad,	Raider,	and	more!	Only	magic	and	the	warmth	of	hope	keeps	lights	aglow	when	dread	things	prowl	and	the	priestly	wardings	shake,	bent	by	hideous	demonic	rage.	In	this	dark	time,	new	heroes	must	arise	to	claim	the	crowns	of	Midgard	and
restore	the	jewels	to	her	scattered	thrones.	New	heroes	must	lead	a	return	to	glory.	Midgard	awaits!	Welcome	to	a	world	of	dark	roads	and	deep	magic,	where	you	can	match	wits	with	Baba	Yaga,	set	sail	for	uncharted	islands	with	minotaur	corsairs,	and	face	the	fury	of	the	giants	in	the	icy	north!	The	216-page	Midgard	Heroes	Handbook	for	5th
Edition	has	everything	you	need	to	create	a	character	for	a	5th	edition	Midgard	campaign,	including	full	details	on	11	new	races	and	4	variants	on	standard	races.	Roll	up	a	trollkin	barbarian,	a	ravenfolk	fighter,	a	kobold	rogue,	and	more.	You’ll	also	get	more	than	48	new	class	options,	including	bard	colleges	and	paladin	oaths;	martial,	ranger,	and
rogue	archetypes;	a	druid	circle	and	12	new	cleric	domains	including	the	beer,	justice,	and	moon	domains;	sorcerous	bloodlines,	new	warlock	pacts,	and	strange	arcane	traditions.	There	are	also	feats	for	new	types	of	magic,	20	backgrounds,	and	nearly	300	new	spells	covering	shadow	magic,	clockwork	magic,	battle	magic,	rune	magic	and	more!	The
Midgard	ley	line	magic	system	is	also	fully	described	and	ready	for	play.	The	shadow	roads	are	open,	and	the	World	Serpent	stirs	in	its	sleep.	Adventure	awaits	the	bold!	©	1996-2014,	Amazon.com,	Inc.	or	its	affiliates	©	1996-2014,	Amazon.com,	Inc.	or	its	affiliates	Description	Additional	information	Reviews	(3)	Welcome	to	a	world	of	dark	roads	and
deep	magic,	where	you	can	match	wits	with	Baba	Yaga,	set	sail	for	uncharted	islands	with	minotaur	corsairs,	and	face	the	fury	of	the	giants	in	the	icy	north!	The	Midgard	Heroes	Handbook	for	5th	Edition	has	everything	you	need	to	create	a	character	for	a	5th	edition	Midgard	campaign,	including	full	details	on	11	new	races	and	4	variants	on	standard
races.	Roll	up	a	trollkin	barbarian,	a	ravenfolk	fighter,	a	kobold	rogue,	and	more.	You	also	get:	more	than	48	new	class	options,	including	new	bard	colleges	and	paladin	oaths	martial,	ranger,	and	rogue	archetypes—and	new	weapons	and	gear	a	new	druid	circle	and	a	dozen	new	cleric	domains	including	Beer,	Justice,	and	Moon	domains	sorcerous
bloodlines,	new	warlock	pacts,	and	strange	arcane	traditions	20	backgrounds	from	the	Southlands	to	the	distant	North,	And	nearly	300	new	spells	from	the	fan-favorite	Deep	Magic	series,	including	shadow	magic,	clockwork	magic,	battle	magic,	rune	magic	and	more!	The	shadow	roads	are	open,	and	the	World	Serpent	stirs	in	its	sleep.	Adventure
awaits	the	bold!	TMHEROES	HANDBOOKTM	HEROES	HANDBOOK	Design:	Chris	Harris,	Dan	Dillon,	Greg	Marks,	Richard	Green,	and	Shawn	Merwin	Additional	Design:	Jon	Sawatsky,	Michael	Ohl,	Rich	Howard,	Scott	Carter,	and	Wolfgang	Baur	Development	and	Editing:	Steven	Winter	Cover	Art:	Aaron	Miller	Interior	Art:	Helge	C.	Balzer,	Gabriel
Cassata,	Kremena	Chipilova,	Josh	Hass,	Russell	Jones,	Jason	Juta,	Guido	Kuip,	Marcel	Mercado,	Florian	Stitz,	Bryan	Syme,	Egil	Thompson,	Damon	Westenhofer,	Michael	Witmann	Art	Direction:	Marc	Radle	Layout	and	Graphic	Design:	Marc	Radle	Publisher:	Wolfgang	Baur	©	2018	Open	Design	LLC	Kobold	Press,	Midgard,	Open	Design,	and	their
associated	logos	are	trademarks	of	Open	Design	LLC.	Product	Identity:	The	following	items	are	hereby	identified	as	Product	Identity,	as	defined	in	the	Open	Game	License	version	1.0a,	Section	1(e),	and	are	not	Open	Content:	All	trademarks,	registered	trademarks,	proper	names	(characters,	place	names,	new	deities,	etc.),	dialogue,	plots,	story
elements,	locations,	characters,	artwork,	graphics,	maps,	sidebars,	and	trade	dress.	(Elements	that	have	previously	been	designated	as	Open	Game	Content	are	not	included	in	this	declaration.)	Open	Game	Content:	The	Open	content	in	this	book	includes	the	rules	for	races,	class	options,	domains,	spells,	feats,	magic	items,	monsters,	conditions,	and
gear.	No	other	portion	of	this	work	may	be	reproduced	in	any	form	without	permission.	KOBOLD	PRESS	PO	Box	2811	Kirkland	WA	98083	ISBN	978-1-936781-83-6	www.koboldpress.com2	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919A	New	World	Awaits!Enter	the	world	of	Midgard,	a	shared	vision	built	over	The	14	dwarven	Ironcrag	Cantons	in	the
Ironcragmany	years	by	Kobold	Press.	It	began	with	collaborative	Mountains	border	the	vampire	realm	of	the	Bloodadventures	and	supplements	describing	the	trade	city	of	Kingdom	and	the	dwarves	are	stout	enemies	of	theZobeck,	and	it	soon	expanded	to	detail	territories	outside	undead	in	both	the	Blood	Kingdom	and	the	undergroundthe	city.	The
setting	now	continues	in	a	rich,	fully	detailed	Ghoul	Imperium	residing	below.	While	their	axes	areworld	in	this	Midgard	Player’s	Guide,	packed	with	options	sometimes	for	sale,	when	danger	threatens	their	cantonalfor	players	of	the	land's	races	and	regions.	But	before	you	halls,	all	dwarves	unite	to	drive	away	the	common	enemy.explore	all	of	the
mechanical	possibilities	that	this	bookoffers,	take	a	moment	to	step	into	Midgard’s	rich	lore.	Also	in	the	Crossroads	region	is	the	Magdar	Kingdom,	a	land	of	rolling	grasslands,	noble	knights,	fickle	Let	your	adventurers	begin	their	tales	and	build	their	mercenaries,	and	massive	war	wagons,	many	of	whichlegends	in	one	of	Midgard’s	realms!	are	built
in	Zobeck.	To	the	east	of	Zobeck	is	the	Duchy	of	Perun’s	Daughter,	a	realm	renowned	for	the	demigoddessWORLD	OF	who	rules	there:	Vasilka	Soulay,	daughter	of	the	stormMYSTERIOUS	POWER	god	Perun.	Just	as	important	are	its	Amazonian	archers,	and	its	schools	for	the	learned	and	the	wise.	This	small	butFrom	the	days	of	titanic	struggles
between	giants	and	powerful	duchy	also	hosts	many	elvish	ruins	from	the	daysdragons,	to	the	time	of	warring	gods,	Midgard	has	been	of	the	Valeran	Empire.a	world	of	great	powers	and	endless	change,	triumph,and	conflict.	Its	primary	races—dragonkin,	dwarves,	The	Crossroads	is	rife	for	urban	adventure	and	intrigue,gearforged,	humans,	kobolds,
minotaurs,	ravenfolk,	old-school	dungeon	delving,	and	the	discovery	of	ancientshadow	fey,	and	trollkin—have	each	held	vast	kingdoms,	secrets	long	buried.while	just	as	many	lesser	races	have	fought	to	establishnations	of	their	own,	from	goblin	warbands	to	nomadic	BLOOD	KINGDOMgnolls.	And	even	among	those	that	have	held	sway	overentire
realms,	glory	can	be	fleeting	and	no	nation	lasts	Black	King	Lucas,	the	vampire	lord	of	the	Blood	Kingdomforever.	The	giants	rose	and	fell	long	ago.	More	recently,	of	Morgau,	has	recently	seized	the	entire	Kingdom	ofthe	elves	have	largely	abandoned	the	mortal	world,	having	Krakovar	for	himself	in	a	daring	series	of	lightning	strikesretreated	to	the
Summer	Lands	of	the	fey	and	the	Shadow	with	undead	allies	and	malign	magic	to	overwhelm	andRealm	for	darker	courts	and	minions.	shatter	that	land’s	rightful	rulers.	His	troops	have	secured	a	new	province,	which	they	name	“Krakovar,”	and	his	The	world’s	magic	is	powered	by	ley	lines,	rivers	of	pure	vampire	and	ghoul	allies	slaver	at	the	thought
of	new	feastsmagical	energy	that	can	fuel	a	wizard’s	power,	or	can	help	and	new	human	peasants	to	grind	beneath	their	heels.a	villain’s	plan	unfold.	This	magic	enables	swift	travelalong	shadow	roads	and	down	catslide	alleys,	connecting	While	the	new	province	suffers	under	the	lash	of	evildistant	realms	for	those	daring	enough	to	find,	unlock,
masters,	all	is	not	lost.	A	Sister	Adelind,	a	shield	maidenand	travel	on	these	roads.	of	Sif,	died	in	the	defense	of	the	realm,	though	not	before	stabbing	the	notorious	vampire	lord	Otmar	the	Sallow	To	understand	those	places	and	their	connections,	here	through	the	heart	with	her	radiant	spear,	incinerating	himis	an	overview	of	10	great	regions	where
adventure	awaits,	utterly.	Many	of	the	decent	folk	of	Krakova	pray	to	Saintwith	a	quick	summary	of	important	places,	events,	and	Adelind	for	help,	and	resist	the	efforts	of	the	invaders	tohistory	in	each	area.	build	the	Red	Temples	of	the	Blood	Goddess	and	feed	her	ever-hungering	altars.THE	CROSSROADS	The	Blood	Kingdom	is	a	place	of	terrors,	but
some	of	itsHere	lies	the	heart	of	Midgard:	The	Free	City	of	Zobeck,	people	remain	true-hearted,	and	surely	someday,	the	rulewhose	revolt	90	years	ago	forged	a	thriving	city	ruled	of	King	Lucas	will	end.	Adventurers	in	its	borders	will	findby	freepeople	and	gave	birth	to	a	trading	hub	famous	many	opportunities	to	help	the	meek	and	innocent,
andthroughout	Midgard	for	its	alchemy,	star	and	shadow	strike	down	the	ghost	knights,	the	mercenaries	and	themagic,	steamworks,	and	egalitarianism.	Known	for	its	dark	priests	of	Marena	who	rule	the	realm.magical	clockwork	masterpieces,	its	unique	magicaltraditions	of	gear	mages	and	star	mages,	its	magnificent	ROTHENIAN	PLAINSArcane
Collegium,	and	its	status	as	a	protectorate	ofRava,	the	Gear	Goddess,	it	is	a	bustling	city	of	glorious	Bold	Centaurs,	opportunistic	and	nomadic	Kariv	bands,achievements	and	dark,	deadly	alleyways.	fierce	Kazzakh	nomads,	and	even	Baba	Yaga’s	dancing	hut	wander	the	Rothenian	Plains,	a	land	of	endless	grasslands,	river	barons,	and	cities	on
horseback.	The	3Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919inhabitants	of	the	Plains	are	brave	and	bold,	but	there	is	The	Northlands	are	home	to	many	strange	kingdoms:	much	abyssal	evil	to	be	fought	here.	Bjornheim,	the	kingdom	of	Talking	Bears,	and	Wolfheim,	From	the	nine	cities	of	Niemheim,	where	infernal	the	gray	kingdom	of	the	Wolves	Who
Walk	as	People.	Also	gnomes	practice	sacrificial	rites	to	please	the	lords	of	the	here	are	ancient	dwarven	halls,	some	inhabited	by	doughty	Eleven	Hells,	to	the	wizardly	Master	of	Demon	Mountain,	dwarves,	and	some	by	the	ghosts	of	their	fallen	ancestors.	whose	motives	are	unknown,	but	who	has	a	hand	in	In	the	mountains	are	Jotunheim,	the	city	of
the	giants,	most	plots	and	tragedies	in	the	plains,	to	the	kingdom	of	offshore	lies	the	icebound	Island	of	Loki,	and	the	skies	the	Ruby	Despotate,	ruled	by	the	erratic	and	iron-fisted	sometimes	howl	under	the	thunderstorm	fortresses	of	the	Veltrin	the	Glittering	King,	a	follower	of	the	cruel	White	cloud	giants.	In	the	furthest	north	stands	the	icy	lair	of
the	Goddess.	Veltrin’s	servants	scour	the	grasslands,	capturing	God	of	the	North	Wind,	Boreas,	who	wishes	to	spread	his	slaves	to	work	the	kingdom’s	fields,	mines,	or	galleys’	oars;	frozen	halls	and	living	glaciers	across	the	face	of	Midgard.	and	his	strong	navy	controls	much	of	the	Ruby	Sea	with	its	Will	you	take	up	the	axe	and	shield,	and	dare	the
fateful	infamous	demon-prowed	black	ships.	dangers	and	golden	treasures	of	the	Northlands?	Mystical	magic,	centaur	steel,	demonic	servants,	and	GRAND	DUCHY	OF	DORNIG	the	gratitude	of	dragons	await	adventurers	braving	the	Rothenian	Plains.	Sometimes	called	the	Domains	of	the	Princes	for	its	many	THE	SEVEN	CITIES	lesser	nobles,	the
Principalities	of	the	Grand	Duchy	of	Dornig	have	a	deep	and	troubled	history.	Here,	petty	The	clash	of	endless	war	rings	eternal	in	the	lands	of	the	elfmarked	lords	squabble	over	the	scattered	northern	Seven	Cities,	which	both	revel	in,	and	depend	upon,	the	lands	of	the	once	great	elven	empire	of	Valera,	abandoned	economies	of	war,	even	setting
aside	a	season	for	it	and	hurriedly	during	the	Elven	Retreat.	The	elderly,	elven	creating	intricate	rules	and	codes	of	siegecraft.	Imperatrix	of	the	Grand	Duchy	retained	a	tenuous	throne,	Among	the	many	warring	fiefdoms	adventurers	will	find	while	her	great-great-great-grandchildren	squabbled	over	the	August	Republic	of	Valera,	which	commands
feared	every	castle,	honor,	and	knighthood	in	the	Grand	Duchy,	legions	of	humans	and	centaurs;	the	Green	Duchy	of	each	hoping	to	be	next	in	line	to	replace	the	ancient	Elf	Verrayne,	where	the	druidical	order	of	the	Oaken	Ring	and	Queen.	For	a	time,	many	thought	she	would	never	die,	the	mighty	heroes	of	the	Black	Band	protect	the	East	from	but
rule	for	centuries	while	keeping	her	courtiers	dancing	invasions	of	goblins	and	the	twisted	monstrosities	from	to	her	tune.	All	that	jockeying	at	the	foot	of	the	Golden	the	Wasted	West.	Sphinx	throne	has	recently	taken	a	darker	turn,	since	the	Imperatrix	has	fallen	into	a	coma,	from	which	none	seem	Here	too,	is	the	mighty	Theocracy	of	Kammae
Straboli,	able	to	revive	her.	led	by	a	powerful	Oracle,	who	has	chained	and	imprisoned	Nethus,	the	former	god	of	the	sea,	and	now	uses	his	deific	The	Grand	Duchy	is	a	place	where	an	adventurer	with	a	powers	for	her	own	purposes.	strong	sword	arm,	a	headful	of	spells,	and	a	glib	tongue	can	win	him	or	herself	a	fine,	petty	barony,	rife	with	To	the
south,	you	will	find	the	Maritime	Republic	of	trouble.	Enter	both	the	dark	forests	and	the	glittering	Triolo	with	its	magnificent	navy	and	fierce	privateers	elvish	courts	of	Dornig	at	your	own	precarious	discretion,	and	its	ally,	the	minotaur-ruled	Serene	Isle	of	Kyprion,	however,	for	both	are	deadly	dangerous,	and	many	of	the	besieged	by	the	navies	of
the	expanding	Dragon	Empire	Grand	Duchy’s	powerful	nobility	are	choosing	sides	for	a	of	the	Mharoti.	Most	recently,	it	has	been	absorbing	a	tide	succession	struggle	that	most	await	with	dread—and	a	few	of	refugees	fleeing	the	fall	of	the	Grand	Duchy	of	Illyria,	with	delight	and	bloody	glee.	once	an	ally	to	Triolo,	now	another	in	the	long	string	of
draconic	conquests.	DRAGON	EMPIRE	Adventures	in	this	region	include	discovering	ancient,	In	the	empire	forged	by	the	legendary	dragon	Mharot,	elven	secrets,	restoring	the	glories	of	the	imperial	past,	the	Dread	Sultan	seeks	to	expand	the	borders	of	his	questing	for	fame,	fortune	and	power,	descending	into	the	desert	realm	into	the	lush
farmlands	of	the	Crossroads	darkness	under	ancient	imperial	ruins,	settling	ancient	to	the	north,	the	islands	and	coasts	of	the	Seven	Cities	to	rivalries,	protecting	trade	routes	against	draconic	raiders,	the	west,	the	vast	plains	of	Khandiria	and	Ishadia,	and	and	fighting	to	free	Illyria	from	the	Mharoti	yoke.	the	magic-ridden	riverlands	of	Nuria	Natal	to
the	south.	THE	NORTHLANDS	Ruled	with	a	scaly	fist	by	powerful	dragon	lords	and	their	The	Northlands	are	a	study	in	opposites.	A	land	of	deadly	dragonkin	descendants,	this	growing	empire	inspires	beauty,	with	sights	that	can	be	seen	nowhere	else	on	fear	in	all	on	their	borders.	Often	the	best	solution	for	its	Midgard;	but	if	you	find	yourself
outside	on	a	midwinter’s	neighbors	is	to	pay	tribute,	lest	they	fall	to	claw	and	fire.	night	without	fire,	you	are	a	frozen	meal	for	wolves	by	Conquest,	trade,	and	tribute	have	led	to	a	Golden	Age	of	morning.	Like	the	lands	they	inhabit,	the	people	here	are	prosperity	in	the	powerful	young	empire,	and	the	markets	a	mosaic	of	contrasts:	fierce	and	fearful,
honorable	but	of	the	empire’s	cities	are	unrivaled.	Masterwork	jewelry,	cruel,	hospitable	but	vengeful,	fateful	and	furious.	armor,	and	weapons	are	commonplace;	golden	treasures4	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESare	found	in	abundance	here.	Even	mighty	war	oliphants	Ancient	treasures,	magic,	and	technology	can	be	foundand
battle	lizards	are	available	for	purchase,	if	you	dare	to	here	by	brave	adventurers,	if	they	can	survive	the	goblinride	them!	raiders,	the	warped	and	hellbound	monsters,	and	worse,	that	dwell	here.	The	Empire’s	most	recent	conquest	is	the	Grand	Duchyof	Illyria,	once	called	Land	of	a	Thousand	Heroes,	despite	THE	SOUTHLANDSits	sky	militias	of
hippogriff	riders	and	stout	defendersin	hills	and	mountains.	Clever	dragon	generalship	and	Deserts	abound	with	forgotten	tombs,	swift	sand	skiffs,overwhelming	numbers	eventually	brought	Illyria	low,	and	nomadic	spirit	talkers.	The	tall	grass	of	the	savannahsthough	at	a	price	in	blood	and	sorrow.	To	make	up	that	hides	lost	cities	and	fierce	warriors,
and	the	dense	junglescost,	the	newly	conquered	lands	are	being	quickly	turned	swarm	with	living	vines	that	choke	the	life	from	those	whointo	defensible	towns	and	productive	mines,	the	better	to	call	these	lands	home	and	careless	visitors	alike.feed	gold,	silver,	and	steel	to	meet	the	needs	of	the	Mharotiarmies,	and	to	fuel	their	next	conquests.	Those
who	adventure	into	the	Southlands	or	call	it	home	can	find	fierce	jungles,	wild	coasts,	and	ancient	cities	The	Empire's	wealth	has	led	to	an	explosion	of	draconic	beyond	imagining—and	perhaps	even	a	spark	of	divinityart	and	architecture.	The	largest	building	in	Midgard,	the	itself,	the	remains	of	the	divine	magic	of	a	race	of	titans.Temple	of	Veles,	is
in	Harkesh,	the	magnificent	capital	of	The	great	ley	line	mages	of	the	River	Kingdom	of	Nuriathe	Empire.	Harkesh	surpasses	any	other	capitol,	with	its	Natal	are	the	oldest	and	most	powerful	arcane	traditionmighty	elemental	temples,	its	schools	of	philosophy,	magic	of	Midgard,	and	their	magics	were	taught	to	them	by	theand	theosophy,	as	well	as
fractious	schools	of	brawling	living	gods	who	still	walk	among	the	cities	of	Nuria:	Aten,elementalists,	where	dragonkin	Wind	Palm	devotees	vie	Bastet,	Horus,	Isis,	and	Ptah.	Their	magic	is	great,	butwith	scaly	Fiery	Fist	monks	for	bragging	rights.	their	rulers	are	divided,	keeping	the	River	Kingdom	from	overwhelming	its	neighbors.	Some	of	those
neighbors	Adventurers	can	find	draconic	intrigues,	unique	treasures	are	small	free	cities,	such	as	the	Free	City	of	Siwal	with	itsand	dragon	hoards,	and	fabulous	glory	and	fame	fighting	sandships,	or	the	Horus-bound	legions	of	Makuria.against	(or	for)	the	kobold	and	dragonkin	conquerors.	Nearer	the	Seven	Cities	stands	the	remains	of
RoshgaziWASTED	WEST	and	Cindass,	great	minotaur	cities	razed	by	dragon	fire	and	then	slowly,	ever	so	slowly,	rebuilt.	Their	power	isOnce	home	to	prosperous	human	kingdoms	ruled	by	small,	but	the	minotaurs	are	great	seafarers	and	keep	apowerful	mages,	dotted	with	ivory	towers	and	flying	long	memory.	In	time,	their	fallen	kingdoms	will
surelycities	and	fortresses,	the	western	heartlands	of	Midgard	prosper	once	more.fell	to	warring	among	themselves.	Raining	acid	on	theirenemies,	summoning	mind-warping	monstrosities,	THE	SHADOW	REALMsacrificing	whole	populations	to	bend	ley	lines	and	realityto	their	will,	the	great	mage-kings	reduced	green	forests	The	Shadow	Realm	is	a
dark	reflection	of	Midgard,	a	placeand	lush	farmland	to	dry,	blasted	deserts,	populated	by	of	flickering	reality	just	on	the	other	side	of	a	planar	door.twisted	dust	goblins	reduced	to	scrounging	for	ancient	With	dark	reflections	of	the	mortal	world,	it	is	haunted	bymagics	and	lost	science.	shadow	fey,	undead,	and	creatures	of	strange	temptations	and
corruptions—as	well	as,	truth	be	told,	wellsprings	of	The	Wasted	West	is	a	howling	wilderness	with	nothing	enormous	power	and	weapons	of	tremendous	prophecies.but	goblin	raiders	and	a	few	vastly	powerful	(and	powermad)	mage	kingdoms,	including	the	White	Kingdom	Those	who	have	visited	and	return	tell	of	a	charcoal	sky,of	Bourgund,	known
for	its	sweet	perfumes	and	foul	rich	in	stars	and	luminous	clouds,	but	never	true	sunlight,corruptions;	and	the	Mage	Kingdom	of	Allain,	home	to	and	never	full	dark.the	powerful	and	victorious	survivors	of	the	Mage	Wars.	Within	the	Shadow	Realm,	the	shadow	fey	are	strong	Also	to	be	found	here	is	the	Seat	of	Mavros,	where	the	and	their	courts	and
kingdoms	are	a	large	part	of	thegod	of	war	first	trod	the	soil	of	Midgard	and	showed	men	place.	Their	enemies,	the	bearfolk,	are	likewise	farhow	to	use	fire	and	steel.	Now	it	is	a	sprawling	fortress	more	common	in	Shadow	than	in	the	mortal	world.	Feyshrine,	where	pilgrims	from	the	Seven	Cities	and	beyond	creatures,	darakhul,	and	hideous
abominations	bestcome	to	buy	the	favors	of	the	war	god.	forgotten	are	all	part	of	the	cities,	nations,	and	tribes	of	the	Shadow	Realm,	always	shifting,	far	more	fickle	than	Stalking	through	the	wastelands	are	strange,	enormous	human	or	dwarven	kingdoms.Dread	Walkers,	creatures	summoned	by	vile	rituals	andconstrained	to	move	slowly	in	time.
These	are	the	god-	Rife	with	magic	and	ancient	secrets,	but	also	riddledtotems	of	the	dust	goblins,	and	the	mere	sight	of	them	with	pitfalls	for	both	body	and	soul,	the	Shadow	Realm	issometimes	shakes	the	courage	of	great	heroes.	No	wonder,	a	place	where	the	land	and	its	magic	follow	different	rulesthen,	that	many	of	the	great	magical	treasures	of
the	than	most	places.	The	rewards	are	often	highly	magicalregion	remain	undisturbed.	and	entwined	with	fate	and	destiny—what	better	place	for	a	hero	to	visit?	5	—Wolfgang	Baur,	PublisherRichard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	2659191	Table	of	2	Contents	3	4	Chapter	1:	Races...............................................	8	5
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Wizard	Arcane	Tradition:	Geomancy..................88	7Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Races	1	Midgard	is	home	to	many	unique	cultures	and	racial	groups.	If	you'd	like	to	try	something	new,	we	offer	fifteen	alternative	races.	These	are	often	split	into	major	and	minor	races,	but	the	distinction	has	more	to	do	with	their	prominence	in	Midgard
than	anything	inherent	in	the	race	itself.	The	major	races	covered	here	are	elfmarked,	gearforged,	humans	(Kariv),	kobolds,	minotaurs,	ravenfolk,	and	shadow	fey.	The	minor	races	are	bearfolk,	centaurs,	vampiric	dhampir,	gnolls,	Midgard	gnomes,	ratfolk,	trollkin,	and	winterfolk	halflings.	Also	included	are	background	notes	on	dwarves	and	elves	of
Midgard,	both	of	which	are	considered	major	races,	of	course.8	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Starting	Age,	Height,	and	WeightPresented	below	are	tables	for	randomly	determining	the	starting	ages,	heights,	and	weights	of	charactersof	different	races.	These	vary	in	some	respects	from	similar	tables	in	the	standard	rules,	reflecting
unique	aspectsof	life	on	Midgard.	Age	is	given	in	years,	height	in	feet	and	inches,	and	weight	in	pounds.	To	determine	a	character’s	starting	age,	rollthe	dice	indicated	in	the	Age	Modifier	column	and	add	the	result	to	the	age	of	adulthood.	To	determine	a	character’sstarting	height,	roll	the	dice	indicated	in	the	Height	Modifier	column	and	add	the
result	to	the	base	height.	Todetermine	a	character’s	starting	weight,	use	the	same	number	that	was	rolled	to	modify	starting	height,	multiply	it	bythe	appropriate	Weight	Modifier,	and	add	the	result	to	the	base	weight.	Gearforged	are	the	exception;	they	use	thestarting	height,	height	modifier,	and	weight	of	their	original	race,	and	add	2d20	×	5	lbs.	to
that	race’s	weight.	Note	that	these	are	averages.	Some	races	have	gender	dimorphism	(one	gender	is	larger	than	the	other).	Thesenumbers	represent	the	larger	gender.	If	your	character	is	of	the	smaller	gender	of	its	race—a	male	kobold,	forexample,	or	a	female	minotaur—adjust	the	final	height	and	weight	numbers	downward	by	5	to	20	percent.	In
all	cases,it’s	best	to	treat	these	numbers	as	a	starting	point	and	adjust	according	to	taste	and	your	character’s	background.STARTING	AGE	HEIGHT	AND	WEIGHTRace	Adult	Modifier	Race	Height	Modifier	Weight	ModifierBearfolk	15	+1d6	Bearfolk	5	ft.	8	in.	+3d8	160	lbs.	×7Centaur	15	+2d6	Centaur	5	ft.	3	in.	+2d12	800	lbs.	×7Dhampir	20	+8d6
Dhampir	4	ft.	10	in.	+2d10	120	lbs.	×5Dwarf	40	+6d6	Dwarf	3	ft.	9	in.	+2d4	150	lbs.	×7Elf	110	+8d6	Elf	5	ft.	4	in.	+2d8	100	lbs.	×3Elfmarked	20	+3d6	Elfmarked	5	ft.	2	in.	+2d8	110	lbs.	×5Gearforged	as	original	+1d4	years	Gearforged	original	original	original	+2d20	race	×	5	lbs.Gnoll	12	+1d10	Gnoll	5	ft.	0	in.	+2d12	200	lbs.	×4Gnome	40	+7d6
Gnome	3	ft.	0	in.	+2d4	35	lbs.	×1Human	15	+2d6	Human	4	ft.	10	in.	+2d10	120	lbs.	×5Kobold	10	+2d4	Kobold	2	ft.	7	in.	+2d4	25	lbs.	×2Minotaur	12	+1d6	Minotaur	6	ft.	3	in.	+2d6	240	lbs.	×7Ratfolk	10	+2d4	Ratfolk	3	ft.	9	in.	+2d6	70	lbs.	×3Ravenfolk	10	+2d4	Ravenfolk	4	ft.	0	in.	+2d6	65	lbs.	×3Shadow	fey	20	+3d6	Shadow	fey	5	ft.	2	in.	+2d8
110	lbs.	×5Trollkin	15	+1d8	Trollkin	4	ft.	10	in.	+3d8	150	lbs.	×7Winterfolk	20	+2d6	Winterfolk	2	ft.	6	in.	+2d4	30	lbs.	×1	9Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919BEARFOLK	that	brings	them	all	closer	together.	Trade	apprenticeships	and	budding	talents	are	identified	early	thanks	to	this	Bearfolk	are	massive	people	of	iron	resolve	and	deep
intermingling,	and	it	helps	find	a	suitable	niche	for	a	nobility,	resembling	bears	that	walk	upright	young	bearfolk’s	path	in	life.	rather	than	all	fours.	Hailing	from	either	the	cold	climates	of	Midgard’s	Northlands	Elders	are	highly	respected	for	their	experience	and	or	from	a	nation	of	light	carved	out	of	the	greater	perspective,	but	practicality	carries
weight	as	Shadow	Realm	itself,	bearfolk	put	their	trust	well.	Being	old	doesn’t	afford	one	unlimited	leeway	if	in	family	and	tribe	to	stand	against	the	world.	one	makes	questionable	decisions	or	has	a	reputation	for	In	defiance	of	their	brutish	appearance,	they	are	foolishness.	Building	on	this	respect,	bearfolk	venerate	deeply	spiritual	and	artistic.	their
ancestors	at	a	nearly	demigod	level	and	believe	the	spirits	of	their	ancestors	guide	them.	The	tribe	also	holds	FEARSOME	AND	STRONG	druids	and	clerics	(particularly	those	that	serve	nature	deities)	in	high	respect	and	looks	to	them	for	guidance.	Bearfolk	are	broad-shouldered,	bipedal	humanoids.	Although	they	strongly	resemble	upright	bears,
they	have	HOME	AND	HONOR	longer	legs	than	any	bear	and	their	massive	hands	are	more	like	a	human’s	hand	than	a	bear’s	paw.	They	lack	the	When	establishing	homes,	bearfolk	gravitate	toward	bear’s	sharp	claws,	but	they’re	as	dextrous	as	any	human	striking	a	balance	with	nature	and	their	impact	on	it.	craftsman’s.	Their	muscles	develop	early
in	life,	and	most	Even	the	most	urban-minded	of	them	prefer	parks	and	bearfolk	look	it.	Their	physiques	tend	toward	great	bulk	greenery,	and	take	pains	not	to	disrupt	the	surrounding	beneath	shaggy	fur.	Even	the	slenderest	bearfolk	are	quite	strong.	Bearfolk	are	over	7	feet	tall	when	they	stand	at	their	full	height,	but	they	often	appear	shorter
because	of	a	natural	forward	roll	to	their	shoulders.	They	weigh	between	250	and	350	pounds.	They’re	covered	in	shaggy	fur	that	can	have	a	range	of	colors.	The	most	common	colors	are	black	and	brown,	often	with	a	lighter	frosting	or	tip	on	the	chest,	shoulders,	and	upper	back.	Coppery	red,	honey-colored,	and	even	pure	white	fur	occur	rarely.	The
color	gives	a	clue	to	the	particular	bearfolk’s	heritage,	but	it’s	not	an	exact	indicator.	As	they	age,	bearfolk	tend	to	go	silvery	around	the	muzzle,	giving	them	a	distinguished	look.	TRIBE	AND	FAMILY	The	core	of	bearfolk	society	is	the	immediate	family.	Parents	care	for	their	cubs	until	the	young	reach	the	age	of	5	or	6	years,	when	a	precocious	shift
takes	over.	Although	they	aren’t	yet	fully	grown,	the	cubs	are	drawn	by	a	powerful	urge	to	explore.	They	begin	spending	time	away	from	their	family,	treating	their	entire	village	(or	smaller	neighborhood	in	a	larger	settlement)	as	a	sort	of	extended	family.	This	can	be	surprising	or	even	annoying	for	nonbearfolk	neighbors,	who	might	discover	a
bearfolk	child	rooting	through	their	pantry	for	a	snack,	inviting	itself	to	dinner,	or	even	adopting	them	as	its	new	family	temporarily.	This	isn’t	necessarily	as	inconvenient	as	it	sounds,	since	young	bearfolk	are	also	more	enthusiastic	learners	and	harder	workers	around	the	house	than	most	other	children	their	age.	Beyond	immediate	family,	the	tribe
forms	the	majority	of	bearfolk	culture.	Once	bearfolk	cubs	start	venturing	beyond	their	own	homes,	families	intertwine.	Each	cares	for	the	cubs	that	happen	by	that	day,	welcoming	the	wayward	children	to	meal	tables	as	their	own.	There’s	no	choice	but	to	know	one’s	neighbors	in	a	bearfolk	tribe,	and10	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919RACEScountryside	any	more	than	necessary.	Where	possible,	they	BEARFOLK	TRAITSlove	to	incorporate	existing	caves	and	rock	formationsinto	their	architecture.	Settlements	always	hold	a	totem,	Your	bearfolk	character	has	certain	characteristics	instatue,	or	some	other	representation	honoring	an	ancestor	common	with	all	other	bearfolk.of
virtue	at	their	center.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	The	bearfolk	place	a	high	value	on	honesty,	trust,	hard	by	2.work,	and	community.	These	are	the	virtues	that	bring	abearfolk	honor,	and	the	same	attributes	make	an	outsider	Age.	Bearfolk	come	of	age	in	their	late	teens	and	livewelcome.	Laws	governing	bearfolk	life	are
simple	and	around	80	years.loose.	They	trust	in	their	core	values	to	guide	themwisely	when	disputes	arise.	In	the	rare	instance	when	a	Alignment.	Bearfolk	are	predominantly	good,disagreement	can’t	be	settled	according	to	custom,	honor,	mistrusting	and	shunning	evil.	While	they	hold	richand	common	sense,	the	elders	become	involved.	Defying
traditions,	they	value	their	freedom	and	tend	towardthe	judgment	of	elders	for	personal	gain	is	a	source	of	chaotic	alignments.great	shame	that	can	ruin	a	bearfolk	in	the	eyes	of	his	orher	tribe	and	family.	Size.	Bearfolk	can	reach	a	height	of	over	7	feet,	with	thick,	muscular	builds.	Your	size	is	Medium.PASSION	AND	WRATH	Speed.	Your	base	walking
speed	is	30	feet.Their	intimidating	mien	is	no	veneer.	Bearfolk	have	a	deepand	impressive	capacity	for	violence	when	roused	to	anger	Bite.	Your	powerful	jaws	are	natural	weapons,	which	youor	in	defense	of	their	own.	Bearfolk	passions	run	as	strong	can	use	to	make	unarmed	strikes.	If	it	hits,	you	deal	1d6as	their	bodies,	and	banter	that	pushes	the
boundary	into	+	your	Strength	modifier	piercing	damage.insults	and	bruised	honor	often	leads	to	more	bruises.Their	great	physical	strength	means	they	excel	at	battle,	Natural	Armor.	Your	hide	is	thick	and	tough,	grantingand	even	relatively	minor	physical	altercations	can	you	a	natural	AC	of	13	+	your	Dexterity	modifier.inadvertently	become
serious.	Many	bearfolk	wear	scarsfrom	physical	contests,	both	simple	competition	and	more	Powerful	Build.	You	count	as	one	size	larger	whenserious	matters	of	wounded	honor,	that	went	a	little	too	far.	determining	your	carrying	capacity	and	the	weight	you	can	push,	drag,	or	lift.	Thanks	to	their	physical	prowess,	many	bearfolk	followthe	path	of	the
warrior.	Barbarians	and	fighters	are	Ursine	Talent.	You	have	proficiency	in	the	Athletics	andcommon,	with	rangers	and	druids	following	closely.	Perception	skills.	When	bearfolk	go	to	war,	they	do	so	with	the	clear	goal	of	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Common,protecting	their	people	in	the	moment	and	in	the	future.	If	and	either
Northern	(if	you	hail	from	Midgard)	orthat	means	the	destruction	of	a	foe,	then	so	be	it.	They	are	Umbral	(if	native	to	the	Moonlit	Glades).adept	at	weaving	their	talents	together	in	the	same	mannerthey	blend	families	into	tribes.	Spellcasters	favor	turning	Subrace.	Two	main	subraces	of	bearfolk	exist	in	Midgard:the	natural	world	against	their	foes
with	conjured	beasts	grizzlehides	and	purifiers.	Choose	one	of	them.and	manipulating	battlefield	conditions	through	weather,controlling	plants,	and	even	shaping	the	earth	itself.	GrizzlehideBEARFOLK	NAMES	As	a	grizzlehide	bearfolk,	you	are	thicker	and	hardier	than	your	cousins.	Grizzlehide	fur	ranges	from	black	to	golden,Bearfolk	are	given	cub
names	by	their	parents,	similar	to	often	with	light	gray	or	blonde	tips.	Tough	and	ferociousnames	found	throughout	the	Northlands.	When	a	bearfolk	grizzlehides	are	the	original	bearfolk	stock	native	to	thecomes	of	age,	they	earn	a	new	name,	either	bestowed	upon	colder	northern	climes	of	Midgard.them	by	an	elder	or	one	they	choose	themselves.
This	namebefits	a	deed	undertaken	during	their	rite	of	passage	into	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Constitution	scoreadulthood,	describes	some	honorable	or	prominent	trait	increases	by	1.of	the	bearfolk	in	question,	or	honors	an	ancestor.	Bear	Hug.	When	you	take	the	Attack	action,	you	canMale	Names:	Beorst,	Cauldvyr,	Cirdhan,	Dorngal,	make	an
unarmed	strike	as	a	bonus	action.	If	you	hit,Erlundt,	Gurralt,	Hrosvir,	Lhod,	Nodhr,	Yrn	you	can	grapple	the	target	in	addition	to	dealing	damage	to	it.	You	can	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	equal	toFemale	Names:	Anga,	Burli,	Daegna,	Durtta,	Farla,	your	Constitution	modifier	(minimum	of	1),	and	youIngyrd,	Johanna,	Padhra,	Sivaer,	Tuli	regain	all
expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.Deed	Names:	Fireheart,	Ironhide,	Lightblade,	Thick	Coat.	You	are	resistant	to	cold	damage.Moondancer,	Razorclaws,	Shadowbane,	Stonebones,Valgerdsdottir,	Yellowfang,	Yrnsson	Purifier	As	a	purifier,	you	are	slighter	of	build,	with	reddish	or	pale	11	fur	and	with	a	strong	affinity	for	nature.	Purifiers	often
serve	as	spiritual	anchors	in	their	communities.	Purifiers	are	a	recent	branch	of	the	bearfolk	race.	The	majority	of	them	originate	in	the	Moonlit	Glades	as	opposed	to	Bjeornheim	in	Midgard.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Wisdom	score	increases	RAIDING	AND	BANDITRY	by	1.	Upon	reaching	the	age	of
majority,	all	young	adult	Nature’s	Gift.	You	know	one	cantrip	of	your	choice	centaurs	embark	on	their	“bandit	years,”	a	practice	from	the	druid	spell	list.	Wisdom	is	your	spellcasting	ability	score	for	it.	designed	to	siphon	off	those	who	are	particularly	troublesome	and	give	some	experience	to	more	agreeable	Stalwart	Will.	When	you	make	an
Intelligence,	colts	and	fillies.	These	young	centaurs	run	free,	away	Wisdom,	or	Charisma	saving	throw,	you	can	roll	a	d4	from	the	clan	groups,	to	exorcise	their	aggression	and	and	add	the	result	to	your	total.	You	can	do	this	after	immaturity.	At	the	end	of	this	period,	they	can	choose	to	the	roll	but	before	any	effects	occur.	Once	you	use	this	remain
outside	their	clan	or	horde,	or	they	can	return	with	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	the	understanding	that	they	have	tamed	their	wild	ways—	long	rest.	at	least	to	the	degree	that’s	acceptable	to	centaur	society.	CENTAURS	Most	young	adults	choose	to	return	after	their	bandit	years,	though	the	occasional	centaur	leaves	the
horde	On	the	plains,	in	the	forests,	and	across	the	steppes	live	permanently	out	of	curiosity,	romance	with	another	creatures	who	blend	humanoid	and	equine	aspects.	race,	or	any	number	of	other	factors.	Young	centaurs	Centaurs	are	neither	man	nor	beast,	but	occupy	a	strange	of	the	same	age	go	on	their	bandit	years	together,	with	niche	in	both	the
civilized	and	natural	worlds.	They	instructions	from	the	clan	chief	about	when	they’ll	be	are	born	with	grace	befitting	a	human	king,	but	allowed	to	return.	are	possessed	of	the	fierce	savagery	of	a	wild	stallion.	Centaurs	are	a	scattered	race,	roaming	in	small	clan	groups	from	the	Rothenian	Plain	(where	their	numbers	are	great)	to	the	court	of	the
young	Valeran	Emperor,	whom	several	serve	as	personal	guards.	But	they	also	have	a	reputation	for	banditry	and	bullying,	and	most	cultures	consider	them	dangerous.	Centaurs	are	largely	a	nomadic	people.	Their	archery	is	excellent	and	their	healing	arts	are	well	advanced.	Because	they	have	little	interest	in	magic	or	in	writing,	other	cultures
sometimes	disregard	centaurs,	but	they	do	so	at	their	peril.	Large	centaur	hordes	have	smashed	baronies	and	even	small	nations	flat.	Centaur	Size	and	Damage	Large	creatures	are	challenging	to	balance	as	playable	races,	because	they	have	innate	advantages	that	let	them	outshine	smaller	races	in	combat.	The	centaur	is	interesting	in	this	regard
because,	despite	their	Large	size,	their	upper	bodies	and	arms	are	human-sized,	so	they	use	standard	weapons.	This	creates	an	opportunity	to	design	in	the	Large	creature	space	without	risking	a	catastrophic	balance	shift	from	creatures	swinging	enormous	weapons,	or	requiring	a	list	of	drawbacks	to	make	them	“balanced”	(read:	unplayable	and	no
fun).12	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACES	Centaurs	believe	in	personal	property,	but	they	also	Pike	Charge.	If	you	move	at	least	30	feet	straight	towardbelieve	that	a	person	who	claims	to	own	something	should	a	target	and	then	hit	it	with	a	pike	attack	on	the	samebe	strong	enough	to	defend	it.	They	never	steal	from	their	turn,	the
target	takes	an	extra	3	(1d6)	piercing	damage.clan,	but	anyone	else	is	fair	game.	Shipments	or	supplies	of	The	number	of	extra	damage	dice	you	gain	increases	bygrain	and	alcohol	are	their	favorite	targets.	one	at	6th	level	(2d6)	and	again	at	11th	level	(3d6).	You	can	apply	this	extra	damage	only	once	per	turn.	You	can	During	a	raid,	centaurs	take
advantage	of	their	speed,	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	per	day	equal	to	yourmaneuverability,	and	skill	in	archery.	They	use	diversions	Constitution	modifier	(minimum	1),	and	you	regain	allto	draw	defenders	away	from	targets,	or	use	heavy	volumes	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.of	arrows	to	keep	them	pinned	down.	Humanoid	Torso.
Although	you	are	Large,	you	wield	The	bandit	years	are	the	time	when	centaurs	drink	most	weapons	and	wear	armor	sized	for	a	Medium	creature,heavily.	Within	the	clan,	celebrations	can	be	shockingly	thanks	to	the	proportions	of	your	humanoid	torso.raucous,	but	everyday	life	is	not.	During	the	bandit	years,however,	young	centaurs	are	drunk	more
often	than	not.	Quadruped.	You	have	disadvantage	on	Stealth	checksThis	constant	inebriation	fuels	more	raids,	fights,	and	because	of	your	size	and	indelicate	hooves.	Thereckless	behavior.	mundane	details	of	the	structures	of	humanoids	can	present	considerable	obstacles	for	you,	such	as	ladders	The	bandit	years	are	also	the	time	when	centaurs	are
and	manholes.most	likely	to	take	up	a	life	of	adventuring,	even	if	onlyfor	a	little	while.	Many	centaurs	spend	their	bandit	years	Self-sufficient.	You	have	proficiency	with	thenot	strictly	as	bandits	but	as	wanderers	and	adventurers,	Medicine	skill.eventually	returning	to	their	clans	with	loot	and	stories.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Centaur
andCENTAUR	NAMES	one	other	language	of	your	choice.Centaur	names	are	similar	in	many	ways	to	elven	names,	DHAMPIRbut	they	emphasize	synonyms	for	speed,	strength,	anddaring.	They	sometimes	incorporate	a	long	list	of	deed	The	half-living	children	of	vampires	and	human	mothers,names,	but	those	are	seldom	trotted	out	except	during
dhampirs	are	born	into	a	world	that	rejects	them.	Stigmaformal	occasions	and	when	issuing	challenges.	and	suspicion	follow	them	regardless	of	whether	the	truth	of	a	dhampir	child’s	nature	is	known.	This	mistrust	eitherMale	Names.	Barrazu,	Farrushi,	Gaddir,	Gadjay,	forces	a	dhampir	to	develop	a	disarming	wit	and	charm,Harunmaza,	Himfel,
Lahza,	Muhktif,	Seflenn,	Zadat	or	to	embrace	bitterness	and	keep	others	at	arm’s	length	through	guile	or	outright	intimidation.Female	Names.	Ammida,	Bassara,	Firnala,	Imudeema,Lahga,	Leezai,	Rashij,	Simdisa,	Tazgizi,	Tifalza	Few	dhampirs	find	solace	with	their	undead	forebears.	As	living	creatures,	even	tainted	ones,	the	reality	of
livingCENTAUR	TRAITS	with	an	evil,	blood-sucking	monster	seldom	appeals	even	as	they	struggle	with	their	own	urges	or	hungers.Your	centaur	character	has	certain	characteristics	in	Dhampirs	struggle	to	find	acceptance	both	within	societycommon	with	all	other	centaurs.	and	within	themselves.Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases
LITHE	AND	GRACEFUL	by	2,	and	your	Wisdom	score	increases	by	1.	Dhampirs	appear	much	like	humans	at	first	glance.	AdultsAge.	Centaurs	reach	maturity	at	15	years	of	age.	Their	stand	between	5	and	6	feet	tall	but	are	more	slender	on	lifespans	vary	because	of	the	harsh	conditions	and	average	than	humans;	males	weigh	around	160	pounds.
martial	nature	of	their	culture,	but	the	upper	limits	are	Female	dhampirs	are	only	slightly	shorter	but	are	a	fair	bit	similar	to	those	of	humans.	leaner,	weighing	around	120	pounds.	Their	skin	and	hair	color	runs	the	vast	spectrum	of	tones	available	to	humans,Alignment.	Centaur	alignments	are	mainly	chaotic	and	though	they	tend	to	be	slightly	pale.
neutral.	Their	flawless	features	are	tinged	with	some	unnamableSize.	Centaurs	stand	between	8	and	9	feet	tall	and	weigh	exotic	quality.	Despite	the	fear	and	uncertainty	that	follow	in	excess	of	1,000	pounds.	Your	size	is	Large.	them,	the	half-dead	possess	a	seductive	appearance.	Listeners	find	themselves	unconsciously	giving	weight	toSpeed.
Centaurs	have	a	base	speed	of	40	feet.	a	dhampir’s	words	and	are	drawn	to	his	or	her	presence.	Dhampirs	glide	through	life	with	a	seemingly	effortlessType.	You	are	of	the	monstrosity	type.	grace	that	belies	their	struggle.Natural	Attacks.	You	have	proficiency	with	your	13	hooves.	You	make	one	attack	with	your	hooves,	which	deal	2d6	bludgeoning
damage.Centaur	Weapon	Training.	You	have	proficiency	with	the	pike	and	the	longbow.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919BLOOD	TIES	the	light	and	find	safety	and	comfort	in	darkness.	Enticed	and	repulsed	by	mortals	at	the	same	time,	this	constant	For	most	dhampirs,	family	is	all	they	have.	Immediate	kin	struggle	is	at	the	core	of	a
dhampir’s	existence.	might	be	the	only	source	of	solace	for	a	dhampir	raised	by	a	mortal	family.	Driven	away	by	the	unconscious	or	Many	dhampirs	use	this	struggle	as	fuel	to	action.	Good	superstitious	derision	of	their	peers,	families	containing	dhampirs	are	horrified	by	their	own	corrupted	existence	a	dhampir	can	easily	become	clannish	and
reclusive.	They	and	dedicate	themselves	to	living	in	opposition	to	it.	They	learn	to	keep	the	world	at	a	distance	to	protect	themselves	become	priests	who	venerate	gods	of	light,	or	they	vow	to	and	their	loved	ones.	Dhampirs	who	grow	up	in	this	destroy	all	undead	who	perpetuate	their	misery.	Others	situation	commonly	strike	out	on	their	own	after
reaching	are	broken	by	their	turmoil.	They	lash	out	at	the	world	in	a	maturity,	both	out	of	a	need	to	find	connection	to	the	rage	of	bloodlust	and	hatred.	Many	evil	dhampirs	turn	to	greater	world	and	to	spare	their	family	the	burden	of	their	worship	of	demons	and	other	gods	of	darkness	and	pain,	presence.	seeking	to	conquer	and	subjugate	their
mortal	peers.	Conversely,	some	dhampirs	are	born	into	bloodlines	that	deliberately	cultivate	their	tainted	nature.	A	true	vampire	patron,	usually	the	one	who	originally	began	the	line,	oversees	these	bloodlines.	Such	a	bloodline	holds	its	lineage	in	the	highest	regard.	There	is	no	doubt	among	its	members	that	theirs	is	a	superior	stock	and	upbringing,
and	that	greatness	is	their	due.	The	majority	of	outright	evil	dhampirs	arise	from	cultivated	bloodlines.	They	quickly	become	true	monsters,	seeing	the	fear	of	the	living	world	as	envy	of	their	station.	CULTURAL	MASKS	Particularly	close-knit	or	cosmopolitan	communities	can	easily	tolerate	a	dhampir	in	their	midst,	but	that	has	more	to	do	with
adherence	to	tradition	or	relative	anonymity	than	true	acceptance.	Larger	cities	include	dhampirs	sprinkled	among	the	population	as	the	half-dead	blend	in	and	find	their	niche,	relying	on	their	innate	charm.	Dhampir	don’t	relate	easily	to	humans	but	find	a	natural	kinship	with	other	half-breed	races,	particularly	the	fiendish	tieflings.	They,	along	with
half-orcs	and	half-elves,	know	all	too	well	what	it’s	like	to	live	between	two	worlds,	never	truly	fitting	in	to	either.	Some	dhampirs	choose	to	band	together	for	safety,	camaraderie,	and	understanding.	These	groups	are	nomadic,	traveling	from	town	to	town	and	making	their	living	off	the	land.	Such	a	band	adheres	to	a	loose	set	of	guidelines	called	the
Walking	Crow	edicts.	These	rules	dictate	the	dhampirs’	responsibility	to	protect	one	another	from	outsiders,	for	each	caravan	group	to	self-govern	and	be	self-sustaining,	and	for	every	Crow	to	work	toward	the	prosperity	of	the	caravan.	These	groups	rarely	find	warm	welcome	with	outsiders,	but	they	are	tolerated	because	the	Crows	develop	diverse
adventuring	skills	by	necessity.	Despite	their	trepidation,	villagers	can	resolve	threats	to	their	homes	by	hiring	a	band	of	Crows	to	handle	the	problem	for	them.	CANDLES	IN	THE	DARK	Dhampirs	constantly	struggle	with	their	nature.	They	suffer	from	a	troubled	upbringing	and	intrinsic	corruption	that	gnaws	at	civilized	thoughts	and	behavior.	The
truth	of	their	heritage	weighs	on	them.	Many	experience	disturbing	urges	to	consume	blood	or	to	control	others.	They	shun14	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESDHAMPIR	NAMES	A	creature	immune	to	being	charmed	is	immune	to	your	predatory	charm.Most	dhampirs	bear	names	appropriate	to	their	mothers’human	culture.	Some,
particularly	those	belonging	to	Undead	Resistance.	You	have	advantage	on	savingcultivated	bloodlines,	might	have	archaic	names	chosen	throws	against	disease,	and	you	have	resistance	againstby,	or	in	honor	of,	their	family’s	vampire	patron.	Surnames	necrotic	damage.follow	a	similar	pattern.	Dhampirs	might	use	the	familyname	of	their	mortal
relatives,	or	they	might	adopt	the	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Common.family	name	of	a	powerful	vampire	as	a	badge	of	office.Nomadic	dhampirs	uniformly	take	the	surname	“Crow.”	DWARVESDHAMPIR	TRAITS	The	dwarves	of	Midgard	live	in	three	great	realms:	the	Northern	halls	such	as	Tanserhall	and	Wolfheim,	theYour	dhampir
character	has	certain	characteristics	derived	cantons	of	the	Ironcrags,	and	the	Southern	city	of	Nuriafrom	your	undead	ancestry.	Natal.	The	dwarves	of	the	three	realms	are	distinct	in	their	culture,	strengths,	and	style.Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Charisma	score	increases	by	2,	and	your	Dexterity	score	increases	by	1.	NORTHLANDS	DWARVESAge.
Dhampirs	reach	maturity	at	the	same	age	as	humans,	The	Northlands	dwarves	are	keepers	of	the	old	ways	but	their	lifespans	are	much	longer.	They	can	live	up	to	and	the	old	gods,	smiths	and	warriors,	farmers	and	750	years	before	death	finally	claims	them.	traders,	stout	and	strong	and	able	to	down	a	barrel	of	ale	at	one	sitting.	They	keep	busy
fighting	the	giants	or	theAlignment.	Most	dhampirs	are	neutral,	but	some	are	werewolves	and	worgs	in	the	North,	but	sometimes	the	driven	toward	evil	by	the	bitterness	and	suspicion	their	Northern	dwarves	take	to	the	sea	in	their	longships	and	parentage	thrusts	upon	them.	A	few	turn	toward	good	raid	the	coasts,	from	Vidim	through	the
Donnermark	and	in	defiance	of	their	nature.	Krakova	to	northern	Dornig	territories,	but	passing	over	the	magocracy	of	Allain.Size.	Dhampirs	are	about	as	tall	as	humans	but	are	slighter	of	build.	Your	size	is	Medium.	The	Northern	dwarves	are	especially	accomplished	at	ring-making	and	smithwork,	and	their	society	ofSpeed.	Your	base	walking	speed
is	30	feet.	bear‑shirted	berserks	is	celebrated	for	its	ferocity.Darkvision.	Thanks	to	your	undead	ancestry,	you	have	superior	vision	in	dark	and	dim	conditions.	You	can	Northlands	dwarves	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	you	as	if	it	were	bright	have	the	traits	of	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	can’t	mountain	dwarves.	discern	color	in
darkness,	only	shades	of	gray.	15Dark	Thirst.	You	can	bite	as	an	unarmed	strike	against	an	incapacitated	creature	or	one	you	have	grappled.	Your	bite	deals	1	point	of	piercing	damage,	and	if	the	creature	has	blood	and	isn’t	a	construct	or	undead,	you	can	feed	from	it	as	part	of	the	attack.	Your	feeding	deals	necrotic	damage	equal	to	your	Charisma
modifier	(minimum	of	1),	and	if	your	target	takes	damage	you	regain	one	spent	hit	die.	You	can	regain	a	number	of	spent	hit	dice	with	this	trait	equal	to	your	Constitution	modifier	per	long	rest	(minimum	of	1).Predatory	Charm.	As	an	action,	you	can	magically	beguile	the	mind	of	a	creature	that	you	can	see	within	30	feet.	For	1	hour,	you	have
advantage	on	Charisma	checks	made	against	the	target.	If	you	or	any	of	your	allies	attack	or	damage	the	target,	this	effect	ends.	When	the	effect	ends,	the	target	feels	repulsed	by	you	and	becomes	hostile	toward	you	until	the	next	dawn,	during	which	time	it	becomes	immune	to	this	effect.	A	hostile	creature	won’t	necessarily	attack	outright,	but	it
won’t	deal	with	you	in	any	way	and	might	actively	try	to	hinder	you.	You	can	use	this	trait	once,	and	regain	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919CANTONAL	DWARVES	Southern	dwarves	are	alchemists	and	mystics,	with	a	deep	hatred	of	dragons	and	the	Mharoti	Empire.	They	have	The
cantonal	dwarves	are	makers,	miners,	and	smiths,	served	the	King	of	Nuria	Natal	faithfully	as	bodyguards	digging	deep	into	the	Ironcrags	for	iron	and	gold	and	and	as	his	heavy	infantry	for	centuries,	and	as	engineers	forging	items	of	great	wonder,	primarily	exceptional	who	build	his	temples,	city	walls,	and	step	pyramids.	spears,	crossbows,	and
arrows,	but	also	great	artistic	works.	Singular	items	are	a	lifetime’s	masterwork:	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Intelligence	score	a	clockwork	steed	or	wagon,	an	airship,	a	returning	increases	by	1.	hammer,	or	a	suit	of	invulnerable	armor.	None	of	these	are	beyond	the	grasp	of	a	cantonal	smith.	Dwarven	Mysticism.	You	gain	proficiency	with	alchemist’s
supplies,	and	you	know	either	the	guidance	The	cantonal	dwarves	serve	no	kings,	but	rule	or	resistance	cantrip.	themselves.	They	often	serve	as	mercenaries	in	the	Seven	Cities,	among	the	Princes	of	Dornig,	and	even	against	the	GUNPOWDER	AND	AIRSHIPS	Mharoti	Empire,	side	by	side	with	the	Magdar	knights.	The	cantonal	dwarves	of	Midgard
are	the	only	race	with	Cantonal	dwarves	have	the	traits	of	hill	dwarves.	access	to	gunpowder	and	airships.	Both	of	these	are	purely	optional	elements	of	the	setting.	SOUTHLANDS	DWARVES	If	you	choose	to	include	gunpowder,	only	characters	with	The	Southlands	dwarves	are	distant	relatives	at	best,	with	a	connection	to	the	cantons	have	access	to
proper	guns,	different	language,	magic,	and	style.	In	the	desert	heat	the	powder,	and	related	materials,	or	to	teachers	who	can	train	Southern	dwarves	shave	their	heads	and	wrap	their	beards	them	in	their	proper	use.	tightly	in	gold	or	copper	wire;	sometimes	these	beards	are	forked	or	braided	as	well.	They	serve	a	male	mask	of	Rava	Airships	occupy
a	similar	position.	The	dwarves	built	a	they	call	Ptah,	and	they	build	clockwork	bodies	they	call	few	in	the	canton	of	Templeforge.	The	vessels	are	delicate	shabti,	or	servants.	Their	skin	is	dark,	and—	when	not	and	expensive,	so	only	a	handful	of	cantons	actually	have	shorn—their	hair	runs	to	pure	black,	gold,	or	red.	an	airship	of	their	own.	Most	are
used	only	for	carrying	high-value	cargo	or	for	urgent	military	matters.16	ELVES	The	elves	are	a	people	apart,	as	they	are	quick	to	remind	others.	They	were	not	the	first	settlers	of	the	forests	and	fields,	but	they	taught	humans	and	dwarves	and	others	the	arts	arcane	and	the	art	of	civilization.	The	empire	they	founded	at	Thorn	and	in	the	Arbonesse,
which	later	spread	as	far	east	as	Sephaya	and	south	to	Valera,	was	a	wonder	for	the	ages.	Its	magical	roads,	its	slim	towers,	and	its	speedy	and	lethal	armies	maintained	an	age	of	peace	that	lasted	until	a	few	centuries	ago.	Now	the	elves	are	in	retreat,	and	a	splintered	race.	A	few	with	mixed	elven/human	blood—the	so-called	elfmarked,	who	are	dealt
with	in	their	own	section—	remain	and	can	claim	descent	from	the	great	elves	of	old,	despite	being	as	much	human	as	elf.	True	elves	are	rarely	seen,	and	are	confined	to	three	groups:	the	windrunner	elves	of	the	Rothenian	steppes,	who	are	so	few	in	number	and	so	reclusive	that	they	may	as	well	be	myth;	the	shadow	fey	of	the	Realm	of	Shadow,	who
are	discussed	separately	below;	and	the	reclusive	river	elves	of	the	Arbonesse,	who	are	the	strongest	and	wisest	of	the	three	groups.	RIVER	ELVES	The	river	elves	are	what	remains	of	the	elves	of	Thorn,	with	the	River	King	retaining	only	slight	contact	with	the	Domains	of	the	Princes.	The	Arbonesse	forest	is	their	homeland	and	the	river	their
highway,	and	their	borders	include	all	the	land	where	the	leaves’	shadow	falls.	The	river	elves	sometimes	exile	one	of	their	number	to	wander	the	world	for	a	time	(a	span	defined	in	decades),	but	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESotherwise,	the	other	races	rarely	see	the	elves	who	built	so	Gearforged	mechanisms	are	more	than
mechanical,many	castles,	roads,	and	cities	throughout	Midgard.	because	gearforged	are	machines	with	souls.	Their	arms	and	legs	are	driven	by	everwound	springs.	Their	minds	are	River	elves	have	the	traits	of	high	elves.	Machine	SpeechELVEN	NAMES	Machine	Speech	is	a	whistling,	clicking	languageA	true	elf	of	the	Arbonesse	lineage	has	three
names.	that’s	incomprehensible	to	non-gearforgedThe	first	is	a	birth	name	given	by	parents,	the	second	is	ears.	Speakers	of	Machine	Speech	claim	that	thea	common	name	adopted	by	the	elf	upon	maturity,	and	Clockwork	Oracle	of	the	Free	City	of	Zobeck	speaksthe	last	is	a	lineage	name,	akin	to	a	family	name	among	in	this	form,	and	that	their
speech	is	faster	and	purerthe	humans	but	taken	from	a	list	of	a	few	hundred	great	than	any	language	of	flesh-and-blood	races.heroes	of	the	Elflands	known	as	the	Wild	Hunt,	whoharried	the	demons	back	to	their	hells.	The	most	common	17lineage	names	include	Aynwyn,	Sheoloss,	Kalthania,Derina,	Dammung,	Rexthathus,	and	Larentil.	Elves	withthe
same	lineage	name	might	not	be	related	at	all,	whichleads	to	confusion	among	humans.	Elves	reveal	their	birthnames	to	their	own	kind	and	trusted	friends,	and	theircommon	name	to	all	others.	By	Dornig	law,	only	individuals	with	clear	elven	heritageare	allowed	to	take	an	elven	lineage	name.	There	is	a	brisktrade	among	up-and-coming	gentry	for
genealogists	whocan	trace	a	person’s	ancestry	in	a	way	that	establishes	sucha	link.	Some	of	these	geneologists	are	very	creative.GEARFORGEDOriginally	created	as	powerful	soldiers,	gearforgedmust	now	find	their	own	paths	to	navigate	the	secondlife	they’ve	been	given.	Many	devote	themselves	tocivil	service,	others	to	their	gods.	Some	dedicate
theirextraordinarily	long	lives	to	the	pursuit	of	knowledge.	Afew,	naturally,	seek	out	lives	of	adventure.	The	gearforged	are	an	artificial	race.	More	importantly,its	members	are	created	one	at	a	time	and	come	from	a	vastarray	of	backgrounds.	Nevertheless,	they	maintain	richtraditions	of	history,	culture,	and	spirituality	all	their	own,largely	because	of
the	influence	of	the	race’s	patron,	thegear	goddess	Rava.FORM	AND	FUNCTIONAll	gearforged	were	once	other	creatures	withflesh‑and‑blood	bodies,	but	their	conscious	mindswere	transplanted	into	articulated	bodies	of	iron,	steel,brass,	and	wood,	driven	by	pistons	and	springs.	Each	isas	distinctive	in	appearance	as	other	people	are.	Someentities
spend	a	fortune	on	these	new	bodies,	while	othersscrape	together	anything	that	will	work—especially	if	thesubject	is	aging	or	ill.	All	gearforged	are	made	in	humanoid	shape.	The	vastmajority	fall	into	one	of	two	styles:	those	that	are	roughlyhuman-sized,	with	articulated	joints,	hands,	feet,	andcrystal	lens	eyes;	and	a	version	made	by	dwarves
thatmirrors	their	shorter,	stouter	body	shape.	Dwarflikegearforged	are	more	common	in	the	cantons	of	theIroncrags	than	in	the	Free	City	of	Zobeck,	but	they’reuniversally	accepted	as	receptacles	for	dwarf	souls.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919actuated	by	memory	gears,	transverse	cognition	gearing,	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30
feet.	and	the	marvel	of	a	soul	gem	connected	directly	to	a	maze	of	silver	and	mithral	steam,	spark,	and	magical	conduits.	Type.	You	are	of	the	humanoid	(gearforged)	type.	These	elements	reside	in	a	shell	of	iron,	brass,	and	steel.	Constructed	Body.	Your	consciousness	and	soul	reside	GEARFORGED	COMPONENTS	within	a	soul	gem	to	animate	your
mechanical	body.	As	such,	you	are	a	living	creature	with	some	of	the	benefits	The	range	of	gearforged	anatomy	in	all	its	variants	is	and	drawbacks	of	a	construct.	remarkable,	but	all	gearforged	share	some	common	parts.	•	You	cannot	eat,	drink,	or	breathe.	You	can’t	drink	Everwound	Springs.	These	magical	springs	provide	potions	or	gain	benefits
that	come	from	drinking,	energy	over	long	periods,	effectively	acting	as	the	power	eating,	or	inhaling	vapors.	sources	for	most	of	the	gearforged’s	moving	parts.	A	broken	everwound	spring	results	in	the	loss	of	function	in	•	You	do	not	naturally	sleep.	that	digit	or	limb.	•	During	a	rest,	you	must	perform	maintenance	on	your	Soul	Gem.	The	mind	of	a
gearforged	creature	is	as	sharp	gears,	springs,	and	joints,	following	the	normal	rules	as	that	of	any	flesh-and-blood	soul,	but	it	is	more	portable.	governing	rest	and	activity.	While	performing	this	The	animating,	vital	principle	of	a	gearforged—its	will,	maintenance,	you	are	aware	of	your	surroundings	but	its	personality,	its	mind—are	retained	in	a	soul
gem.	Its	you	have	disadvantage	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks.	destruction	means	the	death	of	that	gearforged.	Memory	Gears.	These	delicate	constructions	are	scroll‑like	ribbons	pierced	with	thousands	of	pin	holes	and	wound	about	with	tiny	enchantments	of	great	complexity.	The	memory	of	a	gearforged	for	all	the	days	after	its	creation	lives	in	the
memory	gears.	Older	gearforged	have	many	such	gears,	and	the	material	component	for	the	magic	to	create	them	requires	one	new	gear	for	every	10	years	of	life.	Installing	one	requires	one	day’s	work	and	2,000	gp.	Other	gearforged	can	read	memory	gears	salvaged	from	a	dead	gearforged,	but	it’s	a	complex,	time-consuming	process.	It’s	also
viewed	with	some	alarm	by	most	gearforged,	since	it	is	akin	to	peering	into	the	most	private	details	of	a	creature’s	life.	Installing	a	used	memory	gear	into	a	new	or	existing	gearforged	requires	a	new	soulforging	and	at	least	one	week	before	the	recipient	can	interpret	and	understand	the	memories.	GEARFORGED	NAMES	Some	gearforged	use	the
same	name	they	had	before	they	became	gearforged.	Others	adopt	a	new	name,	drawing	on	any	culture	they	admire.	And	a	few	take	on	an	aspirational	name	representing	a	virtue	they	hope	to	embody,	such	as	Courage,	Noble,	Faithful,	Endurance,	or	Truth.	GEARFORGED	TRAITS	Your	gearforged	character	has	certain	characteristics	in	common	with
all	other	gearforged.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Two	different	ability	scores	of	your	choice	increase	by	1.	Age.	The	soul	inhabiting	a	gearforged	can	be	any	age.	As	long	as	its	new	body	is	kept	in	good	repair,	there	is	no	known	limit	to	how	long	it	can	function.	Alignment.	No	single	alignment	typifies	gearforged.	Size.	Gearforged	are	as	tall	as	either
dwarves	or	humans,	but	they	weigh	between	250	and	300	pounds.	Your	size18	is	Medium.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACES	If	you	go	longer	than	24	hours	without	performing	GNOLLS	maintenance	(you	don’t	take	a	long	rest),	you	gain	one	level	of	exhaustion.	All	exhaustion	gained	this	way	The	average	gnoll	views	the	virtues	of	work
and	disappears	after	your	next	long	rest.	self‑sufficiency	with	distaste.	Gnolls	with	leadership	skills	or	who	tire	of	sharing	the	fruits	of	their	labors	frequently	•	You	can’t	be	stabilized	when	dying	with	a	Wisdom	break	off	from	the	pack	alone	or	in	small	groups	to	fend	for	(Medicine)	check	or	spare	the	dying.	Instead,	a	successful	themselves.	Sometimes
a	male	gnoll	foolishly	announces	DC	10	Intelligence	check	or	a	mending	cantrip	is	needed.	that	he	believes	males	are	more	fit	to	lead,	and	necessarily	sets	out	on	his	own	until	he	can	find	a	new	pack	or	the	•	You	regain	only	one-half	the	usual	number	of	hit	points	controversy	is	forgotten.	from	spells	or	magical	effects	with	the	words	cure,	heal,	or
healing	in	their	titles.	Gnolls	who	possess	the	will	to	face	danger	make	excellent	adventurers.Flesh	of	Steel.	You	are	immune	to	disease,	poison	damage,	and	the	poisoned	condition.	GNOLL	NAMESSolid	Construction.	If	you	are	killed	but	your	soul	Gnoll	names	are	heavily	influenced	by	their	demonic	gem	and	memory	gears	are	still	intact,	you	can	be
origins.	There’s	no	difference	between	the	names	of	males	restored	to	life	if	your	body	is	repaired	and	soulforging	and	females.	is	cast	on	it	again.	Because	the	body	already	exists,	the	cost	of	the	ritual	is	just	500	gp,	plus	the	cost	of	repairing	Gnoll	Names.	Anagilkin,	Khuyoag,	Nothchon,	Shashog,	the	body	(GM’s	discretion,	typically	1d4	x	50	gp).	If
your	Shudnarothic,	Tsoggul,	Thagtharric,	Yithig,	Zatur	body	was	destroyed	but	your	soul	gem	and	memory	tapes	are	intact,	they	can	be	implanted	into	a	new	body	GNOLL	TRAITS	at	the	standard	cost	(10,000	gp).	The	only	other	magic	capable	of	bringing	you	back	from	the	dead	is	a	wish	Your	gnoll	character	has	several	special	traits,	the	result	of
spell,	which	restores	you	fully.	a	wild	nature	and	growing	in	a	harsh	environment.Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Machine	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	Speech	and	Common.	by	2.	Age.	Gnolls	reach	adulthood	at	age	12,	and	they	live	short	and	brutal	lives.	The	rare	examples	that	die	of	old	age	experience	only
around	70	summers.The	Ritual	of	Soulforging	uncontrolled	energy	ripping	out	from	the	disembodied	spirit.	You	can	maintain	the	spell,	allowing	the	subject	toThe	ultimate	act	in	creating	a	gearforged	is	casting	the	repeat	the	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	your	turns,soulforging	ritual.	The	spell	is	available	to	wizards	and	with	the	same
consequence	to	you	for	each	failure.	Ifclerics.	Soulforging	can’t	be	added	to	a	wizard’s	spellbook	you	choose	not	to	maintain	the	spell	or	are	unable	to	doas	one	of	the	two	spells	learned	for	gaining	a	level.	It	must	so,	the	subject’s	soul	is	traumatically	drawn	back	to	itsbe	found	in	written	form	and	copied	into	the	spellbook.	body;	the	subject
immediately	drops	to	0	hit	points	andClerics	can	prepare	the	spell	only	if	they	worship	a	god	of	is	dying.smithing,	crafting,	or	a	similar	portfolio.	If	the	save	succeeds,	the	subject’s	soul	is	transferredSOULFORGING	into	the	waiting	soul	gem	and	immediately	animates	the	constructed	body.	The	subject	is	now	a	gearforged.	It5th-level	necromancy
(ritual)	loses	all	of	its	previous	racial	traits	and	gains	gearfogedCasting	Time:	1	hour	(see	below)	traits.	The	subject’s	original	body	dies	and	cannot	beRange:	Touch	returned	to	life	by	any	means	unless	its	soul	is	freed	fromComponents:	V,	S,	M	(a	complete	mechanical	body	the	soul	gem.	worth	10,000	gp)	If	the	spellcaster	dies	during	a	soulforging,
theDuration:	Instantaneous	subject	also	dies	and	its	soul	becomes	a	wraith.You	and	a	willing	humanoid	subject	must	chantan	incantation	in	unison	during	the	entire	casting	Up	to	four	other	spellcasters	of	at	least	5th	level	cantime.	At	the	end	of	this	period	the	subject’s	soul	and	assist	you	in	casting	soulforging.	Each	assistant	reducesconsciousness
leave	its	body.	The	subject	must	make	a	the	DC	of	the	subject’s	Charisma	saving	throw	by	1.	InDC	14	Charisma	saving	throw.	If	it	fails,	you	take	2d10	the	event	of	a	failed	saving	throw,	the	spellcaster	andpsychic	damage	and	2d10	radiant	damage	from	waves	of	each	assistant	take	damage.	An	assistant	who	drops	out	of	the	casting	can’t	rejoin.
19Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Alignment.	As	a	product	of	a	culture	that	values	laziness,	Obsequious.	Whenever	you	make	a	Charisma	selfishness,	and	dominance,	most	gnolls	are	evil.	On	(Persuasion)	check	for	dealing	with	obviously	bigger	or	top	of	that,	an	unpredictable	existence,	where	every	day	more	powerful	targets,	you	are
considered	proficient	could	be	the	last,	usually	leads	to	a	chaotic	view	of	the	in	the	Persuasion	skill	and	add	double	your	proficiency	world.	With	that	said,	there	are	always	exceptions	to	bonus	to	the	check,	instead	of	your	normal	proficiency	every	norm.	bonus.	Size.	Gnoll	females	are	taller	and	more	powerfully	built	Savage	Gnolls	than	their	male
counterparts.	The	former	range	from	7	to	8	feet	and	usually	weigh	more	than	250	pounds,	while	As	a	savage	gnoll,	you	are	in	touch	with	your	animal	side	the	latter	average	6	inches	and	30	pounds	less.	Your	size	and	understand	the	ways	of	nature.	Your	tribe	has	been	is	Medium.	raiding	the	desert	or	the	plains	for	generations,	and	you	know	the	land



in	which	you	live	like	the	back	of	your	hand.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Wisdom	score	increases	Darkvision.	You	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	by	1.	you	as	if	it	were	bright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	cannot	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	Scavenge.	Whenever	you	make	a
Wisdom	(Survival)	shades	of	gray.	check	for	gathering	food	or	locating	water,	you	are	considered	proficient	in	the	Survival	skill	and	add	Scent.	You	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	double	your	proficiency	bonus	to	the	check,	instead	of	checks	that	rely	on	smell.	your	normal	proficiency	bonus	Bully.	Although	gnolls	are	cowardly	at	heart,	they
like	to	disguise	their	fears	by	abusing	others.	You	have	disadvantage	on	saving	throws	against	being	frightened.	On	the	other	hand,	whenever	you	make	a	Charisma	(Intimidation)	check	for	dealing	with	obviously	smaller	or	weaker	targets,	you	are	considered	proficient	in	the	Intimidation	skill	and	add	double	your	proficiency	bonus	to	the	check,
instead	of	your	normal	proficiency	bonus.	Live	to	Fight	Another	Day.	When	you	take	the	Disengage	action,	your	base	walking	speed	is	increased	by	10	feet.	Gnoll	Weapon	Training.	You	have	proficiency	with	the	spear,	shortbow,	longbow,	light	crossbow,	and	heavy	crossbow.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Southern	and	Gnollish.	Gnollish
words	sound	almost	like	growls	for	the	uninitiated,	and	gnolls	tend	to	use	scents	and	small	gestures	to	convey	subtle	meanings.	Two	gnolls	speaking	can	almost	seem	like	dogs	barking	at	each	other	to	a	casual	observer.	Subraces.	Although	not,	strictly	speaking,	different	races,	gnolls	from	the	civilized	lands	live	in	an	environment	so	different	from
their	savage	brethren	that	they	are	considered	separate	subraces.	Choose	one	of	them.	Civilized	Gnolls	As	a	civilized	gnoll,	you	are	well-fed	and	enjoy	the	comforts	that	your	primitive	cousins	can	only	dream	of.	You	were	valued	as	a	mercenary,	a	temple	guard,	or	simply	a	thug	due	to	both	your	inherent	toughness	and	your	desire	to	please	those	that
are	in	charge.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Constitution	score	increases	by	1.20	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESGNOMES	Male	Names.	Cellus,	Hausler,	Jaskul,	Minsik,	Thorsten,	Torov,	Wiebaur,	Yakalin,	Yustin,	ZezickAs	a	gnome	of	the	Niemheims,	you	bear	the	mark	ofa	bargain	made	long	before	your	birth.	You	hail	from	Female
Names.	Domila,	Domini,	Dragrafena,	Lyudla,the	nine	Great	Cities,	which	aspire	to	greatness	among	Namagda,	Pintek,	Strava,	Talici,	Tiana,	Viazothe	trees	of	the	Wormwood.	Surely	that	faint	whiff	ofbrimstone	that	haunts	your	steps	is	not	your	fault!	You	Family	Names.	Bernhardan,	Hofmed,	Immanul,have	stayed	safe	in	your	forest,	shrouded	from	the
gaze	Khazmus,	Kolman,	Mertens,	Thralmodan,	Tolkigrim,of	Baba	Yaga	and	her	daughters.	You’ve	learned	the	limits	Vinzen,	Volkerof	your	sanctuary	and	have	heeded	the	warnings	never	tostray	beyond	the	treeline.	In	your	youth,	you	saw	bloody	GNOME	TRAITSsacrifices	made	to	devils;	sometimes	unwary	travelers	andsometimes	kin,	but	all	offered	to
the	eleven	hells	at	the	Niemheim	gnomes	are	clever,	paranoid,	and	dangerous.point	of	a	blade.	They	are	drawn	to	arcane	magic	and	make	excellent	sorcerers	and	warlocks.	In	addition	to	standard	gnomish	You	yearn	to	see	the	world	beyond	the	trees.	It	calls	to	traits,	their	dealings	with	devils	and	their	confinement	toyou,	and	it	terrifies	you.	How	can
you	walk	freely	on	the	the	Wormwood	give	them	two	additional	traits.roads	of	Midgard	when	Grandmother	wishes	to	eat	yourfeet?	What	have	you	made	from	the	mushrooms	and	rooty	Bewildering	Bargainers.	You	know	how	to	lie,soil	of	the	forest	that	will	aid	you?	A	hat,	made	of	redcaps	deceive,	and	intimidate	with	great	aplomb.	Yourand	small
growing	plants	is	your	safety.	If	you	leave	and	Charisma	score	increases	by	1	and	you	have	advantagerisk	the	ancient	ire	of	Baba	Yaga,	remember—never	on	Persuasion	checks.remove	your	living	headpiece	and	never	let	the	plantswoven	into	its	brim	go	thirsty.	Known	in	Hell.	You	speak	the	infernal	tongue	and	are	proficient	in	the	Arcana	skill.GNOME
NAMES	NEW	EQUIPMENTGnomish	naming	conventions	are	mainly	cultural	andindicate	clearly	the	gnomes’	origins	from	the	nine	Great	Redcap.	To	stay	hidden	from	the	eyes	of	Baba	Yaga,	theCities.	gnomes	of	Niemheim	made	a	bargain	with	a	powerful	devil.	So	long	as	they	stay	inside	the	Wormwood,	the	witch	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919	can’t	find	them.	A	few	hopeful	gnomes	posit	that	as	long	as	the	Wormwood	remains	above	them,	they	remain	safe.	With	that	in	mind,	they	craft	calfskin	caps	with	living	vestiges	of	the	forest	growing	from	the	brim.	Mushrooms,	small	plants,	a	bird's	nest,	and	other	elements	of	the	Wormwood	sprout	from	the	cap,	and	continue	to	grow	so	long
as	they	are	tended	to.	A	Niemheim	Gnome	may	graft	the	miniature	forest	onto	the	surface	of	any	helm	or	hat	(including	magical	ones).	Should	the	hat	be	destroyed,	the	gnome	has	one	week	to	return	to	the	Wormwood	before	Baba	Yaga	begins	her	pursuit	.	.	.	HUMAN:	ELFMARKED	Although	the	elven	race	is	in	decline	and	its	members	are	scattered,
the	elves	created	a	lasting	legacy.	In	addition	to	the	obvious	reminders	of	their	past	greatness—ruined	cities	and	straight,	level	roads—they	left	an	invisible	mark	in	the	elven	blood	that	courses	throughout	Midgard’s	people.	The	so-called	elfmarked	are	the	result	of	unions	between	elves	and	humans.	Elven	blood	running	through	their	veins	ties	the
elfmarked	to	the	realms	of	the	fey;	some	trace	their	lineage	back	to	the	great	elves	of	ages	long	ago.	The	elfmarked	are	spread	throughout	the	kingdoms	of	Midgard.	They	mingle	with	humans	and	other	races	in	cosmopolitan	cities	and	rustic	villages,	the	latent	power	in	their	blood	always	whispering	in	their	subtly	pointed	ears.	Elfmarked	use	half-elf
traits.	21HUMAN:	KARIV	WANDERERS	If	you	tarry	too	long	in	one	place,	you	grow	barren	and	joyless.	The	colorful	silks	you	wear	turn	gray	and	dull,	your	A	wind	blows	over	the	steppes	and	through	the	valleys	of	thoughts	turn	cloudy,	and	wolves	lurk	beyond	the	low	light	the	Wandering	Realm.	Wild	thyme	and	the	smoke	from	a	of	your	campfire.
Don’t	fall	to	this	curse,	nomad;	walk,	hundred	campfires	is	carried	on	it.	Listen	for	the	old	songs	run,	or	ride	from	it	as	fast	as	you	can.	sung	with	too	much	wine	and	a	quiet	sadness	beneath.	Kariv	humans	of	the	Rothenian	Plain	are	spirited	and	You	have	returned	to	your	clan’s	tabor	after	riding	the	fierce.	They	make	superior	fighters	and	bards.	trade
caravan	to	Vellarsheim.	Kariv	is	the	name	of	your	people,	and	you	are	nomads	of	the	Rothenian	plain.	The	KARIV	NAMES	hoof	and	the	wheel	are	your	destiny.	None	know	the	land	as	you	do,	for	you’ve	seen	it	all	in	your	wandering,	from	the	Most	Kariv	will	have	three	names	during	their	lives:	a	sod	huts	of	the	winterfolk	in	sternest	Domovogrod	to	the
child	name,	an	adult	name,	and	an	elder	name.	Children’s	limits	of	Kaa’nesh	and	its	brutish	inhabitants.	Your	pony,	names	tend	to	be	words	for	natural	objects	such	as	flowers	sash,	and	blade	have	accompanied	you	at	each	step,	as	has	and	animals.	Elders’	names	usually	indicate	the	most	your	love	for	laughter,	for	drink,	and	for	games	of	chance.
noteworthy	accomplishment	of	the	person’s	life.	Adult	names	are	purely	cultural,	like	most	humans’	names.	But	revelry	can’t	lighten	your	strange	burden	or	lessen	the	pull	in	your	heart	to	take	a	step	when	you’ve	stood	still	Male	Names:	Alekov,	Budanyek,	Cheslov,	Dimirku,	too	long.	Some	call	your	people	cursed,	and	perhaps	they	Gradek,	Ksaver,
Mikolaj,	Serjei,	Vilkan,	Yavoi	are,	for	they	have	no	homes	but	the	saddle	and	the	caravan.	Female	Names:	Chaturia,	Enla,	Lorema,	Malya,	Matviya,	Nerbeta,	Silya,	Tanina,	Voreka,	Zofi	KARIV	TRAITS	The	following	two	traits	replace	the	standard	human’s	Ability	Score	Increase	trait.	Warriors,	Dancers,	Lovers.	Kariv	humans	are	strong,	lithe,	and
passionate.	Raise	your	Strength,	Dexterity,	and	Charisma	scores	by	1	each.	You	have	proficiency	in	Performance	and	Survival.	Cursed.	You	have	advantage	on	Charisma	checks	if	your	last	two	long	rests	were	taken	at	least	a	mile	apart.	Otherwise,	you	have	disadvantage	on	Charisma	checks.	KOBOLDS,	MIDGARD	Of	the	smaller	races,	the	kobolds
have	adapted	best	to	the	changing	world.	Enslaved	long	ago	by	reaver	dwarves,	kobolds	quickly	carved	a	niche	for	themselves	as	miners,	scouts,	and	tinkerers:	small	enough	to	be	useful,	and	also	small	enough	to	be	dismissed	as	a	threat.	At	first	they	were	tolerated,	then	largely	ignored.	As	a	result,	the	shadows	of	dwarven	society	are	rife	with	kobold
rogues	and	entrepreneurs	(many	of	them	secret	worshippers	of	Loki),	seemingly	subservient	but	busily	trading	dwarven	goods	for	resources	extracted	from	the	dwarves’	own	mines	and	storehouses,	right	under	the	noses	of	their	“masters.”	Free	kobolds	defend	their	mines	viciously	but	otherwise	maintain	the	ruse	of	a	harmless	and	subservient	little
folk—at	least	until	the	opportunity	to	sheathe	a	knife	in	someone’s	kidneys	presents	itself.	Many	other	small	races	have	adopted	the	kobold’s	strategy,	including	the	worship	of	Loki,	embracing	his	cunning	ways	and	the	advantages	of	guile	and	cunning	over	brawn	and	bravado.22	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESSUBTERRANEAN
SURVIVORS	Kobolds	are	closely	allied	with	and	related	to	dragonkin,	23	drakes,	and	dragons.	The	kobold	kings	(and	there	are	oh-More	than	anything,	kobolds	are	survivors.	Their	scaly	so-many	kobold	kings,	since	no	kobold	ruler	is	satisfiedskin	and	keen	night	vision	as	well	as	their	dextrous	claws	with	being	merely	a	chieftain)	admire	dragons	as
theand	sensitive	snouts	make	them	quick	to	sense	danger,	and	greatest	sources	of	wisdom,	power,	and	proper	behavior.their	clawed	feet	move	them	out	of	danger	with	cowardlyspeed.	They	are	small	but	fierce	when	fighting	on	their	own	KOBOLD	NAMESterms,	and	their	weight	of	numbers	helps	them	survive	inplaces	where	larger	but	less	numerous
races	can’t	sustain	Among	themselves,	kobold	names	tend	to	be	aa	settlement.	They	are	great	miners,	good	gearsmiths,	combination	of	yips,	howls,	snarls,	coughing	sounds,and	modest	alchemists,	and	they	have	a	curiosity	about	and	sounds	made	by	clacking	their	teeth.	These	words	arethe	world	that	frequently	gets	them	into	trouble.	They	difficult,	if
not	impossible,	for	other	races	to	duplicate,	soare	merchants	to	both	the	surface	world	and	the	world	kobolds	who	go	out	into	the	world	usually	adopt	another,beneath	it,	with	their	greatest	cities	hidden	deep	below	simpler	name.	These	can	be	anything	the	kobold	likes	thethe	earth.	Their	enemies	are	the	diabolical	gnomes,	the	sound	of,	and	often
come	from	another	culture;	somedwarves,	and	any	other	mining	races	that	seek	dominance	kobolds	are	partial	to	dwarven	names,	for	example,	mainlyof	dark,	rich	territories.	for	ironic	reasons.	Alternatively,	they	can	take	descriptive	labels,	usually	with	an	incongruous	gravitas	or	a	ridiculous	The	kobold	King	of	Kings	rules	from	Harkesh,	the	capital
implication	of	power,	such	as	Worldshaker,	Thorof	the	Dragon	Empire,	where	kobolds	form	a	large	middle	Giantslayer,	or	Spinecrusher.	There’s	no	real	consistencyclass	known	as	the	kobaldi.	Some	even	own	human	and	or	pattern	to	the	names	they	use	among	outsiders.dwarven	slaves.	Here,	kobolds	carry	themselves	upright,see	themselves	as
naturally	superior	to	the	hairy	races,	KOBOLD	TRAITSand	swagger	about	their	business.	Mharoti	kobolds	loudlydemand	the	respect	of	others	and	greatly	disconcert	those	Your	kobold	character	has	certain	characteristics	inaccustomed	to	the	paranoid	and	sniveling	kobolds	found	in	common	with	all	other	kobolds.the	rest	of	Midgard.	That	same
sniveling	still	goes	on,	butthe	kobaldi	reserve	it	for	their	dragon	masters.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Dexterity	score	increases	by	2	and	your	Intelligence	score	increases	by	1.FINDING	ONE'S	PLACE	Age.	Kobolds	reach	maturity	at	age	10,	and	can	live	toKobold	society	is	gregarious	and	built	around	the	clan,	nearly	80.matriarchal	lines	of	descent,
male	kings,	and	the	crucialimportance	of	clutch-mates	(those	who	hatched	about	thesame	time,	the	closest	things	kobolds	have	to	brothers	andsisters).	Few	kobolds	become	adventurers,	and	most	ofthose	who	do	have	either	offended	a	kobold	king	(and	beenexiled	from	the	mines	as	punishment)	or	have	lost	many	orall	of	their	clutch-mates	(so	they
leave	home	to	grieve	andto	find	new	friends).	In	many	cases,	a	kobold	“adopts”	anadventuring	party	as	new	clutch-mates.	Kobolds	are	deeply	enamored	of	their	tools.	Somekobolds	spend	a	great	deal	of	effort	improving	them.Mining	picks,	a	mason’s	hammer,	jeweler’s	loupe,	andeven	simple	items	like	a	kobold’s	spear	or	dagger	are	allnamed	and
cherished.	At	the	same	time,	kobolds	tendto	gnaw	on	tool	handles,	forget	to	oil	blades,	or	even	pryout	inlays	or	decorative	gems	(to	polish	or	reshape	them)without	first	considering	how	they’ll	repair	the	damage.As	a	result,	most	kobold	items	are	distinctive	and	unlikelyto	be	mistaken	for	anyone	else’s	items.	Some	believe	thisdecorative	urge	is	an
instinctual	defense	against	theft.	One	category	of	tool	deserves	special	note:	traps.Kobolds	create	simple,	deadly	traps	and	wildly	impracticalones	as	a	hobby.	Few	kobolds	leave	home	without	string,springs,	simple	latches,	and	other	bits	and	pieces	that	canbe	quickly	fashioned	into	triggers	for	traps.	Kobolds	arethe	only	race	that	recognizes
“trapsmith”	as	a	profession.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Alignment.	Kobolds	are	organized	and	tend	toward	the	achievements	and	prowess	of	a	minotaur	by	examining	law,	particularly	those	who	practice	a	trade.	Whether	the	decoration	on	her	horns.	A	minotaur	who	loses	part	they	lean	toward	good	or	evil	depends	on	their	draconic	or
all	of	a	horn	suffers	considerable	stigma	and	must	strive	lineage.	to	prove	his	worth.	Sometimes	a	“brokehorn”	(a	fighting	insult	to	any	minotaur)	who	manages	to	achieve	great	Size.	Kobolds	stand	between	3	and	4	feet	tall,	and	weigh	deeds	earns	the	gift	of	having	the	missing	horn	magically	around	40	pounds.	Your	size	is	Small.	restored	by	a	temple.
Beware	any	minotaur	that	willingly	gives	up	or	chooses	not	to	restore	a	lost	horn,	for	this	is	one	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	of	Midgard’s	most	driven	and	dangerous	creatures.	Darkvision.	You	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	TERROR	ON	THE	HIGH	SEAS	you	as	if	it	were	bright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You
cannot	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	The	minotaurs	of	Kyprion	and	Triolo	are	a	force	to	be	shades	of	gray.	reckoned	with	in	a	stand-up	fight.	Perhaps	somewhat	against	type	for	their	bulk,	they	are	an	absolute	terror	Blindsider.	You	have	advantage	on	your	attack	roll	on	the	sea.	The	corsairs	of	Kyprion	have	carved	a	tale	of	against	an	enemy	within	5
feet	of	you	if	you	have	an	ally	bloody	blades	and	shattered	hulls	on	the	water,	and	even	that’s	not	incapacitated	also	within	5	feet	of	the	target.	You	can	apply	this	bonus	to	one	attack	per	round.	the	mighty	Dragon	Empire	has	learned	to	respect	them.	The	minotaur’s	natural	sense	of	direction	Sunlight	Sensitivity.	You	have	disadvantage	on	makes	them
ideal	navigators	on	sea	as	well	attack	rolls	and	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks	as	land.	Cover	of	night,	fog	thick	enough	that	rely	on	sight	when	you,	the	target	of	your	to	carve,	and	unfamiliar	coastlines	don’t	attack,	or	whatever	you	are	trying	to	perceive	is	in	phase	the	bull-folk.	bright	sunlight.	Tinkerer.	You	have	proficiency	with	artisan’s	tools	of
your	choice:	alchemist’s	supplies,	mason’s	tools,	smith’s	tools,	or	tinker’s	tools.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Draconic	and	Common.	MINOTAURS	The	minotaurs	of	Midgard	are	a	proud	people	pushed	to	the	brink.	Driven	from	their	ancestral	homelands	of	Kadralhu	and	Roshgazi	by	the	ever‑expanding	Dragon	Empire,	the	bull-folk	home
is	now	the	Serene	Isle	of	Kyprion.	Kyprion	owes	fealty	to	the	Maritime	Republic	of	Tiolo,	and	with	the	support	of	the	Republic’s	navy,	the	minotaurs	have	stability	and	strength.	Triolo	may	build	all	its	ships	in	its	own	harbor,	but	many	of	its	best	crews	come	from	Kyprion.	Minotaurs	are	imposing	and	powerful,	with	a	reputation	for	ferocity	that	borders
on	monstrous.	That	reputation	is	well-earned.	They	chafe	under	the	yoke	of	being	a	vassal	state,	but	their	Queen	Kitane	understands	that	without	Triolo,	the	Dragon	Empire	would	swallow	Kyprion	whole.	The	aegis	of	Triolo’s	fleet,	coupled	with	the	fact	that	a	minotaur	has	recently	risen	to	lead	the	Golden	Council	of	Triolo,	salves	the	bull-folk	pride.	At
least	for	now.	Minotaurs	display	their	achievements	proudly	by	decorating	their	horns	with	engraved	sigils	and	designs.	If	one	is	versed	in	minotaur	custom,	one	can	tell	at	a	glance24	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESTWISTING	PATHS	Natural	Attacks.	Your	horns	are	natural	weapons,	which	you	can	use	to	make	unarmed	strikes.	If
youMinotaur	architecture	and	city	planning	always	hit	with	them,	they	deal	1d6	+	your	Strength	modifierincorporate	a	particular	design:	labyrinths.	Every	piercing	damage.settlement	and	structure	of	any	size	created	by	the	bull-folksports	a	twisting	labyrinth	of	switchbacks	and	dead	ends.	Charge.	If	you	move	at	least	10	feet	toward	a	target	andNone
is	more	famous	than	the	Great	Labyrinth	in	the	city	hit	it	with	a	horn	attack	in	the	same	turn,	you	deal	anof	Vespras,	the	capital	of	Kyprion.	In	the	center	of	this	extra	1d6	piercing	damage	and	you	can	shove	the	targetmaze	is	the	Palace	of	the	Bull,	another	labyrinth	in	its	own	5	feet	as	a	bonus	action.	You	can	apply	this	extra	damageright.	At	night,	the
clash	of	arms	and	screams	of	the	dying	once	per	turn.	At	11th	level,	when	you	shove	a	creaturefind	their	way	out	of	the	maze.	It	is	said	that	the	queen	with	Charge,	you	can	push	it	10	feet	instead	of	5.	You	caninvites	both	friends	and	enemies	to	enjoy	the	hospitality	of	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	per	day	equal	to	yourthe	palace,	but	only	her
friends	survive	the	stay.	Constitution	modifier,	and	you	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.MINOTAUR	NAMES	Labyrinth	Sense.	You	can	retrace	without	error	anyMost	minotaurs	have	two	names:	a	first	name	which	path	you	have	previously	taken,	with	no	ability	check.almost	always	is	the	same	as	their	father’s	or	mother’sname,
plus	a	descriptor.	No	matter	how	many	children	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Minotaur,	asa	minotaur	has,	odds	are	the	males	will	all	have	the	same	well	as	one	other	language	of	your	choice	(typically	thefirst	name	as	their	father	and	the	females	will	all	have	the	Trade	Tongue	or	Southern	languages).same	first	name	as	their	mother.	The
descriptors	vary,but	they’re	aspirational	rather	than	earned,	and	since	RATFOLKthey’re	given	by	the	parents	when	the	minotaur	is	still	aninfant,	they	might	or	might	not	turn	out	to	be	accurate.	Ratfolk	are	small,	rodentlike	humanoids	with	twitchingFor	example,	parents	who	want	their	child	to	be	a	great	snouts,	bony	feet,	and	long,	pink	tails.	They
are	about	thewarrior	might	call	it	“the	Fierce.”	If	that	minotaur	grows	same	size	as	halflings	but	of	a	slimmer	build.	They	oftenup	to	become	a	poet	(rare,	but	it	does	happen),	it	will	still	wear	hooded	cloaks	or	long	robes	to	conceal	their	truebe	called	“the	Fierce.”	nature	from	the	gaze	of	casual	onlookers.Male	Names:	Aewigr,	Kamdoth,	Korwyn,	Krolm,
Ratfolk	can	be	found	throughout	Midgard,	from	ZobeckOrdwar,	Rankoth,	Thargad,	Theodar,	Theonco,	Vorkhul	and	other	cities	of	the	Crossroads	region	to	the	dusty	streets	of	Per-Bastet	in	distant	Nuria	Natal	and	the	valleyFemale	Names:	Afridde,	Brytredda,	Chothuk,	Gunda,	of	Golden	Ulthar.	The	little	creatures	often	inhabit	theHrunan,	Sedruse,
Thariff,	Thewenn,	Varala,	Wentheon	fringes	of	human	society,	scraping	a	living	as	petty	thieves	and	tricksters.	Many	make	their	homes	in	decrepit	slumDiscriptors:	the	Brave,	the	Intimidating,	the	Mighty,	tenements,	in	disused	dockside	warehouses,	or	even	inthe	Never-lost,	the	Reaver,	the	Swift,	the	Unstoppable,	the	sewers	and	other	warrens
beneath	the	city	streets.	Some,Unyielding	particularly	in	the	Southlands,	live	a	nomadic	existence,	wandering	from	place	to	place	and	trading	in	whateverMINOTAUR	TRAITS	odds	and	ends	they	acquire	along	the	way,	through	honest	means	or	otherwise.	Other	groups	can	be	found	on	smallYour	minotaur	character	has	certain	characteristics	in
tropical	islands	in	the	Tethys	Ocean.common	with	all	other	minotaurs.	Family	is	important	to	ratfolk,	and	their	strongAbility	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	communal	ties	mean	they	often	form	or	join	tight-knit	by	2,	and	your	Constitution	score	increases	by	1.	criminal	societies.	Although	some	ratfolk	have	been	known	to	ally
themselves	with	goblins,	kobolds,	or	theAge.	Minotaurs	age	at	roughly	the	same	rate	as	humans	darakhul,	they	prefer	to	serve	a	mysterious	“rat	king”	who	but	mature	3	years	earlier.	Childhood	ends	around	the	is	usually,	but	not	always,	a	powerful	rodent	or	ratlike	age	of	10	and	adulthood	is	celebrated	at	15.	creature	of	some	sort.	Many	of	Zobeck’s
ratfolk	are	loyal	servants	of	the	Free	City’s	infamous	Mouse	King—pickingAlignment.	Minotaurs	possess	a	wide	range	of	pockets,	burgling	mansions,	and	smuggling	goods	up	alignments,	just	as	humans	do.	Mixing	a	love	for	and	down	the	Argent	River	on	behalf	of	their	monarch.	personal	freedom	and	respect	for	history	and	tradition,	Others	serve	any
powerful	figure	as	scouts,	saboteurs,	and	the	majority	of	minotaurs	fall	into	neutral	alignments.	infiltrators	on	their	master’s	behalf.	Whoever	their	master	may	be,	ratfolk	are	loyal	to	their	kin.Size.	Adult	males	can	reach	a	height	of	7	feet,	with	females	averaging	3	inches	shorter.	Your	size	is	Medium.	Ratfolk	enjoy	collecting	interesting	trinkets	and
baubles,	and	hoard	these	items	in	their	homes,	often	in	preferenceSpeed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	to	more	valuable	(but	dull)	gold	and	silver	coins.Darkvision.	You	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	25	you	as	if	it	were	bright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	cannot	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	shades	of	gray.Richard
Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RATFOLK	NAMES	RAVENFOLK	Among	themselves,	ratfolk	use	names	that	Few	races	in	Midgard	live	amid	so	much	rumor,	identify	their	family	and	their	place	within	suspicion,	and	outright	falsehood	as	the	ravenfolk.	They	the	family,	in	the	same	mold	as	human	make	their	rookeries	in	every	major	city.	Depending
on	names	like	Ivan	Ivorson.	They	seldom	whom	you	ask,	they	might	condemn	the	ravenfolk	as	use	these	names	among	non-ratfolk,	solitary	wanderers	bearing	misfortune	or	praise	them	as	however.	Instead,	they	seem	to	derive	messengers	from	the	gods.	Ravenfolk	are	loyal	comrades	perverse	pleasure	and	great	humor	and	treacherous	thieves,	brave
warriors	and	contemptible	from	giving	themselves	nicknames	that	cowards.	They	are	despised	for	their	strange	and	secretive	make	humans	and	elves	uncomfortable,	culture,	and	criticized	for	having	no	true	culture	of	their	such	as	Plaguesores	and	Stinqface.	own.	The	ravenfolk	are	a	study	in	contradictions.	These	Ratfolk	are	infamously	hard	to
offend,	truths,	half-truths,	and	lies	conceal	a	greater	mystery	that	so	the	more	offensive	the	nickname,	few	outsiders	know.	the	more	it	amuses	them.	These	nicknames	are	no	different	between	males	If	the	ravenfolk	have	a	homeland,	it	is	in	Beldestan	to	and	females.	the	east;	or	a	branch	of	Wotan’s	tree	to	the	North;	or	on	a	high	cliff	of	Horus’	hidden
temple	in	the	South.	They	have	Ratfolk	Nicknames.	Bloodylips,	settlements	in	Trollheim,	Vidim,	Domovogrod,	Nuria	Carrionsqarfer,	Fleshstripper,	Gutspill,	Natal,	and	the	Dragon	Empire.	None	of	these	are	large,	Puslicker,	Rotstench,	Sewergass	but	in	Nuria	Natal	at	least,	they	serve	honorably	as	temple	guards	and	as	defenders	of	the	faithful	of
Horus.	RATFOLK	TRAITS	Ravenfolk	have	no	wings,	but	they	do	have	tail	feathers	Your	ratfolk	character	has	certain	characteristics	in	that	sometimes	flare	out	when	they’re	angry.	common	with	all	other	ratfolk.	OF	GODS	AND	MEN	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Dexterity	score	increases	by	2	and	your	Intelligence	score	increases	by	1,	The	ravenfolk	of
Midgard	(also	known	as	the	huginn)	are	but	your	Strength	score	reduces	by	2.	wily	scoundrels,	tricksters,	assassins,	spies,	and	thieves.	The	oldest	tales	say	that	the	god	Wotan	the	Rune	Father	Age.	Ratfolk	have	shorter	lifespans	than	humans,	brought	the	clever	ravenfolk	into	being	when	he	plucked	reaching	adulthood	at	around	age	12.	They	live	up
to	60	the	feathers	from	his	two	pet	ravens,	Huginn	(Thought)	years.	Alignment.	Ratfolk	care	more	about	their	close-knit	families	and	acquiring	material	goods	than	any	lofty	ideals.	Most	tend	to	be	neutral	in	alignment.	Size.	Ratfolk	are	about	3	feet	tall	and	weigh	around	40	pounds.	Your	size	is	Small.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	25	feet.	Swim.
Ratfolk	are	capable,	if	slow,	swimmers.	You	have	a	swimming	speed	of	10	feet.	Darkvision.	Accustomed	to	living	underground	and	in	other	dingy	places,	you	have	superior	vision	in	dark	and	dim	conditions.	To	a	distance	of	60	feet	from	yourself,	you	can	see	in	dim	light	as	if	it	were	bright	light	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	can’t	discern
color	in	darkness,	only	shades	of	gray.	Nimbleness.	You	can	move	through	a	hostile	creature’s	space	in	combat	as	long	as	it	is	size	Medium	or	larger.	Pack	Tactics.	You	have	advantage	on	your	attack	roll	against	a	creature	if	at	least	one	of	your	allies	is	within	5	feet	of	the	creature	and	the	ally	isn't	incapacitated.	Rodent	Empathy.	You	have	advantage
on	Handle	Animal	checks	to	influence	the	behavior	of	rodents.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Common.26	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESand	Muninn	(Memory),	and	let	the	feathers	drift	down	to	RAVENFOLK	TRAITSMidgard.	The	feathers	became	ravenfolk,	and	they	spreadacross	the	world	as	Wotan’s	spies.	Your
ravenfolk	character	has	certain	characteristics	in	common	with	all	other	ravenfolk.	In	truth,	the	ravenfolk	are	a	bridge	between	everyday	lifeon	Midgard	and	the	realm	of	the	gods.	They	share	Wotan’s	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Dexterity	scoresecret	knowledge	of	the	branches	of	Yggdrasil	the	world	increases	by	2	and	your	Charisma	score	increases
by	1.tree.	In	the	far	northern	reaches,	the	huginn	are	both	theembodiment	of	the	gods’	will	and	a	symbol	of	inevitable	Age.	Ravenfolk	reach	adulthood	at	10	years	old,	and	candeath	in	battle.	live	to	be	110.THIEVES,	ONE	AND	ALL	Alignment.	Ravenfolk	tend	toward	chaos	thanks	to	their	capriciousness	and	insatiable	curiosity.	GreedNo	matter	what
trade,	role,	or	profession	a	ravenfolk	takes	overwhelms	some	ravenfolk,	drawing	them	toward	evil.up,	they	are	all	thieves.	They	build	their	rookeries	fromfound	items,	and	much	like	normal	ravens,	have	a	great	Size.	Ravenfolk	are	slighter	and	shorter	than	humans.fondness	for	shiny	baubles.	Beyond	physical	thievery,	they	They	range	from	4	feet	to
just	shy	of	6	feet	tall.	Your	sizelive	to	steal	secrets.	Ravenfolk	are	naturally	adept	at	being	is	Medium.unobtrusive,	and	they	use	that	trait	to	feed	their	insatiablecuriosity.	The	Tsar	of	Vidim	employs	a	great	flock	of	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.huginn	as	his	personal	spies	and	assassins.	Sudden	Attack.	You	have	advantage	on	attack	rolls
Aside	from	their	larcenous	instincts,	ravenfolk	are	against	a	surprised	creature.scrupulous	about	keeping	their	word.	That’s	not	to	saythey	don’t	lie;	ravenfolk	lie	as	much	as	anyone	else,	and	Mimicry.	Ravenfolk	can	mimic	any	sound	they’ve	heard.maybe	a	bit	more	when	the	pressure’s	on.	But	if	a	promise	Make	a	Charisma	(Deception)	check	against
the	passiveor	a	vow	can	be	extracted	from	one,	it’s	as	reliable	as	Wisdom	(Insight)	of	any	listeners.	Success	indicatesgold—which	may	be	why	ravenfolk	seldom	make	promises	they	believe	the	sound	you	created	was	real.or	vows.	Otherwise,	their	personalities	are	as	variedas	those	of	other	races.	They	adapt	readily	to	whatever	Trickster.	You	have
proficiency	in	the	Deception	andenvironment	they	occupy,	from	remote	wilderness	Stealth	skills.to	big	cities—although	their	presence	in	cities	is	notalways	welcome.	They	frequently	take	on	local	customs,	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Huginn’straditions,	and	beliefs	to	fit	in	with	the	community.	Speech	and	Northern
Tongue.RAVENFOLK	NAMESAs	with	many	other	races	whose	native	language	isdifficult	for	more	humanlike	vocal	organs	todeal	with,	ravenfolk	tend	to	use	differentnames	among	humans,	dwarves,	elves,and	other	humanoids	than	they	useamong	their	own	kind.	Whenchoosing	human-friendly	names,	ravenfolk	27borrow	liberally	from	local
traditions,mythology,	and	popular	songs	and	poetry.They	prefer	names	that	invoke	imagery(Starshadow,	Moonglow,	Rainshimmer)over	more	prosaic	labels,	but	that’s	asmuch	consistency	as	it’s	possible	to	define.Furthermore,	since	these	aren’t	their	real	names,ravenfolk	have	little	attachment	to	them.	Theyswap	names	whenever	they	feel	like	it,	until
theyfinally	settle	on	one	that	really	suits	them.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919SHADOW	FEY	While	the	submission	to	dark	magic	is	acknowledged,	other	tales	deny	this	as	the	sole	origin	of	the	shadow	fey.	The	enigmatic	shadow	fey	of	the	Shadow	Realm	dwell	in	The	Queen	of	Night	and	Magic	existed	long	before	the	ebon	spires	and
moonlit	keeps,	encroaching	on	the	mortal	once-elven	princess	Sarastra	came	to	rule	the	shadow	world	in	places	where	barriers	between	the	planes	are	thin.	fey,	and	stories	of	their	exploits	reach	back	centuries	They	prowl	the	darkest	recesses	of	the	forest,	hunting	prior	to	the	Sorceress’s	Revolt.	Indeed,	many	shadow	mortal	prey.	They	dance	in	the
darkly	luminous	halls	of	fey	seem	more	closely	related	to	other	fey	races	than	to	their	shadow	palaces,	the	lords	and	ladies	of	elves,	despite	the	relatively	short	span	of	time	since	their	twilight.	Their	actions	brim	with	contradictions	supposed	separation.	and	their	motivations	are	shrouded	in	mystery.	They	seek	to	throw	their	observers	off-guard,	for
Mentions	of	alternate	planes,	chaos,	and	time	anyone	and	everyone	is	a	potential	enemy.	magic—particularly	in	the	environs	of	Zobeck	and	Castle	Shadowcrag—contribute	to	the	confusion.	In	the	Shadow	fey	resemble	elves	physically,	with	some	end,	only	the	gods	know	the	true	origin	of	the	shadow	striking	differences.	Their	skin	color	tends	toward
fey.	Speculation	is	rampant	but	not	often	shared.	As	is	alabaster	white,	ebon	black,	or	subtle	grays.	A	commonly	said	in	the	Summer	Court,	it	is	unwise	to	argue	few	have	scintillating,	shimmering	skin.	Many	with	a	goddess.	Sarastra’s	accounting	of	events	suffices	for	shadow	fey	have	horns,	from	subtle	nubs	to	large	most	individuals.	and	obvious
protrusions,	either	satyr-	or	fiend-like	depending	on	the	chronicler.	A	MYSTERY	TO	MORTALS	Although	a	physically	beautiful	race,	the	shadow	fey	somehow	combine	the	worst	features	of	elves	and	goblins.	They	are	at	turns	benign	and	cruel,	purposeful	and	whimsical.	They	vanish	from	the	world	and	reappear	seemingly	at	random,	then	profess
shock	at	the	changes	that	occurred	during	their	absence.	Their	actions	can	seem	illogical	or	even	mad,	but	there	is	always	a	method	in	them.	Shadow	fey	advance	their	goals	subtly,	so	that	enemies	are	overtaken	before	they	even	become	aware	of	the	danger.	While	the	shadow	fey	are	often	antagonists	and	usually	are	described	as	malevolent,	they	are
not	inherently	evil.	Neither	are	they	inherently	good.	They	are	fey,	and	mortals	must	always	be	wary	in	their	interactions	with	fey	or	pay	a	steep	price.	Loyalty,	devotion,	wealth,	memories,	lives,	souls:	the	shadow	fey	deal	in	all	of	these	things.	And	they	are	stirring	once	more.	ORIGINS	OF	THE	SHADOW	FEY	Even	to	most	shadow	fey,	their	history	is
unknown,	and	differing	stories	about	their	origin	abound.	The	most	prevalent	story	recounts	that	the	shadow	fey	were	elves	who	made	pacts	with	forces	of	darkness	millennia	ago,	most	likely	during	the	Sorceress’s	Revolt	when	a	group	of	beleaguered	elves	turned	to	those	powers	out	of	desperation.	The	official	history	of	the	Shadow	Courts	assumes
this	version	of	events	is	true,	and	the	Shadow	Reckoning	(SR)	calendar	begins	at	that	time.	Sarastra,	the	Queen	of	Night	and	Magic,	is	featured	as	both	the	divine	patron	and	the	founder	of	the	shadow	fey	in	this	tale,	a	fact	she	is	pleased	to	exploit	when	it	suits	her.	It	is	certain	that	there	is	some	truth	to	this	story.	Both	the	records	and	the	memories
of	ancient	elves	support	this	particular	version	of	events	as	they	are	commonly	recalled.28	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919RACESSHADOW	FEY	NAMES	forms.	Some	trollkin	could	even	be	considered	beautiful	by	human	standards,	except	for	some	subtle	marker	ofNaming	conventions	among	the	shadow	fey	are	similar	their	monstrosity,
such	as	stone–gray	skin	or	talon-tippedto	those	favored	by	elves,	but	their	imagery	is	darker	and	fingers.more	guarded.	They	favor	themes	of	gloom	and	seclusionover	sunshine	and	tinkling	brooks.	Many	trollkin	wear	tattoos	to	show	tribal	loyalty	or	to	venerate	their	ancestor	spirits.	The	bravest	among	themMale	Names.	Drilfind,	Edgwin,	Ethdrin,
Lorinidral,	brand	their	flesh	to	show	mastery	over	their	own	fear,	sinceQuentor,	Shanles,	Thanascil,	Torvobar,	Varratir,	Vashrin	only	acid	and	fire	leave	long-lasting	scars	on	their	skin.Female	Names.	Anorla,	Bornva,	Dulira,	Fanwi,	A	PLACE	IN	THE	WORLDGirethdra,	Lanrama,	Methada,	Phorla,	Suzenga,	Thortha	While	the	majority	of	trollkin	live	in
remote	communities,SHADOW	FEY	TRAITS	some	thrive	in	civilization.	But	even	within	cities,	trollkin	tend	to	stick	together	in	their	own	neighborhoods	thatShadow	fey	are	a	subrace	of	elf.	They	enjoy	the	base	elven	eventually	begin	to	resemble	urban	tribes.	Most	urbanracial	traits,	along	with	the	following	subrace	traits.	29Ability	Score	Increase.
Your	Charisma	score	increases	by	1.Alignment.	Although	they	have	a	malevolent	reputation,	the	shadow	fey	are	not	inherently	evil.	They	tend	toward	chaotic	neutral,	though	every	variation	exists.Shadow	Fey	Weapon	Training.	You	have	proficiency	with	the	rapier,	shortsword,	shortbow,	and	longbow.Path	of	Shadows.	When	in	darkness,	dim	light,	or	a
shadow	large	enough	to	cover	your	body,	you	can	cast	the	misty	step	spell.	You	can	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	per	day	equal	to	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	1),	and	you	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Charisma	is	your	spellcasting	ability	for	this	spell.Sunlight	Sensitivity.	You	have	disadvantage	on	attack	rolls	and	on
Wisdom	(Perception)	checks	that	rely	on	sight	when	you,	the	target	of	your	attack,	or	whatever	you	are	trying	to	perceive	is	in	bright	sunlight.Traveler	in	Darkness.	You	have	advantage	on	any	Intelligence	(Arcana)	check	to	learn	about	a	particular	shadow	road	and	how	it	functions.Extra	Language.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Umbral.TROLLKINIn
ancient	times,	ogres,	trolls,	and	fey	sometimes	tookhuman	mates.	Their	descendants	are	the	trollkin.	Talland	lanky	with	a	brutish	appearance,	trollkin	are	seldomwelcome	among	the	civilized	races	of	the	north,	evenwhen	the	full	extent	of	their	inhuman	ancestry	is	difficultto	determine.	As	a	result,	most	trollkin	live	in	isolatedtribal	settlements	and
subsist	on	hunting	and	raiding.SKIN	DEEPWith	a	thick	hide	of	green	or	brown,	trollkin	aresuperficially	similar	to	orcs	or	hobgoblins.	While	manytrollkin	share	a	rough	and	unkempt	appearance,	theirinhuman	lineage	can	show	itself	in	a	wide	variety	of	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919trollkin	find	work	that	exploits	their	nature.	Mercenary
Darkvision.	You	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	work	is	the	most	common,	but	they	sometimes	join	of	you	as	if	it	were	bright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	city	guard	forces.	Thieves’	guilds	and	other	disreputable	were	dim	light.	You	can’t	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	elements	love	to	employ	trollkin	as	arm-breakers	and	shades	of	gray.	debt-
collectors.	Smiths	and	artisans	sometimes	take	on	a	trollkin	partner	or	apprentice	to	add	an	exotic	or	savage	Natural	Weapons.	You	have	large	fangs	and	sharp	flair	to	their	offerings.	claws	instead	of	fingernails	and	toenails.	You	can	use	your	claws	or	fangs	to	make	unarmed	strikes.	If	you	hit	TROLLKIN	NAMES	with	them,	claws	deal	1d4	+	Strength
modifier	slashing	damage,	and	fangs	deal	1d4	+	Strength	modifier	piercing	Trollkin	don’t	attach	much	importance	to	names.	damage.	They	carry	names	more	as	a	convenience	to	the	races	that	rely	on	them	than	for	their	own	purposes.	Among	Inhuman	Vigor.	You	concentrate	regenerative	power	in	themselves,	trollkin	refer	to	each	other	by
identifying	your	blood	to	swiftly	recover	from	wounds.	As	a	bonus	marks,	well-known	deeds,	or	recognizable	characteristics	action,	you	can	expend	one	hit	die	to	regain	hit	points	as	(Bent-nose,	Long-claws,	Fears-lightning).	These	labels	if	you	finished	a	short	rest.	The	number	of	hit	dice	you	change	depending	on	what	the	trollkin	has	done	recently	can
expend	increases	by	one	when	you	reach	6th	level	(2	and	who’s	doing	the	talking.	As	long	as	other	trollkin	hit	dice),	12th	level	(3	hit	dice),	and	18th	level	(4	hit	dice).	recognize	who	is	being	referred	to,	that’s	all	that	matters.	You	must	complete	a	long	rest	before	using	this	ability	It’s	common	to	string	several	labels	together	to	get	an	again.	If	you	take
acid	or	fire	damage,	you	lose	access	to	identifying	label	(Long-claws-fears-lightning).	When	this	ability	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	they	take	a	“human”	name	(meaning,	for	the	benefit	of	humans),	it	tends	to	follow	the	same	pattern.	Somewhat	Legacy	of	Fear.	You	have	proficiency	in	the	confusingly,	these	names	also	tend	to	change	every	time
Intimidation	skill.	a	trollkin	introduces	itself,	since	many	won’t	be	bothered	to	remember	what	other	people	called	them	last	week,	or	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Northern	yesterday.	Tongue.	Names:	Broken-fang,	Six-fingers,	Eye-wart,	Hates-birds,	Burned-her-cousin,	Always-angry,	Kicks-children,	Sniffs-	Subrace.	Trollkin	bear	different
traits	depending	on	the	a-lot,	Bites-ears	type	of	creatures	in	their	lineage.	The	two	most	common	types	of	trollkin	are	night	whispers	and	stonehides.	TROLLKIN	TRAITS	Choose	one	of	these	subraces.	Your	trollkin	character	has	certain	characteristics	in	Night	Whisper	Trollkin	common	with	all	other	trollkin.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Constitution
score	Night	whisper	trollkin	trace	their	ancestry	to	enigmatic	fey	creatures	from	the	Shadow	Realm.	Because	of	their	increases	by	2.	natural	connection	to	the	realm	of	spirits,	many	night	whisper	trollkin	become	shamans,	seers,	and	priests.	Age.	Trollkin	reach	maturity	by	the	age	of	15,	and	live	Night	whispers	tend	to	have	darker	skin	tones	and
slighter	50	to	60	years.	builds	than	their	cousins.	Size.	Trollkin	stand	over	6	feet	tall	and	are	more	solidly	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Wisdom	score	increases	built	than	humans,	weighing	around	200	pounds.	by	1.	Your	size	is	Medium.	Spirit	Whispers.	The	spirits	of	your	tribe’s	ancestors	Alignment.	Trollkin	tend	toward	neutrality	of	one	kind	whisper
secrets	from	beyond	the	veil	of	death.	Before	or	another.	making	an	ability	check	or	saving	throw,	you	can	heed	the	wisdom	of	the	spirits	to	gain	advantage	on	the	roll.	You	Speed.	Trollkin	have	a	base	speed	of	30	feet.	cannot	use	this	feature	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Bitter	Relations	Stonehide	Trollkin	Though	the	reasons	why	are	lost	to
history,	trollkin	Some	trollkin	are	the	result	of	unions	between	humans	are	implacable	enemies	of	dwarves;	the	two	races	and	monstrous	brutes,	such	as	ogres,	trolls,	or	even	despise	one	another.	Trollkin	get	along	with	the	fey	stranger	fey	creatures	of	bloody	disposition.	Stonehides	well	enough,	especially	the	shadow	fey,	and	they	tend	have	larger
frames	and	more	muscle	than	other	trollkin.	to	have	good	relations	with	gnomes.	Their	skin	is	brighter	in	color	but	also	has	a	rough,	stonelike	texture.30	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	by	1.	Thick	Hide.	Your	skin	is	knobby,	thick,	and	tough,	granting	you	a	+1	bonus	to	Armor
Class.RACESWINTERFOLK	HALFLINGS	Female	Names.	Bolatah,	Hillarse,	Lalipa,	Malika,	Pritha,	Tahka,	Tarmoah,	Tavini,	Thikati,	TimanciWhereas	lightfoot	and	stout	halflings	seek	ways	to	makelife	as	comfortable	and	luxurious	as	possible,	winterfolk	Family	Names.	Beartooth,	Furbearer,	Giantbane,halflings	lead	lives	of	almost	unrelenting	hardship.
They	Iceblade,	Owlsheart,	Treefall,	Windslash,	Wintergrip,burrow	their	sod-roofed	homes	into	the	windswept	Wolfgaze,	Wolfslayerhillocks	of	the	Rothenian	Plain,	where	they	hunt	and	trapcreatures	much	larger	and	fiercer	than	themselves	among	WINTERFOLK	HALFLING	TRAITSthe	frigid	lakes	and	snow-blanketed	evergreen	forests.They	invoke
ancient	runes	and	sigils	for	protection,	and	The	winterfolk	halflings	are	cunning	survivors	who	reveresing	droning	songs	to	ancient	gods	of	the	sky,	the	hills,	and	the	old	gods	of	the	world	and	are	at	home	in	hardship.the	forest.	Pound	for	pound,	winterfolk	halflings	are	as	They	make	excellent	rangers	and	druids.	Winterfolktough	as	any	dwarf	or	orc.
While	they	don’t	despise	their	halflings	have	the	following	two	traits	in	addition	tosofter	cousins,	they	do	view	them	with	a	reserved	pity.	standard	halfling	traits.WINTERFOLK	HALFLING	NAMES	Hardened.	You	have	spent	your	life	surviving	in	the	cold	and	wild	places	of	Domovogrod.	Your	ConstitutionWinterfolk	halfling	take	their	names	from	the
unbroken	score	increases	by	1,	and	you	recover	from	all	levels	ofexpanses	of	steppe	and	sky	that	define	their	world.	exhaustion	at	the	end	of	a	long	rest.Male	Names.	Abek,	Khannish,	Khanol,	Kristag,	Old	Souls.	You	have	a	connection	to	the	elder	powersNigulahk,	Olavish,	Paavotl,	Ruslan,	Timurus,	Vinval	of	Midgard,	and	they	recognize	your	merits.
You	can	use	your	Wisdom	modifier	instead	of	Intelligence	when	making	History	and	Religion	checks.	31Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	Characters	2	Barbarian,	bard,	fighter,	paladin,	ranger,	rogue:	these	are	the	classes	with	fresh	options	here.	Not	surprisingly,	some	of	these	are	peculiarly	well	suited	to	the	Midgard
races	in	Chapter	1.	Nature-focused	bards,	gearforged	mercenaries,	ghost	knights,	griffon	riders,	sword	dancers,	valkyrie	paladins,	vampiric	rangers,	and	kobold	guides	are	just	a	few	of	the	exciting	options	available	to	martial	and	rogue-type	adventurers	in	Midgard.32	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919WRATH	OF	THE	ANCIENTS	Beginning
at	10th	level,	while	raging,	your	melee	weapon	attacks	deal	additional	psychic	damage	equal	to	your	Wisdom	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	UNFETTERED	SOUL	Starting	at	14th	level,	while	raging	you	are	under	the	effect	of	a	freedom	of	movement	spell.	You	don’t	need	to	concentrate	to	maintain	this	effect.BARBARIAN:	PRIMAL	PATH	BARD:	COLLEGE
OF	ENTROPYOF	THE	ANCESTORS	Bards	of	the	College	of	Entropy	are	itinerate	gamblersWhile	other	barbarians	lose	themselves	to	their	fury,	the	and	daring	thrill	seekers	whose	actions	are	supremelyPath	of	the	Ancestors	channels	the	power	of	the	ancient	unpredictable.	Rather	than	relying	on	ancient	lore	orspirits	of	a	tribe	through	rage.	When	the
rage	takes	you,	skill	with	arms,	these	bards	throw	themselves	into	newthe	spirits	of	the	ancients	flow	through	your	body,	granting	challenges	just	to	see	what	happens,	trusting	in	luck	to	seeyou	their	strength	and	wisdom.	Barbarians	on	the	Path	of	them	through.	They're	called	luck	stealers	(with	a	mixturethe	Ancestors	are	often	leaders,	or	respected
advisors,	with	of	derision	and	respect),	because	no	matter	how	bad	thingsthe	strength	to	bring	greater	tempers	to	heel.	get	for	everyone	around	them,	these	bards	always	seem	to	come	out	unscathed.WISDOM	OF	THE	ANCIENTS	BONUS	PROFICIENCIESStarting	when	you	choose	this	path	at	3rd	level,	when	yourage,	the	spirits	of	your	ancestors
inhabit	your	body	and	When	you	join	the	College	of	Entropy	at	3rd	level,	you	gainlend	you	their	might.	You	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	proficiency	with	Acrobatics,	Athletics,	and	a	gaming	set	ofsaving	throws	against	spells	and	other	magical	effects.	your	choice.SPIRITUAL	LEADER	LUCK	STEALERBeginning	at	6th	level,	you	can	cast	calm	emotions
once.	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	to	borrow	a	little	bit	of	otherYou	regain	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	short	or	people's	luck	for	yourself.	When	a	creature	that	you	can	seelong	rest.	The	save	DC	for	this	spell	is	equal	to	8	+	your	within	60	feet	of	you	makes	an	attack	roll,	ability	check,	orproficiency	bonus	+	your	Wisdom	modifier.	saving	throw
with	advantage,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	expend	one	of	your	uses	of	Bardic	Inspiration	to	grant	that	creature	a	penalty	to	the	check	equal	to	the	number	rolled	33	on	your	Bardic	Inspiration	die.	You	gain	Inspiration	that	is	usable	only	on	yourself	and	lasts	for	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	the	number	rolled	on	the	Bardic	Inspiration	die.	If	you	do
not	expend	the	Inspiration	before	that	time,	it	is	lost.	Stealing	luck,	regardless	of	whether	you	use	the	Inspiration,	causes	a	chaos	magic	surge.	INFUSION	OF	FORTUNE	At	6th	level,	when	you	cast	a	chaos	spell,	you	cause	a	chaos	magic	surge	and	regain	one	use	of	your	Bardic	Inspiration.	You	regain	the	use	of	infusion	of	fortune	after	a	short	or	long
rest.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Spell	Spells	Level	entangle,	goodberry	1st	pass	without	trace,	spike	growth	2nd	conjure	animals,	daylight	3rd	conjure	woodland	beings,	dominate	beast	4th	commune	with	nature,	tree	stride	5th	REJUVENATING	INSPIRATION	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	to	infuse	your	Bardic	Inspiration	with	a	magical
seed	of	healing	energy.	When	a	creature	uses	a	Bardic	Inspiration	die	from	you	to	increase	one	ability	check,	attack	roll,	or	saving	throw,	it	also	gains	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	the	number	rolled	on	the	Bardic	Inspiration	die	plus	your	Charisma	modifier.	LAND’S	STRIDE	At	6th	level,	moving	through	nonmagical	difficult	terrain	costs	you	no	extra
movement.	You	can	also	pass	through	nonmagical	plants	without	being	slowed	by	them	and	BELIEF	IS	A	TOOL	Everything	desires	to	be	something	else.	Starting	at	14th	level,	as	an	action,	the	luck	stealer	can	change	one	known	spell	to	another	spell	of	the	same	or	lower	level	on	the	bard	spell	list.	At	the	end	of	the	bard's	next	turn,	his	or	her	list	of
known	spells	returns	to	normal.	Using	this	ability	causes	a	chaos	magic	surge	(see	Chapter	4:	Arcane	Characters).	BARD:	GREENLEAF	COLLEGE	The	Greenleaf	College	was	founded	by	elfmarked	who	sought	to	record	their	varied	heritage.	Drawing	from	elven	lore	and	power,	Greenleaf	bards	strengthen	their	connection	to	nature.	Through	their
magic	and	their	tales,	they	convey	the	rejuvenating	strength	of	the	forests	and	rivers	to	their	allies.	EXPANDED	SPELL	LIST	When	you	join	the	Greenleaf	College	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	access	to	an	expanded	list	of	bard	spells.	The	following34	spells	are	added	to	the	bard	spell	list	for	you.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish
Characterswithout	taking	damage	from	them	if	they	have	thorns,spines,	or	a	similar	hazard.	In	addition,	you	have	advantageon	saving	throws	against	plants	that	are	magically	createdor	manipulated	to	impede	movement,	such	as	thosecreated	by	the	entangle	spell.VITAL	SURGEStarting	at	14th	level,	as	an	action	you	can	expend	oneuse	of	Bardic
Inspiration	to	magically	remove	one	diseaseor	detrimental	condition	affecting	a	creature	you	can	seewithin	60	feet.	The	condition	can	be	blinded,	charmed,deafened,	frightened,	paralyzed,	or	poisoned.FIGHTER:	UNYIELDING	FLESHCLANKING	MERCENARYMARTIAL	ARCHETYPE	At	10th	level,	when	you	gain	exhaustion,	you	can	reduce	the	number
of	levels	gained	by	1.	Once	you	use	this	ability,The	Clanking	Legion	is	a	legendary	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	You	reducemercenary	company,	composed	of	roughly	your	exhaustion	level	by	1	every	time	you	finish	a	long	orhalf	gearforged	and	half	beings	of	flesh	short	rest,	provided	you	have	adequate	food	and	drink.and	blood.
Fighters	who	emulate	theClanking	Mercenary	archetype	see	ARMS	OF	THE	LEGIONthe	flexibility	of	flesh	in	steel	and	thestrength	of	metal	in	their	own	bodies	and	minds.	Starting	at	15th	level,	you	can	improve	two	pieces	of	equipment	when	you	spend	an	hour	using	your	Shaper	ofCLANKER’S	CRAFT	Metal	ability.Beginning	when	you	choose	this
archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	TEMPERED	LEGIONNAIREgain	proficiency	with	your	choice	of	blacksmith’s	tools	ortinker’s	tools.	At	18th	level,	as	a	bonus	action	you	can	expend	a	hit	die	to	negate	a	harmful	condition	affecting	you.	The	conditionSHAPER	OF	METAL	can	be	grappled,	poisoned,	prone,	stunned,	or	restrained.With	1	hour	of	work	(which	you
can	perform	once	during	35a	long	rest),	you	can	use	blacksmith’s	or	tinker’s	tools	totemporarily	improve	the	effectiveness	of	a	weapon	or	asuit	of	armor.	The	item	remains	improved	for	24	hoursor	until	the	effect	is	used.	An	improved	effect	on	a	pieceof	equipment	can	be	used	once.	This	number	of	usesincreases	by	one	at	7th	level	(two	uses)	and	again
at	15thlevel	(three	uses).	The	improvement	effects	vary	by	the	typeof	equipment.Armor	(Option	1).	When	the	creature	wearing	thearmor	is	subjected	to	a	damaging	effect	that	allows	aConstitution	or	Dexterity	saving	throw	for	half	damage,the	wearer	can	gain	advantage	on	the	saving	throw.Armor	(Option	2).	The	creature	wearing	the	armor	cangain
advantage	when	making	an	ability	check	to	preventitself	from	being	grappled	or	to	escape	from	a	grapple.Weapon.	When	a	creature	is	hit	with	an	improvedweapon,	the	weapon's	wielder	can	choose	to	add	yourproficiency	bonus	to	the	damage	roll.MIND	OF	IRONStarting	at	7th	level,	you	have	advantage	on	saving	throwsagainst	being	charmed	or
frightened.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919FIGHTER:	EDJET	FIGHTER:	GHOST	KNIGHT	MARTIAL	ARCHETYPE	MARTIAL	ARCHETYPE	The	peerless	Edjet	is	the	backbone	of	the	mighty	Dragon	The	Order	of	Knights	Incorporeal,	or	Ghost	Knights,	Empire’s	military.	These	brutal	warriors	are	trained	arose	in	the	principalities	of	Morgau	and
Doresh.	Fighters	to	fight	in	deadly	formations.	Hardy	and	resolute,	the	who	follow	the	Ghost	Knight	archetype	draw	power	from	Edjet	are	most	commonly	dragonkin,	but	lesser	races	undeath	and	bring	themselves	closer	to	that	grim	fate	in	sometimes	surprise	their	scaled	masters	by	aspiring	to	service	to	their	vampiric	and	ghoulish	masters.	draconic
perfection.	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	EDJET	FIGHTING	Beginning	when	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	Beginning	when	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	gain	proficiency	in	the	Animal	Handling	skill.	when	you	wield	a	versatile	weapon	and	a	shield	at	the	same	time,	you	can	use	the	versatile	damage	rating	of	your	PALE	RIDER	weapon
as	if	you	wielded	it	in	two	hands.	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	can	cast	find	steed.	The	steed	created	WEAPON	SWEEP	is	an	undead	creature	that	takes	the	form	of	a	ghostly	pale	or	dappled	riding	horse.	Your	GM	can	substitute	a	camel,	Starting	at	7th	level,	while	you're	wielding	a	shield	and	a	a	mastiff,	or	another	mount	appropriate	to	your	character.
versatile	weapon,	you	can	use	the	Attack	action	to	make	When	you	reach	7th	level,	a	ghostly,	undead	warhorse	a	wide,	sweeping	attack.	Make	a	Shove	attempt	against	a	becomes	available.	creature	within	reach.	If	you	knock	the	creature	prone	or	push	it	away,	you	can	immediately	make	another	Shove	You	can	cast	this	spell	once,	and	regain	the
ability	to	do	so	against	a	different	creature	within	reach.	You	can	Shove	up	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	While	riding	your	mount,	you	to	three	creatures	in	this	manner.	After	using	this	ability	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	have	the	steed	make	one	attack.	twice,	you	must	complete	a	short	or	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	DRACONIC	RECOVERY	At	10th
level,	when	you	finish	a	short	rest,	you	can	choose	to	tap	into	a	reserve	of	draconic	vitality.	For	each	hit	die	you	spend	at	the	end	of	this	rest,	add	double	your	Constitution	modifier	to	the	number	of	hit	points	regained.	Also,	remove	one	level	of	exhaustion	for	each	hit	die	you	spent.	You	can’t	use	this	ability	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	DRACONIC
BULWARK	Starting	at	15th	level,	when	a	creature	you	can	see	hits	you	with	an	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	shield,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	add	your	proficiency	bonus	to	your	AC	against	that	attack.	Additionally,	when	an	ally	within	5	feet	of	you	is	affected	by	an	effect	that	allows	a	Dexterity	saving	throw	for	half	damage,	you	can	use	your
reaction	to	grant	the	ally	advantage	on	the	saving	throw.	DRACONIC	FURY	At	18th	level,	when	you	successfully	Shove	a	creature	with	your	Weapon	Sweep,	you	also	deal	damage	as	if	you	hit	the	creature	with	your	weapon.36	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersFRIGHTFUL	CHARGE	FIGHTER:	GRIFFON
KNIGHT	37	MARTIAL	ARCHETYPEStarting	at	7th	level,	when	you	move	atleast	20	feet	and	attack	a	creature,	it	must	succeed	The	griffon	riders	of	Zobeck	were	devastated	during	theon	a	Wisdom	saving	throw	(DC	=	8	+	your	proficiency	fall	of	House	Stross,	so	they	now	have	only	a	shadow	ofbonus	+	your	Charisma	modifier)	or	become	frightened	of
their	former	glory.	These	days,	most	griffon	riders	areyou	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	mercenaries	and	hedge	knights,	but	a	few	still	nobly	defend	the	realm	as	members	of	the	Order	of	the	GriffonTAINT	OF	UNDEATH	Knights.	Led	by	their	doughty	dwarven	commander	Sir	Markus	Lineguard,	the	Griffon	Knights	patrol	the	GreatAt	10th	level,	the
foul	nature	of	the	undead	begins	Northern	Road	and	keep	the	Free	City	safe	from	attackers.overtaking	you.	You	no	longer	need	to	eat	or	drink,	and	Griffon	knights	swear	an	oath	of	allegiance	to	both	theyou	are	immune	to	being	frightened.	You	take	on	a	pale	order	and	to	their	griffon	mounts.	The	knights	put	theor	waxy	appearance	that	the	living	find
disturbing.	You	safety	and	health	of	their	steeds	above	all	else;	you	are	not	ahave	advantage	on	Charisma	(Intimidation)	checks	made	griffon	knight	without	a	griffon	to	ride.against	living	creatures.	GRIFFON	MOUNTGRAVESTRIKE	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	aStarting	at	15th	level,	your	weapon	attacks	deal	an	trained
griffon	as	your	mount.	Your	griffon	is	a	fierce	andadditional	1d8	necrotic	damage,	and	you	have	resistance	to	loyal	steed,	forming	a	lifelong	bond	with	you	and	fightingnecrotic	damage.	to	protect	you	in	battle.	Use	the	standard	griffon	stats,	but	each	time	your	proficiency	bonus	increases	(at	5th	level,	9thGHOST	RIDER	level,	etc.),	add	+1	to	your
griffon’s	AC,	saving	throws,	and	attack	bonus,	and	increase	its	maximum	hit	points	by	10.At	18th	level,	as	a	bonus	action,	you	and	your	mountbecome	ghostly	and	insubstantial	for	1	minute.	You	gainresistance	to	bludgeoning,	slashing,	and	piercing	damagefrom	nonmagical	attacks,	and	you	can	move	throughcreatures	and	objects	as	if	they	were
difficult	terrain,	butyou	take	5	(1d10)	force	damage	and	are	pushed	to	thenearest	open	space	if	you	end	your	turn	inside	an	object.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Your	griffon	obeys	your	commands	to	the	best	of	its	IMPROVED	AERIAL	COMBAT	MASTERY	ability,	taking	its	turn	on	your	initiative.	It	moves	and	acts	as	you	direct	it,	with	just
three	action	options	(Dash,	At	10th	level,	you	gain	the	Deadly	Swoop	aerial	combat	Disengage,	and	Dodge).	If	you	want	the	griffon	to	attack,	maneuver.	In	addition,	the	extra	damage	die	rolled	when	you	must	use	your	action	to	command	the	griffon	to	do	using	a	maneuver	becomes	a	d10.	so;	this	allows	it	to	use	the	Attack	action	as	a	reaction	on	your
turn.	Once	you	gain	the	Extra	Attack	feature,	you	Sir	Ector’s	Deadly	Swoop.	While	mounted	on	your	can	make	a	weapon	attack	yourself	in	addition	to	ordering	griffon,	you	can	make	a	devastating	dive	attack.	You	must	your	griffon	to	attack.	begin	the	move	at	a	higher	point	than	your	target	and	you	must	move	at	least	30	feet	straight	toward	the	target
before	Trained	griffons	are	in	short	supply.	If	your	griffon	dies,	the	attack.	You	and	your	griffon	make	your	attack	rolls	you	must	wait	until	a	new	mount	can	be	located	for	you	with	advantage,	and	you	add	1d10	to	the	damage	for	each	by	the	Order.	This	typically	takes	around	30	days,	but	this	attack	that	hits.	period	can	be	longer	or	shorter,	at	the
GM’s	discretion.	Importantly,	griffon	knights	who	are	given	a	replacement	SUPERB	AERIAL	COMBAT	MASTERY	mount	are	expected	to	provide	a	viable	griffon	egg	to	the	Order	in	return.	At	18th	level,	the	extra	damage	die	rolled	when	using	a	maneuver	becomes	a	d12.	HIGH	IN	THE	SADDLE	FIGHTER:	SHIELDBEARER	At	3rd	level,	you	gain
advantage	on	saving	throws	and	MARTIAL	ARCHETYPE	ability	checks	to	avoid	falling	off	your	griffon.	You	also	gain	the	ability	to	cast	the	feather	fall	spell	once	per	day,	using	The	archetypal	Shieldbearer	of	the	Ironcrag	Cantons	is	a	Charisma	as	your	spellcasting	ability.	staunch	bulwark	against	any	foe.	Fighters	who	emulate	this	archetype	become
one	with	their	shields,	bolstering	AERIAL	COMBAT	MASTERY	their	defensive	power	and	even	turning	it	into	a	crushing	weapon.	At	7th	level,	you	learn	the	following	special	aerial	combat	maneuvers,	named	after	the	knights	who	invented	SHIELD	BEARER	them.	You	must	be	mounted	on	your	griffon	to	use	these	maneuvers.	You	can	use	more	than
one	maneuver	per	turn,	Beginning	when	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	but	you	can	only	use	a	single	maneuver	on	an	attack.	Once	when	you	take	the	Attack	action,	you	can	make	an	you’ve	used	a	total	of	five	maneuvers,	you	must	take	a	short	improvised	weapon	attack	with	your	shield	as	a	bonus	or	long	rest	before	you	can	use	any	of	them
again.	Starting	action.	at	15th	level,	you	gain	an	additional	use	of	your	maneuvers	between	rests,	and	again	at	18th	level.	SHIELD	WALL	Blackfeather’s	Fury.	When	a	creature	hits	you	or	your	Starting	at	7th	level,	while	you	are	wielding	a	shield,	your	griffon	with	a	melee	attack,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	foes	treat	the	area	within	5	feet	of	you	as
difficult	terrain.	If	make	a	melee	weapon	attack	against	the	creature.	If	you	you	didn’t	move	on	your	turn,	you	have	advantage	on	any	hit,	add	an	extra	d8	to	your	weapon’s	damage	roll.	ability	check	or	saving	throw	made	against	being	knocked	prone	or	being	moved	from	your	current	location.	Sir	Andros’s	Daring	Flyby.	When	you	make	a	melee
attack,	deal	an	extra	d8	damage	if	you	hit,	and	neither	you	IMPROVED	FIGHTING	STYLE	nor	your	griffon	provokes	an	opportunity	attack	when	moving	out	of	your	opponent’s	reach	before	both	your	and	At	10th	level,	when	wielding	a	shield,	you	gain	the	your	griffon’s	turns	have	ended.	following	benefit,	appropriate	to	your	chosen	Fighting	Style.
Hammerschlag’s	Forceful	Charge.	When	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	melee	attack,	your	attack	does	an	extra	Defense.	When	you	are	missed	by	a	melee	attack	made	by	d8	damage,	and	if	the	target	is	size	Large	or	smaller,	it	a	creature	within	5	feet	of	you,	as	a	reaction	you	can	Shove	must	make	a	successful	Strength	saving	throw	(DC	8	+	the	attacker.	If
you	successfully	push	the	attacker	away,	you	your	proficiency	bonus	+	your	Strength	modified)	or	be	can	step	into	the	just-vacated	space.	knocked	prone.	A	mounted	opponent	that’s	knocked	prone	is	also	knocked	off	its	mount.	Dueling.	Once	per	turn	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	one-handed	weapon,	increase	the	damage	you	deal	by	an	FIGHT	AS
ONE	amount	equal	to	your	shield’s	AC	bonus.	Starting	at	7th	level,	when	you	are	mounted	on	your	Protection.	When	you	use	your	protection	Fighting	griffon,	both	your	own	attacks	and	your	griffon’s	beak	and	Style,	you	also	increase	your	chosen	ally’s	AC	by	1.	claw	attacks	score	a	critical	hit	on	a	roll	of	19-20.	At	15th	level,	a	critical	hit	is	scored	on	a
roll	of	18-20.	Two-Weapon	Fighting.	You	are	proficient	with	improvised	attacks	made	with	a	shield,	and	improvised38	attacks	with	a	shield	deal	1d6	bludgeoning	damage.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersSHIELD	THE	MIND	You	can	use	this	feature	twice,	and	you	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a
short	or	long	rest.Starting	at	15th	level,	you	add	your	shield’s	AC	bonus	toWisdom,	Intelligence,	and	Charisma	saving	throws.	PALADIN:	OATH	OF	RADIANCEUNASSAILABLE	BULWARK	The	Oath	of	Radiance	is	a	beacon	in	the	night,	burningAt	18th	level,	while	wielding	a	shield,	you	have	resistance	away	the	corruption	of	shadow	and	undeath.
Almostto	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashing	damage	from	exclusively	sworn	by	members	of	the	Order	of	the	Undyingnonmagical	attacks.	In	addition,	when	you	fail	a	saving	Sun	in	the	Magdar	Kingdom,	the	Oath	of	Radiancethrow	against	being	charmed,	frightened,	paralyzed,	nonetheless	has	adherents	across	central	and	southernpetrified,	stunned,
or	knocked	prone,	you	can	choose	to	Midgard	as	well.	The	Free	City	of	Zobeck,	canton	Grisal,succeed	instead;	after	using	this	ability	once,	you	must	and	south	into	Illyria	see	the	white-and-yellow-plumedcomplete	a	short	or	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	You	helmets	of	these	warriors	of	light.Radiant	paladins	arealso	have	advantage	on	ability	checks
and	saving	throws	bold	and	brash,	abhorring	stealth	and	grandly	striding	intoagainst	effects	that	would	cause	you	to	drop	your	shield.	battle	against	the	forces	of	darkness.Nearly	every	paladin	that	swears	this	oath	is	a	worshipper	of	Khors.	Paladins	ofFIGHTER:	SWORD-DANCER	the	Oath	of	Radiance	are	overwhelmingly	good-aligned,MARTIAL
ARCHETYPE	and	most	are	lawful.	Some	reject	the	rigid	nature	of	knightly	orders	for	the	life	of	a	knight	errant.	Though	stillSword-dancers	blur	the	line	between	warrior	and	courtier.	nearly	universally	good,	these	wayward	paladins	are	moreThe	first	sword-dancers	hailed	from	the	sultan’s	court	in	neutral	than	lawful,	and	they	use	their	relative
freedom	tothe	city	of	Siwal	in	the	Southlands.	Sword-dancers	are	bring	their	light	to	bear	as	they	deem	it	most	necessary.graceful	and	charming,	with	wits	as	sharp	as	their	flashingblades.	Fighters	who	follow	the	sword-dancer	archetype	39often	attach	themselves	to	powerful	lords	as	bodyguards,spies,	and	diplomats.BONUS	PROFICIENCYBeginning
when	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rdlevel,	you	gain	proficiency	in	the	Performance	andPersuasion	skills.LIGHT	ON	YOUR	FEETAlso	at	3rd	level,	while	wearing	light	or	no	armor,	youcan	add	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	of	1)	toyour	armor	class,	and	you	ignore	difficult	terrain.DUST	ON	THE	WINDStarting	at	7th	level,	when	you	make	a	melee
attackagainst	a	creature,	you	don’t	provoke	opportunity	attacksfrom	that	creature	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.DEADLY	ARTISTRYAt	10th	level,	after	you	move	at	least	10	feet,	your	meleeattacks	deal	an	additional	1d8	damage	until	the	start	ofyour	next	turn.HOWLING	EDGE	OF	THE	RAZORStarting	at	15th	level,	as	a	reaction	when	you	take
damagefrom	a	creature	within	5	feet	of	you,	you	can	make	onemelee	weapon	attack	against	that	creature.TEETH	OF	KHAMSINAt	18th	level,	when	you	take	the	Attack	action,	youcan	use	the	Dash	action	as	a	bonus	action.	Whenyou	Dash	in	this	way,	attack	rolls	made	against	youhave	disadvantage	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	Richard	Harris	-
[email	protected]	-	265919TENETS	OF	RADIANCE	Cleanse	Corruption.	I	will	burn	out	all	creatures	born	of	darkness,	showing	no	pity	or	mercy.	I	will	not	suffer	the	Paladins	who	swear	the	Oath	of	Radiance	devote	company	of	dark	creatures,	save	those	taken	in	by	darkness	themselves	to	fighting	the	insidious	powers	of	the	Shadow	who	I	might
redeem.	Realm	that	darken	mortal	hearts	and	against	the	undead	that	extinguish	the	light	of	life	and	replace	it	with	hungry	Lead	with	Light.	I	stand	open	and	courageous	in	the	darkness.	Most	importantly,	they	take	it	upon	themselves	face	of	battle	and	will	be	the	last	of	my	companions	to	quit	to	rescue	those	corrupted	by	Shadow	or	undead
influence.	the	field,	just	as	the	last	ray	of	sun	leaves	the	day.	They	will	spare	mortal	foes	in	the	thrall	of	darkness	in	the	hope	that	such	creatures	can	be	redeemed.	Preserve	the	Righteous.	I	will	defend	those	who	labor	and	live	in	fear	of	shadow.	I	will	shield	them	from	harm	and	keep	the	light	upon	them.	Redeem	the	Beguiled.	Those	tempted	into	the
service	of	darkness	may	yet	be	saved,	and	I	will	do	everything	in	my	power	to	bring	them	back	to	the	light.	I	will	be	discerning	in	offering	this	mercy,	but	the	redemption	of	the	corrupted	is	paramount.	Remain	Pure.	I	will	never	yield	to	the	lies	of	darkness	or	suffer	corruption	to	take	me.	I	will	cleanse	myself	of	dark	taint	or	die	before	threatening	those
I	defend.	OATH	SPELLS	You	gain	oath	spells	at	the	paladin	levels	listed.	OATH	OF	RADIANCE	SPELLS	Paladin	Level	Spells	3rd	guiding	bolt,	protection	from	evil	and	good	5th	magic	weapon,	scorching	ray	7th	beacon	of	hope,	daylight	9th	aura	of	life,	fire	shield	17th	banishing	smite,	greater	restoration	CHANNEL	DIVINITY	When	you	take	this	oath	at
3rd	level,	you	gain	the	following	two	Channel	Divinity	options.	Dawn’s	Radiance.	As	an	action,	you	present	your	holy	symbol	or	a	melee	weapon,	and	it	flares	with	the	radiance	of	the	newly-risen	sun.	Magical	darkness	within	20	feet	of	you	is	dispelled.	Thereafter,	the	object	continues	to	shine	for	1	hour	or	until	you	lose	possession	of	it.	The	object	sheds
bright	light	out	to	20	feet	and	dim	light	20	feet	beyond	that.	Wither	in	the	Light	What	creatures	do	these	oath	features	affect?	While	any	creature	that	draws	power	from	Shadow	should	feel	a	“undead	creatures”	and	“those	with	levels	of	shadow	justified	pang	of	fear	when	a	paladin	sworn	to	the	Oath	of	corruption”	are	cut	and	dried*,	“creatures	native
to	the	Radiance	comes	calling.	At	the	GM’s	discretion,	this	could	Shadow	Realm”	is	less	so.	The	shadow	fey	and	their	even	include	character	classes	with	ties	to	shadow	magic.	attendant	beasts	and	monstrosities	certainly	fit	the	bill,	but	there	is	room	for	interpretation.	In	general,	*See	the	Midgard	Worldbook	for	rules	on	shadow	corruption.40	Richard
Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	Characters	An	undead	creature,	a	creature	native	to	the	Shadow	PALADIN:Realm	or	with	levels	of	shadow	corruption,	and	any	OATH	OF	THUNDERcreature	harmed	by	sunlight	(such	as	a	creature	with	thesunlight	sensitivity	feature)	suffers	pain	and	disorientation	Of	all	the	servants	of	Mavros-
Perun	in	Midgard,	paladinsin	this	radiance.	The	creature	has	disadvantage	on	attack	sworn	to	the	Oath	of	Thunder	are	his	spears	and	arrowsrolls	and	on	Dexterity	(Stealth)	and	Wisdom	(Perception)	made	flesh.	Even	those	who	don’t	venerate	Mavros-Perunchecks	while	it,	the	target	of	its	attack,	or	anything	it	is	recognize	and	honor	paladins	sworn	to
his	service.	Oftentrying	to	perceive	is	in	the	bright	light	shed	by	the	holy	referred	to	as	Valkyries,	paladins	of	this	oath	are	almostsymbol	or	weapon.	exclusively	women	hailing	from	the	Perunalia.	They	are	a	major	force	within	the	knightly	Order	of	the	White	LionTurn	the	Corrupted.	As	an	action,	you	present	your	in	that	Amazonian	nation.
Shieldmaidens	of	the	dwarvenholy	symbol	and	speak	a	prayer	against	the	corruptive	cantons	and	centaur	outriders	of	the	Rothenian	Plain	alsopower	of	death	and	shadow,	using	your	Channel	Divinity.	number	among	its	adherents.Each	undead,	or	creature	native	to	the	Shadow	Realm	orwith	levels	of	shadow	corruption,	that	is	within	30	feet	of
Paladins	sworn	to	Thunder	are	even	more	reserved	andyou	and	that	can	see	or	hear	you	must	make	a	successful	humble	in	daily	life	than	other	paladins.	That	veneer	splitsWisdom	saving	throw	or	be	turned	for	1	minute	or	until	it	like	a	thunderclap	in	battle,	where	they	erupt	as	vicioustakes	damage.	hellions.	Indeed,	thundering	paladins	love	to	strike
“thunder-wise,”	meaning	suddenly	and	with	surprise,AURA	OF	RESOLVE	appearing	like	a	bolt	of	lightning	in	their	enemies’	midst	before	those	enemies	know	what	hit	them.	Paladins	whoBeginning	at	7th	level,	you	and	your	allies	within	10	feet	follow	the	Oath	of	Thunder	are	most	often	devoted	to	theof	you	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against
spells	cause	of	good	but	care	little	about	the	struggle	between	lawand	effects	created	by	undead	creatures	and	by	creatures	and	chaos.native	to	the	Shadow	Realm	or	with	any	levels	of	shadowcorruption.	This	benefit	lasts	until	someone	fails	a	saving	TENETS	OF	THUNDERthrow	that	was	made	with	advantage	because	of	your	auraof	resolve.	Once
that	happens,	you	must	complete	a	short	The	Oath	of	Thunder	stresses	reserved	moderation	andor	long	rest	before	this	ability	functions	again.	clear	purpose	in	daily	life,	along	with	crushing,	decisive	strikes	on	the	battlefield.	Paladins	sworn	to	Thunder	see	At	18th	level,	the	range	of	this	aura	increases	to	30	feet.	aberrations	and	fiends	as	the	ultimate
forces	of	corruption	in	the	world	and	strive	tirelessly	to	thwart	their	designs.SOUL	OF	LIGHT	Composure	Is	My	Shield.	My	deeds	are	my	armor,Starting	at	15th	level,	you	can’t	gain	levels	of	shadow	and	I	am	not	easily	provoked.	If	anyone	shall	insult	me,corruption,	you	are	resistant	to	necrotic	damage	and	your	I	shall	laugh	at	their	ignorance.	If
anyone	shall	insult	myability	scores	and	hit	point	maximum	can’t	be	reduced.	companions,	I	shall	show	them	their	error.Radiant	Champion	Crush	the	Abomination.	Twisted	creatures	from	beyond	the	world	have	no	place	in	it.	Aberrations	andAt	20th	level,	as	an	action,	you	suffuse	your	being	with	fiends	will	feel	my	blade	and	know	death.divine
radiance	that	brings	life	and	burns	away	darkcorruption.	For	1	minute,	you	gain	the	following	benefits.	Decisiveness	in	Battle.	When	the	time	for	words	has	passed,	I	will	strike	first	and	hard	to	bring	a	swift	end	to	my	•	At	the	start	of	each	of	your	turns,	you	regain	10	hit	enemies.	Victory	is	the	stoutest	shield	for	myself	and	my	points.	companions.	•
Once	on	your	turn	when	you	hit	an	undead	creature,	Duty	Above	All.	Though	I	drink	with	the	gods	and	a	creature	native	to	the	Shadow	Realm,	or	a	creature	laugh	with	the	valkyries,	I	will	stand	my	watch.	I	will	with	any	levels	of	shadow	corruption,	it	must	make	a	defend	my	nation.	I	will	defend	my	companions.	successful	Wisdom	saving	throw	against
your	spell	save	DC	or	be	incapacitated	until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.	Humility	in	Life.	I	am	a	servant	of	the	Thunder,	not	its	master.	I	will	live	without	excess,	assured	in	my	own	•	An	undead	creature,	a	creature	native	to	the	Shadow	strength	without	ostentation.	Charity	and	courage	are	Realm,	or	a	creature	with	any	levels	of	shadow	twins.	corruption
that	touches	you	or	hits	you	with	a	melee	attack	from	within	5	feet	takes	2d8	radiant	damage.	Voice	Like	Thunder.	My	voice	rings	clear	and	true	in	defense	of	those	who	can’t	speak	out	for	themselves.	I	will	speak	the	truth,	because	such	words	echo	through	the	ages.	41Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919OATH	SPELLS	CHILD	OF	THE
STORM	You	gain	oath	spells	at	the	paladin	levels	listed.	At	20th	level,	you	can	take	on	the	aspect	of	the	thunder	god.	While	at	rest,	you	seem	darkened	like	a	thundercloud.	OATH	OF	THUNDER	SPELLS	Once	in	action,	your	clothing	and	hair	blow	wildly	in	a	wind	that	arises	from	nowhere,	your	eyes	flare	with	Paladin	Level	Spells	lightning,	and	your
voice	booms	like	thunder.	3rd	heroism,	thunderwave	5th	find	steed,	gust	of	wind	By	using	your	action,	you	undergo	a	transformation.	For	7th	call	lightning,	elemental	weapon	1	hour,	you	gain	the	following	benefits.	9th	freedom	of	movement,	stoneskin	17th	conjure	volley,	swift	quiver	•	You	don’t	have	disadvantage	on	Dexterity	(Stealth)	checks
because	of	armor.	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	•	You	have	advantage	on	Dexterity	(Stealth)	checks	and	When	you	take	this	oath	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	proficiency	initiative	rolls.	in	the	Stealth	skill.	•	Your	weapon	attacks	deal	an	additional	1d10	lightning	CHANNEL	DIVINITY	or	thunder	damage	(your	choice	when	you	hit).	When	you	take	this	oath	at	3rd
level,	you	gain	the	following	•	As	an	action,	you	can	unleash	a	terrifying	war	cry.	two	Channel	Divinity	options.	Every	enemy	creature	in	a	30-foot	cone	must	make	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	become	frightened	Storm	Strike.	As	an	action,	you	can	use	your	Channel	of	you	for	1	minute.	While	frightened	in	this	way,	the	Divinity	to	infuse	a
ranged	or	thrown	weapon	you	are	creature	must	spend	its	turn	trying	to	move	as	far	away	holding	with	the	wrath	of	a	storm	god.	Make	a	ranged	from	you	as	it	can.	It	can’t	take	reactions.	For	its	action,	weapon	attack	as	normal.	In	addition	to	the	weapon	it	can	only	use	the	Dash	action	or	try	to	escape	from	an	attack,	you	create	a	line	of	lightning	5
feet	wide	and	60	effect	that	prevents	it	from	moving.	If	there’s	nowhere	feet	long,	beginning	at	you	and	extending	straight	toward	to	move,	the	creature	can	use	the	Dodge	action.	A	the	target.	If	the	target	is	less	than	60	feet	from	you,	the	frightened	creature	that’s	more	than	30	feet	from	you	line	of	lightning	extends	beyond	it.	Each	creature	in	the
and	can’t	see	you	repeats	the	saving	throw	at	the	start	line	takes	2d10	+	your	paladin	level	lightning	damage,	or	of	its	turn,	ending	the	effect	on	itself	on	a	success.	A	half	damage	with	a	successful	Dexterity	saving	throw.	If	creature	that	succeeds	on	its	saving	throw	can’t	be	your	ranged	or	thrown	weapon	attack	hits,	the	target	has	affected	by	this
war	cry	for	24	hours.	disadvantage	on	its	saving	throw.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	Turn	the	Unclean.	As	an	action,	you	present	your	holy	finish	a	long	rest.	symbol	and	utter	a	war	cry,	using	your	Channel	Divinity.	Each	aberration	or	fiend	within	30	feet	of	you	that	can	see	RANGER:	VAMPIRE	or	hear	you	must	make	a
successful	Wisdom	saying	throw	SLAYER	ARCHETYPE	or	be	turned	for	1	minute	or	until	it	takes	damage.	Vampire	slayers	wander	the	forests,	hills	and	mountains	AURA	OF	ALACRITY	of	the	Blood	Kingdom,	protecting	the	common	folk	who	live	in	farming	villages	and	remote	cabins	on	the	edge	of	Beginning	at	7th	level,	you	and	your	allies	within	10
feet	of	civilisation	from	creatures	of	the	night.	Moving	unseen	you	add	your	proficiency	bonus	to	Initiative	rolls.	through	the	woodlands,	your	specialised	training	allows	you	to	hunt	vampires,	ghouls,	werewolves,	and	other	foul	At	18th	level,	the	range	of	this	aura	increases	to	30	feet.	monsters	that	prey	on	the	innocent.	Although	you	are	most	at	home



in	the	wilderness,	as	your	experience	grows,	STRIKE	LIKE	LIGHTNING	your	attention	might	turn	to	the	ruthless	Elders	who	rule	the	baronies	of	Morgau	from	their	dark	keeps	and	Starting	at	15th	level,	when	your	attack	hits	a	creature	that	sprawling	manors.	hasn’t	yet	taken	its	first	turn	in	this	combat,	or	when	you	hit	a	creature	you	were	hidden
from	when	you	attacked,	The	vampire	slayer	archetype	is	a	variant	of	the	hunter	that	creature	has	disadvantage	on	attack	rolls,	ability	archetype.	It	follows	all	the	standard	rules	for	hunters	checks,	and	saving	throws	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	except	as	noted	below.	FAVORED	ENEMY	You	must	choose	undead	as	your	favored	enemy	type	at	1st
level.	At	6th	and	14th	level,	you	can	choose	freely	from	the	standard	list,	and	can	also	select	hags	or	lycanthropes	as	an	alternative.42	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersHUNTER’S	PREY	specific	category	such	as	“wyvern	poison”	or	“saffron.”	If	you	have	seen	a	specific	item	within	30	feet,	you	can	chooseAt	3rd
level,	you	can	choose	the	following	feature	in	place	it.	If	the	category	or	item	you	choose	is	present	within	1of	Colossus	Slayer,	Giant	Killer,	or	Horde	Breaker:	mile	or	within	the	bounds	of	a	city	you	currently	occupy,Empowered	Strike.	Your	expertise	in	fighting	undead	you	are	aware	of	its	presence	in	addition	to	any	creaturesand	lycanthropes	allows
you	to	harm	them	even	when	revealed	by	Primeval	Awareness.you’re	not	wielding	a	magical	weapon.	When	fighting	acreature	that	has	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	ZOBECKER	SCOUT	MAGICand	slashing	damage	from	nonmagical	weapons,	youcan	ignore	this	resistance	once	per	turn	when	you	hit	Starting	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	an	additional
spell	whensuccessfully	with	your	nonmagical	weapon.	If	you	are	you	reach	certain	levels	in	this	class,	as	shown	below.	Thewielding	a	magical	weapon,	the	creature	takes	an	extra	1d8	spell	counts	as	a	ranger	spell	for	you,	but	it	doesn't	countdamage	from	one	of	your	successful	attacks	per	turn.	against	the	number	of	ranger	spells	you
know.DEFENSIVE	TACTICS	ZOBECKER	SPELLSAt	7th	level,	you	can	choose	the	following	feature	in	place	Ranger	Level	Spellsof	Escape	the	Horde,	Multiattack	Defense,	or	Steel	Will.	3rd	charm	personRanger’s	Resilience.	You	have	advantage	on	saving	5th	knockthrows	against	paralysis	and	effects	that	reduce	your	hit	9th	stinking	cloudpoint
maximum.	13th	fabricate	17th	animate	objectsSLAYER’S	STRIKE	ALCHEMICAL	TALENTAt	11th	level,	you	can	choose	the	following	feature	in	placeof	Volley	or	Whirlwind	Attack.	Starting	at	7th	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	alchemist’sStraight	Through	the	Heart.	When	you	use	an	supplies.	With	1	hour	of	work	and	50	gp	worth	ofAttack	action,	you
can	choose	to	make	a	single	melee	attack	materials,	you	can	create	a	minor	alchemical	device.against	a	favored	enemy	in	an	effort	to	strike	a	vulnerable	The	device	ceases	to	function	when	you	use	an	action	tospot.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	deals	an	extra	6d6	damage.	dismantle	it	or	after	24	hours	unless	you	spend	1	hour	maintaining	the	device.	If	you
dismantle	the	device,	youSUPERIOR	HUNTER’S	DEFENSE	can	reclaim	and	reuse	its	materials.	You	can	maintain	one	such	device	at	a	time.	The	number	of	alchemical	devicesAt	15th	level,	you	can	choose	the	following	feature	in	place	you	can	maintain	increases	by	one	at	11th	level	(twoof	Evasion,	Stand	Against	the	Tide,	or	Uncanny	Dodge.	devices)
and	again	at	15th	level	(three	devices).Greater	Resilience.	You	have	advantage	on	savingthrows	against	the	spells	and	abilities	of	your	favored	Any	creature	proficient	with	alchemist’s	supplies	can	useenemies.	its	action	to	activate	one	of	your	devices.RANGER:	ZOBECKER	When	you	create	a	device,	choose	one	of	the	followingSCOUT	ARCHETYPE
options.The	Free	City	of	Zobeck	is	a	crossroads	of	trade	and	a	Caustic	Alkali.	This	vial	of	chemicals	is	activated	byhaven	for	the	resourceful.	Some	rangers	heed	the	call	of	applying	it	to	a	surface	or	an	object	within	reach.	At	theopportunity	and	follow	the	urban	ranger	archetype	of	the	end	of	that	turn,	the	surface	or	object	takes	11	(2d10)
acidZobecker	Scout.	The	majority	of	such	rangers	are	kobolds,	damage	and	a	cloud	of	poisonous	fumes	fills	a	sphere	withbut	a	few	tall-folk	also	possess	the	necessary	cunning.	a	10-foot	radius	around	the	application	point.	This	area	is	heavily	obscured.	A	creature	that	ends	its	turn	in	the	cloudPULSE	OF	THE	CROSSROADS	or	enters	it	for	the	first
time	on	a	turn	becomes	poisoned	for	1	hour	unless	it	makes	a	successful	Constitution	savingWhen	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	add	“city”	throw	against	your	spell	save	DC.	The	cloud	lasts	1	minute.to	your	list	of	known	favored	terrains.	Additionally,	youhave	advantage	on	Charisma	(Deception	and	Persuasion)	Volatile	Alkali.	This	flask	of
alchemical	liquid	has	achecks	made	against	your	favored	enemies.	smaller	glass	vial	suspended	inside.	It’s	activated	either	by	placing	it	somewhere	within	reach	or	by	throwing	it	as	farMARKET	AWARENESS	as	20	feet	away.	Once	activated,	it	explodes	at	the	end	of	that	turn.	Creatures	within	15	feet	of	the	explosion	take	27Also	at	3rd	level,	when	you
use	Primeval	Awareness,	you	(6d8)	bludgeoning	damage	and	are	knocked	prone,	or	takecan	choose	one	type	of	item	or	commodity.	This	can	be	a	half	damage	and	aren't	knocked	prone	with	a	successfulgeneral	category	such	as	“poison”	or	“spices,”	or	a	more	Dexterity	saving	throw	against	your	spell	save	DC.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919	43Sustained	Reaction.	These	two	small	vials	of	paste	ROGUE:	DUELIST	ARCHETYPE	can	be	combined	to	start	a	reaction	that	gives	off	energy.	Choose	one	of	these	energy	types	when	you	create	the	The	roguish	duelist	is	a	lightly	armored	combatant	who	device:	acid,	cold,	fire,	or	lightning.	The	device	is	activated	favors	quick,	precise	attacks
with	a	light	weapon	in	each	when	the	paste	is	applied	to	one	melee	weapon	or	20	hand.	The	duelist	is	murderously	effective	when	fighting	pieces	of	ammunition.	For	the	next	hour,	the	treated	one-on-one.	The	quick,	resourceful,	and	precise	duelist	weapon	or	ammo	does	an	additional	1d6	damage	of	the	may	look	like	an	artist,	but	more	often	he	or	she
is	just	chosen	energy	type	on	every	successful	hit.	another	killer	for	hire—but	one	with	a	dashing	and	lethal	sense	of	style.	EVASION	PROWESS	At	11th	level,	when	you	are	subjected	to	an	effect	that	allows	a	Dexterity	saving	throw	to	take	half	damage	(such	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	as	a	dragon’s	breath	attack	or	a
lightning	bolt),	you	instead	techniques	that	are	fueled	by	a	special	reserve	of	strength	take	no	damage	if	your	saving	throw	succeeds	and	half	called	prowess.	damage	if	you	fail.	Techniques.	You	learn	three	techniques	of	your	choice	QUICK	TRIGGER	from	those	described	below	(see	“Techniques”).	You	can	use	only	one	technique	per	attack.	You	learn
one	additional	When	you	reach	15th	level,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	technique	of	your	choice	at	9th,	13th,	and	17th	levels.	Each	activate	devices	created	with	your	Alchemical	Talent	or	to	time	you	learn	a	new	technique,	you	can	also	replace	one	take	the	Use	an	Object	action.	technique	you	know	with	a	different	one.44	Prowess.	You	have	an
amount	of	prowess	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus	×	2.	To	spend	prowess,	you	must	be	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	wielding	a	finesse	weapon	in	one	hand	and	have	either	nothing	or	a	dagger	in	your	other	hand.	You	can	spend	prowess	once	per	turn.	You	regain	all	spent	prowess	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	Saving	Throws.
Some	of	your	techniques	require	your	target	to	make	a	saving	throw	to	resist	an	effect.	The	saving	throw	DC	=	8	+	your	proficiency	bonus	+	your	Dexterity	modifier.	DANCING	BLADE	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	can	wield	a	rapier	as	a	light	weapon,	provided	you	have	nothing	heavier	than	a	light	weapon	in	your	other	hand.	STRIKE	FIRST,	STRIKE	LAST
Starting	at	9th	level,	your	reflexes	are	honed	to	a	razor’s	edge,	granting	you	advantage	on	initiative	checks.	Additionally,	if	you	are	surprised,	you	can	take	the	Attack	action	on	your	first	turn	by	spending	1	prowess.	VIRTUOSO	At	13th	level,	choose	two	skills	from	the	following	list:	Acrobatics,	Athletics,	Deception,	History,	Intimidation,	Persuasion,
Sleight	of	Hand.	You	gain	proficiency	in	the	chosen	skills,	or	add	double	your	proficiency	bonus	if	you	are	already	proficient.	DEEP	RESERVE	Starting	at	17th	level,	when	you	roll	initiative	and	have	no	prowess	remaining,	you	regain	2	prowess.	TECHNIQUES	The	techniques	are	presented	in	alphabetical	order.Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersClinch.
Immediately	after	you	hit	with	a	finesse	weapon,	Tagging	Strike.	When	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	finesseyou	can	spend	2	prowess	to	automatically	grapple	the	weapon,	you	can	spend	2	prowess	to	impair	your	targetcreature	you	hit.	Normal	size	and	reach	restrictions	apply.	by	cutting	a	strap,	injuring	a	joint,	or	dealing	some	otherSelect	one	of	the
creature's	attack	actions;	for	as	long	as	distracting	blow.	The	target	must	make	a	successfulthe	grapple	persists,	the	creature	has	disadvantage	with	Constitution	saving	throw	or	have	disadvantage	on	thethat	attack.	You	can	maintain	this	grapple	even	if	you	hold	first	attack	roll	or	ability	check	it	makes	during	its	turn.a	dagger	in	your	offhand.	The
effect	ends	when	the	creature	makes	the	saving	throw	successfully	or	spends	an	action	to	end	it	(readjusting	itsDeep	Slice.	When	you	inflict	damage	with	a	finesse	gear,	regaining	its	balance,	etc.)weapon,	you	can	spend	1	prowess	to	deal	a	deep,	bleedingwound.	At	the	start	of	its	turn,	the	bleeding	creature	must	Wall	of	Flashing	Steel.	As	a	reaction
when	you	aremake	a	successful	Constitution	saving	throw	or	take	3	(1d6)	hit	by	a	melee	weapon	attack,	you	can	spend	2	prowess	topiercing	damage.	On	a	successful	save,	the	effect	ends.	The	attack	with	a	finesse	weapon.	If	the	result	of	your	attackcreature	or	its	adjacent	ally	can	end	the	effect	by	spending	roll	exceeds	your	AC,	use	the	attack	roll	in
place	of	youran	action	to	use	a	healer’s	kit	or	to	make	a	successful	AC	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	This	can	cause	theWisdom	(Medicine)	check	against	your	technique	save	DC.	triggering	attack	to	miss.Any	amount	of	healing	also	ends	the	effect.	A	deep	slice	hasno	effect	against	constructs	and	undead.	Witty	Repartee.	As	a	reaction	after	a
creature	you	can	see	makes	an	attack	roll,	ability	check,	or	saving	throwDisarming	Parry.	When	you	are	missed	by	a	melee	but	before	success	or	failure	is	revealed,	you	can	spend	2attack,	you	can	spend	1	prowess	as	a	reaction	to	force	the	prowess	to	encourage	or	mock	the	creature.	If	the	creatureattacker	to	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	If	it	fails,
the	can	hear	you,	roll	a	d4;	the	result	is	added	to	or	subtractedattacker	drops	the	weapon	it	attacked	with.	If	you	have	a	from	the	creature's	attack	roll	(your	choice).free	hand,	you	can	catch	the	weapon	with	a	successful	DC10	Dexterity	check;	otherwise	it	lands	10	feet	away	from	ROGUE:	FIXER	ARCHETYPEthe	attacker	in	a	random	direction.	You	are
a	fixer—you	make	connections	between	thugs,Driving	Assault.	When	you	take	the	Attack	action,	you	burglars,	trap-smiths	and	second-story	men.	You	knowcan	spend	2	prowess	to	press	your	target	back.	Until	the	people,	you	know	where	to	find	what	you	need,	and	youend	of	your	turn,	each	time	you	hit	with	a	finesse	weapon,	know	who	to	pay	to	get
things	done.	You	realize	the	mostthe	target	must	succeed	on	a	Dexterity	saving	throw	or	valuable	currency	is	knowledge,	and	you	make	very	sure	tomove	5	feet	away	from	you.	The	target	can	be	no	more	than	be	flush	with	coin	to	obtain	the	information	you	seek.one	size	category	larger	than	you.	You	can	immediatelyadvance	into	the	space	the	target
vacated	if	you	wish,	STREET	SMARTwithout	triggering	an	opportunity	attack.	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	can	applyEffortless	Steps.	When	you	take	the	Dash	action,	your	proficiency	bonus	to	Intelligence	and	Charismayou	can	spend	1	prowess	to	ignore	nonmagical	difficult	ability	checks	made	to	identify	or	locate	a	person	(or
typeterrain,	and	climbing	doesn’t	cost	extra	movement	until	of	person)	that	you	are	seeking.	You	can	also	use	thisthe	end	of	your	turn.	You	can	spend	1	additional	prowess	ability	when	attempting	to	track	down	a	buyer	or	seller	forto	move	through	a	single	foe’s	space	without	triggering	an	exotic	equipment	or	magic	items.opportunity	attack	from	that
creature.	SCROUNGERPommel	Punch.	When	you	make	an	attack,	you	canspend	2	prowess	to	strike	the	target	with	the	pommel	At	3rd	level,	you	can	find	unwanted	or	unattended	itemsof	your	weapon	instead	of	the	blade.	This	does	1d6	of	gear	and	“appropriate”	them.	Once	per	week,	you	canbludgeoning	damage	instead	of	the	weapon's	normal	obtain
one	or	more	mundane	items	with	a	total	value	of	nodamage	dice,	and	the	target	must	make	a	successful	more	than	25	gp	without	parting	with	any	cash,	subject	toConstitution	saving	throw	or	be	incapacitated	until	the	the	GM’s	discretion.end	of	its	next	turn.	The	target	can	be	no	more	than	onesize	category	larger	than	you.	SLIPPERY
CUSTOMERRapid	Strikes.	If	you	make	a	second	attack	with	a	light	At	3rd	level,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	move	up	to	halfweapon	in	your	off-hand,	you	can	spend	1	prowess	to	add	your	speed	when	an	enemy	approaches	to	within	5	feet	ofyour	ability	bonus	to	this	attack's	damage	roll.	you.	This	move	doesn’t	trigger	opportunity	attacks.Stick	and
Move.	After	you	attack	with	a	finesse	weapon,	WELL	CONNECTEDyou	can	spend	2	prowess	as	a	bonus	action	to	move	halfyour	speed.	This	movement	doesn’t	provoke	opportunity	At	9th	level,	you	can	apply	double	your	proficiency	bonusattacks.	to	Intelligence	and	Charisma	ability	checks	to	track	down	a	specific	person	or	type	of	person.	In	addition,
the	total	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	45value	of	items	that	you	can	scrounge	in	a	week	increases	to	weren’t	already	hidden,	you	can	make	a	Dexterity	(Stealth)	100	gp.	check	to	hide	as	part	of	this	action.	After	using	this	ability,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	A	JADED	EYE	BECOME	SHADOW	At	9th	level,	you
gain	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Insight)	checks	to	determine	whether	someone	is	lying	and	on	At	level	13,	you	learn	to	harness	Shadow	Realm	energy	to	saving	throws	against	illusions.	vanish.	While	you’re	in	dim	light	or	darkness,	you	can	use	an	action	to	become	invisible.	You	remain	invisible	for	1	GOING	UNDERCOVER	hour	or	until	you	attack	or	cast
a	spell.	If	you	enter	an	area	illuminated	with	bright	light,	you	must	make	a	successful	At	13th	level,	you	are	able	to	provide	others	with	tools	and	DC	15	Dexterity	(Stealth)	check	to	remain	invisible.	After	coaching	to	help	them	conduct	acts	of	subterfuge.	With	a	using	this	ability,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	minimum	of	four	hours
preparation	and	by	spending	25	short	or	long	rest.	gp	per	person,	you	can	give	up	to	six	individuals	(including	yourself)	advantage	on	Charisma	(Deception)	checks	for	MISDIRECTION	one	hour.	When	you	reach	17th	level,	you	learn	the	displacer	beast’s	ROGUISH	LUCK	trick	of	making	itself	appear	in	a	slightly	different	location.	Attacks	against	you
have	disadvantage.	If	an	attack	hits	When	you	reach	17th	level,	your	survival	instincts	become	you,	this	ability	is	disrupted	until	the	start	of	your	next	finely	tuned.	When	a	melee	attack	reduces	you	to	0	hit	turn.	This	ability	also	does	not	protect	you	while	you’re	points,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	leap	5	feet	in	any	unconscious	or	incapacitated.
direction.	If	this	moves	you	out	of	reach	of	the	attack,	you	take	no	damage	from	it.	Using	this	ability	does	not	trigger	WEAPON	OPTIONS	opportunity	attacks.	After	using	this	ability,	you	must	complete	a	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	A	weapon	is	more	than	the	damage	it	deals.	In	combat,	skilled	warriors	use	their	weapons	to	confuse,	disorient,
ROGUE:	WHISPER	ARCHETYPE	and	disadvantage	their	enemies	before	moving	in	for	the	kill.	This	section	offers	unique	maneuvers	for	specific	You’ve	dedicated	your	life	to	the	arts	of	deception,	illusion,	weapons,	giving	them	a	distinct	impact	on	the	battlefield.	and	disappearing.	Somewhere	along	that	path,	you	encountered	something	from	the
Shadow	Realm	that	Unless	specified	otherwise,	any	of	the	maneuvers	showed	you	how	to	be	one	with	the	shadows—or	perhaps	described	here	can	be	used	by	any	character	as	long	as	they	you	learned	your	best	tricks	from	the	shadows	themselves.	are	wielding	the	appropriate	weapon	and	are	proficient	All	whispers	have	been	touched	by	a	shadow,
performed	a	with	it.	If	a	maneuver	requires	a	creature	to	make	a	saving	ritual	to	bind	a	shadow	to	themselves,	or	drawn	in	energy	throw,	the	DC	equals	8	+	the	attacker's	proficiency	bonus	from	the	Shadow	Realm	to	enhance	their	stealthiness	and	+	the	attacker's	Strength	or	Dexterity	modifier	(attacker's	to	become	supreme	thieves,	assassins,	or
spies.	choice).	Unless	specified,	these	maneuvers	have	only	their	listed	effect	and	don't	deal	normal	weapon	damage.	DARK	TRICKERY	Statistics	for	seven	new	weapons	presented	here	can	be	Starting	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	darkvision	to	60	feet	if	you	found	on	the	table	at	the	end	of	this	section.	did	not	already	have	it.	You	also	can	use	the	minor
illusion	and	douse	light	cantrips.	SWORDS	FADE	AWAY	GREATSWORD	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	become	Arcing	Slash.	When	you	attack	with	a	greatsword,	you	able	to	take	the	Hide	action	while	you’re	in	dim	light	may	choose	to	target	two	creatures	within	your	reach	with	or	darkness,	even	if	you’re	being	observed.	You	have	a
single	attack.	This	attack	uses	the	same	attack	roll	for	advantage	on	the	Dexterity	(Stealth)	check	to	become	both	targets	and	deals	slashing	damage	equal	to	1d6	plus	hidden.	After	using	this	feature,	you	must	complete	a	short	your	Strength	modifier	to	each	target.	or	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	You	gain	an	additional	use	of	this	ability	at	7th	level
and	at	15th	level.	Grinding	Halt.	Whenever	you	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	to	avoid	being	moved	against	your	will,	you	SHADOW	ROAD	can	dig	the	blade	of	your	greatsword	into	the	ground	as	a	reaction.	Roll	2d6	and	add	the	number	rolled	to	the	saving	Starting	at	9th	level,	you	can	step	from	one	area	of	dim	throw.	If	the	effect	pushing	you
does	not	have	a	saving	light	or	darkness	directly	into	another	that	is	no	more	than	throw,	you	move	5	feet	fewer.	60	feet	away.	Doing	so	uses	an	action.	You	must	be	able	to	see	the	destination	or	be	familiar	with	its	location.	If	you46	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersLONGSWORD	POLEARMS	AND	AXESLock
Blades.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	a	weapon,	BATTLEAXEyou	may	use	your	reaction	to	attempt	to	lock	blades	andparry	their	attack.	Make	an	attack	roll	with	your	longsword.	Crushing	Blow.	As	an	action,	you	can	make	a	singleYou	have	advantage	on	this	roll	if	you	are	wielding	your	attack	roll	with	your	battleaxe	against	an	armored
orlongsword	with	two	hands.	If	the	result	of	this	roll	equals	or	naturally	armored	creature	within	5	feet	of	you.	If	theexceeds	their	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses.	attack	hits,	the	target’s	AC	is	permanently	reduced	by	1	until	its	armor	is	repaired,	but	cannot	be	reduced	below	10Short	Draw.	As	an	attack,	you	may	draw	a	sheathed	one-	+	the	target’s
Dexterity	modifier.	This	attack	has	no	effecthanded	sword	and	make	an	attack	roll	to	strike	the	enemy	on	creatures	with	magical	armor,	unless	your	battleaxe	iswith	its	pommel,	leaving	the	target	gasping	for	breath.	also	magical.This	attack	deals	no	damage,	but	the	next	attack	roll	madeagainst	the	target	has	advantage.	You	must	have	at	least
GLAIVEone	hand	free	to	take	this	action.	Disarming	Parry.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	aRAPIER	weapon,	you	may	use	your	reaction	to	catch	their	weapon	in	your	glaive’s	hook	and	disarm	them.	Make	an	attack	rollMain	Gauche.	While	wielding	both	a	rapier	and	a	with	your	glaive.	If	the	result	of	this	roll	equals	or	exceedsdagger,	you	may	use	a
reaction	after	being	attacked	to	roll	a	their	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses	and	they	must	succeedd4	and	add	the	result	to	your	Armor	Class	until	the	end	of	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	drop	their	weapon.the	attacker’s	turn.	Trip.	As	an	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	glaive,	you	mayLock	Blades.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	a	sweep	your
opponent’s	legs	in	an	attempt	to	trip	them.weapon,	you	may	use	your	reaction	to	make	an	attack	roll	Make	an	attack	roll	against	a	Large	or	smaller	creature.	Ifwith	your	rapier.	If	the	result	of	this	roll	equals	or	exceeds	the	attack	hits,	it	must	succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throwtheir	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses.	or	fall	prone.SCIMITAR
HALBERDBloody	Wound.	When	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	scimitar,	Rebuff.	As	an	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	halberd,you	can	choose	to	make	a	superficial	but	bloody	wound.	you	may	use	the	haft	of	your	weapon	to	rebuff	up	to	twoThe	attack	deals	no	damage,	but	the	target	takes	1d6	adjacent	creatures.	Make	a	single	attack	roll	against	oneslashing
damage	at	the	beginning	of	each	of	its	turns	until	or	two	adjacent	creatures	within	5	feet	of	you.	If	the	attackit	makes	a	DC	10	Wisdom	(Medicine)	check	as	an	action	hits	a	target,	you	push	it	up	to	10	feet	away	from	you.to	stop	the	bleeding	or	until	it	receives	magical	healing.	Acreature	can	have	only	one	bloody	wound	at	a	time.	Trip.	As	an	attack
while	you	are	wielding	a	halberd,	you	may	sweep	your	opponent’s	legs	in	an	attempt	to	tripShort	Draw.	As	an	attack,	you	may	draw	a	sheathed	them.	Make	an	attack	roll	against	a	Large	or	smallerone‑handed	sword	and	make	an	attack	roll	to	strike	the	creature.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	must	succeed	on	a	Strengthenemy	with	its	pommel,	leaving	the	target
gasping	for	saving	throw	or	fall	prone.breath.	This	attack	deals	no	damage,	but	the	next	attackroll	made	against	the	target	has	advantage.	You	must	have	LANCEat	least	one	hand	free	to	take	this	action.	Charge.	If	you	move	at	least	20	feet	straight	toward	aSHORTSWORD	creature	before	hitting	it	with	a	lance	attack,	the	target	takes	an	extra	1d12
piercing	damage	and	must	make	aClose	Quarters	Combat.	When	you	successfully	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	the	target	falls	prone.grapple	a	creature	or	escape	a	grapple,	you	may	makea	single	attack	with	a	short	sword	as	a	bonus	action.	Repel	Charge.	As	an	action,	you	can	set	your	lanceAdditionally,	whenever	a	creature	fails	to	escape	a
grapple	against	a	charge.	If	a	creature	moves	at	least	20	feetwith	you,	you	may	make	a	single	attack	with	a	short	sword	straight	toward	you	and	attacks	you,	you	may	use	youras	a	reaction.	reaction	to	make	an	attack	with	your	lance.	If	this	attack	hits,	it	is	an	automatic	critical	hit	and	the	target	must	makeShort	Draw.	As	an	attack,	you	may	draw	a
sheathed	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	it	falls	prone	andone‑handed	sword	and	make	an	attack	roll	to	strike	the	falls	off	its	mount	if	it	is	mounted.enemy	with	its	pommel,	leaving	the	target	gasping	forbreath.	This	attack	deals	no	damage,	but	the	next	attack	47roll	made	against	the	target	has	advantage.	You	must	haveat	least	one	hand	free	to
take	this	action.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919PIKE	Blackjack.	Make	a	single	attack	roll	with	your	club	against	a	humanoid	target.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	does	no	As	it	is	a	polearm,	a	pike-wielder	always	has	access	to	the	damage,	but	the	target	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	disarming	parry	and	trip	maneuvers	(see	“Glaive”).	throw	or	be
stunned	until	the	beginning	of	its	next	turn.	Phalanx.	If	you	are	adjacent	to	at	least	two	other	pike-	wielders,	your	pike	attacks	have	advantage.	FLAIL	Repel	Charge.	As	an	action,	you	can	set	your	pike	Chain	Garrote.	While	wielding	a	flail,	you	may	attempt	against	a	charge.	If	a	creature	moves	at	least	20	feet	to	grapple	a	creature	by	looping	the	chain
of	your	flail	straight	toward	you	and	attacks	you,	you	may	use	your	around	its	neck.	While	grappled	in	this	way,	the	creature	reaction	to	make	an	attack	with	your	pike	before	the	cannot	speak,	cannot	breathe,	and	has	disadvantage	on	attacker	makes	its	attack	roll.	If	your	attack	hits,	it	is	an	attack	rolls	against	you.	If	you	surprised	the	creature	with
automatic	critical	hit,	and	the	target	has	disadvantage	on	this	grapple,	it	cannot	hold	its	breath	and	immediately	its	attack	roll.	begins	suffocating.	Creatures	that	you	cannot	grapple	or	do	not	need	to	breathe	are	unaffected	by	this	maneuver.	QUARTERSTAFF	Shield	Snare.	As	an	action	while	wielding	a	flail,	you	Vault.	You	can	use	your	quarterstaff	to
help	you	leap	may	make	a	single	attack	roll	against	a	target	carrying	long	distances.	You	can	use	an	action	to	double	the	length	a	shield	or	a	similar	defensive	tool.	This	attack	ignores	of	your	long	jump,	allowing	you	to	leap	a	number	of	any	bonus	to	AC	granted	by	the	shield	and	deals	normal	feet	up	to	twice	your	Strength	score	(this	jump	is	part	of
weapon	damage.	If	the	attack	hits,	the	target	must	also	your	movement).	If	you	land	adjacent	to	a	creature	at	the	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	its	shield	is	end	of	this	jump,	you	can	make	a	single	attack	with	your	pulled	from	its	grip	and	lands	at	its	feet.	quarterstaff	as	part	of	this	action.	GREATCLUB	TRIDENT	Hurling	Impact.	As	an
action,	you	can	make	a	single	Pin.	As	an	action,	make	an	attack	roll	against	a	Medium	attack	roll	with	your	greatclub	against	a	Medium	or	creature	you	are	grappling.	If	the	attack	hits,	you	catch	one	smaller	target.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	does	normal	weapon	of	the	target’s	limbs	between	the	tines	and	bury	the	trident	damage	and	the	target	must	make	a
Strength	saving	throw.	in	the	ground,	restraining	the	creature	until	the	weapon	On	a	failure,	the	target	is	pushed	up	to	5	feet	away	from	is	dislodged.	The	target	may	make	a	Strength	or	Dexterity	you.	On	a	critical	hit,	this	attack	does	2d8	extra	damage	saving	throw	(their	choice)	at	the	end	of	each	of	their	turns	and	the	greatclub	breaks.	to	escape.
Ribshatter.	Make	a	single	attack	roll	with	your	Disarming	Parry.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	a	greatclub	against	a	humanoid	target.	This	attack	does	weapon,	you	may	use	your	reaction	to	catch	their	weapon	normal	weapon	damage	and	the	target	must	make	a	in	your	trident’s	tines	and	disarm	them.	Make	an	attack	Constitution	saving	throw.
On	a	failure,	it	is	stunned	until	roll	with	your	trident.	If	the	result	of	this	roll	equals	or	the	beginning	of	its	next	turn.	If	the	damage	you	dealt	was	exceeds	their	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses	and	they	must	greater	than	the	creature’s	maximum	hit	dice,	it	is	stunned	succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	drop	their	weapon.	until	the	end	of	its	next
turn.	OTHER	POLEARMS	MACE	AND	MORNINGSTAR	Whether	you’re	wielding	a	fauchard,	ranseur,	or	Bohemian	Bruising	Blow.	As	an	action,	make	a	single	attack	roll	earspoon,	you	can	always	use	the	disarming	parry	and	trip	with	your	mace	or	morningstar	against	a	living	creature.	maneuvers	(see	“Glaive”).	If	the	attack	hits,	it	deals	normal
weapon	damage	and	the	target	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	HAMMERS	AND	BLUDGEONS	failure,	the	target	does	not	add	its	Dexterity	modifier	to	its	AC	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn	or	until	it	is	treated	with	CLUB	a	successful	DC	10	Wisdom	(Medicine)	check.	Improvised	Clobber.	If	you	are	using	an	improvised	Ribshatter.	Make	a
single	attack	roll	with	your	mace	weapon	that	counts	as	a	club,	you	may	choose	to	strike	or	morningstar	against	a	humanoid	target.	This	attack	with	such	force	that	your	weapon	breaks.	As	an	action,	does	normal	weapon	damage	and	the	target	must	make	a	make	a	single	club	attack.	On	a	hit,	this	attack	is	an	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	it
is	stunned	until	automatic	critical	hit	and	your	improvised	club	breaks.	the	beginning	of	its	next	turn.	If	the	damage	you	dealt	was	greater	than	the	creature’s	maximum	hit	dice,	it	is	stunned48	until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersMAUL	it	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	be
restrained.	It	may	repeat	this	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	itsCrushing	Blow.	As	an	action,	you	can	make	a	single	turns.	You	cannot	make	whip	attacks	until	the	restrainedattack	roll	with	your	maul	against	an	armored	or	naturally	condition	is	ended.armored	creature.	If	the	attack	hits,	the	target’s	AC	ispermanently	reduced	by	1	until	its	armor	is
repaired,	but	THROWN	WEAPONSit	cannot	be	reduced	below	10	+	the	target’s	Dexteritymodifier.	This	attack	has	no	effect	on	creatures	with	DAGGERmagical	armor	unless	your	maul	is	also	magical.	These	maneuvers	can	also	be	used	with	dagger-like	bladedHurling	Impact.	As	an	action,	you	can	make	a	single	throwing	weapons	such	as	shuriken	or
kunai.attack	roll	with	your	maul	against	a	Medium	or	smallertarget.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	does	normal	weapon	damage,	Pinning	Point.	When	you	make	a	melee	or	rangedand	the	target	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	weapon	attack	with	a	dagger,	you	may	attempt	to	pin	afailure,	the	target	is	pushed	up	to	15	feet	away	from	you.	Large	or
smaller	creature	to	a	wall	or	surface	by	catching	their	clothing	with	the	knife’s	point.	This	maneuver	canWAR	PICK	be	used	against	creatures	without	clothing	at	the	GM’s	discretion.	Make	an	attack	roll;	if	the	attack	hits,	thePiercing	Point.	As	an	action,	you	may	pinpoint	a	weak	target	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,point	of	an
opponent’s	armor	and	make	a	single	attack	the	target’s	speed	is	reduced	to	zero	until	the	dagger	iswith	your	war	pick	against	it.	This	attack	pierces	armor,	removed.	The	target	can	make	another	Strength	savingtreating	the	target’s	AC	as	10	+	their	Dexterity	modifier.	throw	as	an	action	on	its	turn.On	a	hit,	this	attack	does	normal	weapon	damage.
Concealed	Blade.	Instead	of	making	a	DexterityTrip.	As	an	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	war	pick,	you	(Stealth)	check	to	hide	yourself,	you	may	make	a	Dexteritymay	hook	your	opponent’s	leg	in	an	attempt	to	trip	them.	(Sleight	of	Hand)	check—contested	by	an	active	or	passiveMake	an	attack	roll	against	a	Medium	or	Small	creature.	If	Wisdom
(Perception)	check—to	conceal	your	dagger.	Asthe	attack	hits,	it	must	succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	an	action,	you	may	make	a	weapon	attack	with	a	concealedor	fall	prone.	dagger	against	a	creature	that	has	not	yet	acted	in	combat.	This	attack	has	advantage.WARHAMMER	HANDAXEBruising	Blow.	As	an	action,	make	a	single	attack	rollwith
your	warhammer	against	a	living	creature.	If	the	Pinning	Edge.	When	you	make	a	melee	or	rangedattack	hits,	it	deals	normal	weapon	damage,	and	the	target	weapon	attack	with	a	hand	axe,	you	may	attempt	to	pin	amust	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	Large	or	smaller	creature	to	a	wall	or	surface	by	catchingthe	target	does	not	add
its	Dexterity	modifier	to	its	AC	their	clothing	with	the	axe’s	edge.	This	maneuver	canuntil	the	end	of	your	next	turn	or	until	it	is	treated	with	a	be	used	against	creatures	without	clothing	at	the	GM’ssuccessful	DC	10	Wisdom	(Medicine)	check.	discretion.	Make	an	attack	roll;	if	the	attack	hits,	the	target	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,
theSundering	Strike.	As	an	attack,	make	an	attack	roll	target’s	speed	is	reduced	to	zero	until	the	axe	is	removed.with	your	warhammer	against	a	creature	wielding	a	The	target	can	make	another	Strength	saving	throw	as	anweapon,	including	natural	weapons.	If	the	attack	hits,	the	action	on	its	turn.weapon	is	damaged,	and	all	attacks	made	with	this
weaponhave	disadvantage.	Another	sundering	strike	destroys	JAVELINthe	weapon.	This	attack	has	no	effect	on	magical	weaponsunless	your	warhammer	is	also	magical.	Fearsome	Accuracy.	As	an	attack,	you	may	throw	your	javelin	at	a	creature	at	the	very	limit	of	your	range.	MakeWHIP	an	attack	roll	against	a	creature	exactly	120	feet	away.	If	the
attack	hits,	the	creature	takes	normal	damage	and	mustBullwhip.	As	part	of	your	attack	action,	make	a	whip	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	the	creatureattack	against	a	beast	or	a	creature	with	an	Intelligence	becomes	frightened	of	you	for	1	minute.score	of	2	or	lower.	The	target	must	make	a	Wisdom	savingthrow	or	be	frightened	of	you
until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.	Trip.	As	a	melee	weapon	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	javelin,	you	may	sweep	your	opponent’s	legs	in	an	attemptSnare.	As	part	of	your	attack	action,	you	may	snap	your	to	trip	them.	Make	an	attack	roll	against	a	Large	or	smallerwhip	around	a	creature	or	its	weapon.	If	you	target	the	creature.	If	the	attack	hits,	it	must
succeed	on	a	Strengthweapon,	the	creature	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	saving	throw	or	fall	prone.or	drop	its	weapon	at	its	feet.	If	you	target	the	creature,	49	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919LIGHT	HAMMER	Svirfneblin	Wooziness	Tonic.	A	creature	hit	by	a	dart	coated	with	this	poison	must	make	a	DC	10	Dazing	Blow.	As	an	action,
you	may	make	a	single	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	it	is	poisoned	ranged	weapon	attack	with	a	light	hammer.	If	the	attack	until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.	hits,	the	target	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	or	be	incapacitated	until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.	COMPOSITE	BOW	Sunder	Joints.	When	you	make	a	melee	weapon	attack	The
composite	bow’s	unique	construction	gives	it	an	with	a	light	hammer	against	a	creature	in	medium	or	incredibly	heavy	draw,	making	it	usable	only	by	the	heavy	armor,	you	may	choose	to	damage	the	joints	of	strongest	archers.	Characters	with	Strength	14	or	lower	their	armor	instead	of	dealing	damage	to	the	creature.	If	have	disadvantage	on	attacks
made	with	a	composite	bow.	the	attack	hits,	the	creature’s	movement	is	reduced	by	10	feet	until	the	end	of	their	next	turn.	This	reduction	is	not	Power	Shot.	When	you	make	an	attack	with	a	composite	cumulative.	bow,	you	may	take	a	penalty	on	your	attack	roll	equal	to	your	Strength	modifier.	This	penalty	must	be	applied	NET	before	the	roll	is	made.
If	the	attack	hits,	it	deals	additional	damage	equal	to	twice	your	Strength	modifier.	Nets	have	the	unique	property,	Ensnaring,	described	below.	Staggering	Shot.	As	an	action	while	wielding	a	Ensnaring:	A	Large	or	smaller	creature	hit	by	a	net	is	composite	bow,	you	may	make	a	single	ranged	weapon	restrained	until	it	is	freed.	A	net	has	no	effect	on
creatures	attack.	If	this	attack	hits,	the	enemy	takes	full	weapon	that	are	formless,	or	creatures	that	are	Huge	or	larger.	damage	and	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	A	creature	can	use	its	action	to	make	a	DC	10	Strength	failure,	the	target’s	speed	is	reduced	to	0	until	the	end	of	its	check,	freeing	itself	or	another	creature	within	its	reach
next	turn.	on	a	success.	Dealing	5	slashing	damage	to	the	net	(AC	10)	also	frees	the	creature	without	harming	it,	ending	the	HEAVY	CROSSBOW	AND	LIGHT	CROSSBOW	effect	and	destroying	the	net.	In	campaign	settings	with	firearms,	these	maneuvers	can	Blinding	Binds.	Instead	of	restraining	your	foe,	you	also	be	used	by	a	character	who	wields	a
rifle.	may	instead	wrap	the	thick	cords	of	your	net	around	a	single	creature’s	head.	A	Large	or	smaller	creature	hit	by	Shrapnel	Shot.	As	an	action,	make	a	single	attack	a	net	when	you	use	this	maneuver	is	blinded	but	is	not	with	your	crossbow	against	an	unattended	object.	The	restrained,	until	the	net	is	removed.	attack	deals	double	damage	to	the
target.	If	the	object	is	destroyed,	it	explodes	into	a	cloud	of	shrapnel.	Choose	Wing-Wrapping	Net.	Instead	of	restraining	a	flying	one	of	the	following	options:	creature,	you	may	entangle	its	wings	in	your	net.	A	Huge	or	smaller	winged	creature	hit	by	a	net	when	you	use	•	Creatures	within	5	feet	of	the	object	must	make	a	this	maneuver	has	its	fly	speed
reduced	to	0	(but	is	not	Dexterity	saving	throw,	taking	1d6	piercing	damage	on	restrained)	until	the	net	is	removed.	a	failure.	RANGED	WEAPONS	•	A	creature	adjacent	to	the	object	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	the	creature	is	BLOWGUN	blinded	until	the	beginning	of	your	next	turn.	A	blowgun	has	no	specific	maneuvers	to
use	in	combat,	Patient	Shot.	You	carefully	align	your	crossbow’s	sights	but	a	character	with	a	poisoner’s	kit	(50	gp)	can	spend	a	over	your	target.	As	an	action	in	a	turn	that	you	have	short	rest	creating	one	of	the	following	simple	poisons.	not	moved,	you	may	make	a	single	crossbow	attack	with	Applying	a	poison	to	a	blowgun	dart	is	a	bonus	action,
and	advantage.	each	vial	of	poison	has	10	uses	before	it	must	be	created	again.	A	poison’s	effects	are	in	addition	to	the	1	piercing	HAND	CROSSBOW	damage	dealt	by	a	blow	dart.	Deathtoad	Toxin.	A	creature	hit	by	a	dart	coated	with	In	campaign	settings	with	firearms,	these	maneuvers	can	this	poison	must	make	a	DC	10	Constitution	saving	also	be
used	by	a	character	who	wields	a	pistol.	throw.	On	a	failure,	it	takes	2d6	poison	damage.	Concealed	Sidearm.	Instead	of	making	a	Dexterity	Chuul	Ichor.	A	creature	hit	by	a	dart	coated	with	this	(Stealth)	check	to	hide	yourself,	you	may	make	a	Dexterity	poison	must	make	a	DC	10	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	(Sleight	of	Hand)	check—contested	by	an
active	or	passive	a	failure,	it	is	paralyzed	until	the	beginning	of	its	next	turn.	Wisdom	(Perception)	check—to	conceal	your	hand	crossbow.	As	an	action,	you	may	make	a	weapon	attack50	with	a	concealed	crossbow	against	a	creature	that	has	not	yet	acted	in	combat.	This	attack	has	advantage.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	Page	2	Martial
and	Roguish	CharactersRapid	Shot.	You	rapidly	reload	your	hand	crossbow,	SLINGthrowing	off	your	aim	but	allowing	you	to	make	anadditional	attack	this	turn.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	may	Underdog	Strike.	As	an	action,	you	may	make	a	singlereload	your	hand	crossbow	and	make	an	attack	with	it	ranged	weapon	attack	with	your	sling	against	a
creatureagainst	a	target	within	30	feet.	This	attack	has	disadvantage.	at	least	1	size	category	larger	than	you.	This	attack	deals	normal	weapon	damage,	and	an	extra	1d4	bludgeoningLONGBOW	AND	SHORTBOW	damage	per	size	category	difference.Pinning	Shot.	When	you	make	an	attack	with	a	bow,	you	Headcrack.	As	an	action,	you	may	make	a
single	rangedmay	attempt	to	pin	a	Large	or	smaller	creature	to	a	wall	or	weapon	attack	with	your	sling.	If	the	attack	hits,	the	targetsurface	by	catching	their	clothing	with	the	arrow’s	point.	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	or	be	stunnedThis	maneuver	can	be	used	against	creatures	without	until	the	beginning	of	its	next	turn.clothing	at	the
GM’s	discretion.	Make	an	attack	roll;	if	theattack	hits,	the	target	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	MIDGARD	WEAPONSOn	a	failure,	the	target’s	speed	is	reduced	to	0	until	thearrow	is	removed.	The	target	can	make	another	Strength	DWARVEN	TIJINOsaving	throw	as	an	action	on	its	turn.	The	tijino	poleaxe	bears	a	long	axe	blade	in	front,	with
aDistracting	Shot.	As	an	action,	make	a	single	attack	long,	looping	backhook	designed	to	unhorse	riders.	Thewith	your	bow.	You	intentionally	miss	your	target	but	give	tijino	poleaxe	has	reach.	You	can	strike	opponents	10	feetan	ally	the	chance	to	attack	while	it	is	distracted.	The	next	away	with	it,	but	you	cannot	use	it	against	an	adjacent	foe.attack
roll	against	the	target	has	advantage	if	it	is	made	As	a	polearm,	tijino	wielders	can	also	use	the	disarmingbefore	the	beginning	of	the	target’s	next	turn.	parry	and	trip	maneuvers	(see	“Glaive”).Trick	Shot.	As	an	action,	make	a	single	stylish	bow	Unmount.	As	an	action	while	wielding	a	tijino,	you	mayattack	with	disadvantage.	If	the	lower	roll	would	also
hit	make	a	single	attack	against	a	mounted	creature.	If	thethe	target,	you	automatically	score	a	critical	hit.	attack	hits,	the	target	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	the	target	is	dismounted	and	falls	prone.WEAPONSSimple	Melee	WeaponsName	Cost	Damage	Weight	Properties	1d6	piercing	6	lb.	Finesse,	lightNurian	Hook	6	gp	1d4
piercing	+	poison	1	lb.	Finesse,	light,	thrown	(range	20/60)Scorpion	Stiletto	varies	Damage	1d4	slashingMartial	Melee	Weapons	2d4	piercing	1d12	slashingName	Cost	1d6	piercing	Weight	Properties	1d8	piercing/1d4	piercing	3	lb.	LightDikama	(Fang	Blade)	10	gp	12	lb.	Heavy,	reach,	two-handed	Damage	8	lb.	Heavy,	two-handedDwarven	Tijino	25	gp
1d12	piercing	3	lb.	Special,	versatile	(1d8)	4	lb.	Special,	versatile	(1d10)Nordmansch	Greataxe	50	gpNorthlands	Estoc	40	gpRothenian	Poniard	100	gpMartial	Ranged	WeaponsName	Cost	Weight	Properties	8	lb.Composite	Bow	100	gp	Ammunition	(range	150/600),	heavy,	special,	two-handed	51Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919NORDMANSCH	GREATAXE	Special:	The	estoc	deals	an	additional	1d6	damage	to	creatures	wearing	heavy	armor,	or	naturally	armored	The	nordmansch	greataxe	creatures	with	an	AC	of	16	or	higher.	likely	originated	with	the	foresters	and	lumberjacks	of	Armor-Piercing	Thrust.	As	an	action,	you	may	the	Ordenn	forest,	who	found	a	pinpoint	a
weak	point	of	an	opponent’s	armor	and	make	a	secret	way	of	making	axe	heads	single	attack	with	your	estoc	against	it.	This	attack	pierces	they	continue	to	keep	secret.	The	armor,	treating	the	target’s	AC	as	10	+	their	Dexterity	nordmansch	make	more	axes	than	modifier.	On	a	hit,	this	attack	does	normal	weapon	their	woodsmen	actually	need.
damage,	and	does	not	deal	the	additional	damage	granted	by	the	estoc’s	special	property	(above).	The	nordmansch	greataxe	is	a	two-handed	weapon	built	to	sunder	other	weapons.	Its	Blunted	Bash.	Instead	of	dealing	piercing	damage,	edge	is	hardened	especially	for	this	purpose,	you	can	choose	to	deal	bludgeoning	damage	by	striking	and	its	haft	is
likewise	set	with	trapping	prongs	the	target	with	the	estoc’s	unsharpened	blade.	This	to	catch	and	hold	a	foe’s	weapon.	At	the	GM’s	attack’s	damage	die	is	one	size	smaller	than	normal	(1d4	if	discretion,	typical	greataxes	may	also	use	the	one‑handed,	1d6	if	two-handed),	and	cannot	benefit	from	sundering	strike	maneuver.	the	estoc’s	special	property
(above).	Sundering	Strike.	As	part	of	the	attack	ROTHENIAN	PONIARD	action,	make	a	single	attack	roll	with	your	nordmansch	against	a	creature	wielding	a	This	longsword	has	a	spring-loaded	poniard	weapon,	including	natural	weapons.	If	the	attack	concealed	in	the	hilt,	which	quickly	extends	hits,	the	weapon	is	damaged,	and	all	attacks	made	when
the	hilt	is	gripped	in	a	particular	way.	with	this	weapon	have	disadvantage.	Another	It	is	particularly	beloved	by	rogues,	as	the	sundering	strike	destroys	the	weapon.	This	concealed	blade	helps	them	sneak	attack	attack	has	no	effect	on	magical	weapons,	unless	your	opponents	already	locked	in	combat.	Kariv	nordmansch	is	also	magical.	of	a	crueler
bent	have	been	known	to	poison	the	secondary	blade.	Disarming	Parry.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	a	weapon,	you	may	use	your	reaction	to	catch	their	weapon	Thanks	to	its	hidden	blade,	the	Rothenian	in	your	nordmansch’s	prongs	and	disarm	them.	Make	an	poniard	has	the	following	special	ability:	attack	roll	with	your	nordmansch.	If	the
result	of	this	roll	equals	or	exceeds	their	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses,	and	Special:	The	larger	blade	is	a	versatile	they	must	succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	drop	weapon,	and	the	secondary	blade	is	a	their	weapon.	light	weapon.	You	may	make	an	attack	with	the	secondary	blade	as	a	bonus	NORTHLANDS	ESTOC	action,	as	if	you	were	two-
weapon	fighting.	Retracting	the	poniard	A	hand-and-a-half	sword	designed	to	pierce	heavy	armor	requires	an	action.	and	sharpened	only	on	the	tip,	an	estoc	is	4	feet	long,	sometimes	with	a	second	crossguard.	It	is	said	to	have	Hidden	Poniard.	If	the	been	used	first	by	the	knights	of	Vael	Turog	and	Balinor	poniard	is	still	concealed	against	the	elves,
but	now	is	used	by	dwarven	mercenaries	within	your	sword’s	hilt,	you	and	human	knights	who	expect	to	fight	other	heavily	may	make	a	Dexterity	(Sleight	armored	warriors.	Its	anti-armor	properties	make	it	of	Hand)	check	opposed	by	a	target	popular	with	monster	hunters	and	dragon	slayers	as	well.	creature’s	Wisdom	(Perception)	Sometimes	called
the	“tuck.”	check.	If	you	win	this	contest,	you	may	make	a	single	attack	roll	with	The	estoc	also	has	the	following	special	property.	the	concealed	poniard	against	that	target.	This	attack	has	advantage.52	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Martial	and	Roguish	CharactersSOUTHLANDS	WEAPONS	SCORPION	STILETTODIKAMA	(FANG
BLADE)	Politics	in	the	Mharoti	Empire	are	a	battlefield,	and	not	all	wars	there	are	won	with	words.	The	scorpion	stilettoFirst	crafted	by	the	bronzesmiths	of	the	Lion	appears	as	an	ornate,	ceremonial	knife,	but	its	beautyKingdom	of	Omphaya,	the	wicked	dikama	distracts	from	the	deadly	poison	secreted	within—thefang	blade	is	shaped	like	a	serrated,
oversized	venom	of	the	Mharoti	emerald	scorpion.	Though	thislion’s	tooth.	knife	originated	in	the	Dragon	Empire,	it	is	now	wielded	by	assassins	and	cutthroat	politicians	throughout	MidgardBloody	Wound.	When	you	hit	a	living	and	the	Southlands.creature	with	a	dikama,	you	can	choose	tomake	a	superficial	but	bloody	wound.	The	Because	they're	so
specialized	for	assassination,	aattack	deals	no	damage,	but	the	target	takes	scorpion	stiletto	can't	be	bought	from	most	weapon1d6	slashing	damage	at	the	beginning	of	dealers.	A	potential	buyer	must	either	find	a	disreputableeach	of	its	turns	until	it	or	another	creature	merchant	who'll	sell	one	under	the	table	or	a	disreputablemakes	a	successful	DC
10	Wisdom	weaponsmith	who'll	make	one	to	order.	In	either	case,	the(Medicine)	check	as	an	action	to	stop	price	must	be	negotiated.the	bleeding	or	until	it	receives	magicalhealing.	Maneuvers	that	can	be	used	with	a	dagger	can	also	be	used	with	a	scorpion	stiletto.Serrated	Twist.	When	you	dealdamage	to	a	living	creature	with	a	dikama	Concealed
Blade.	Instead	of	making	a	Dexterity(not	including	damage	from	the	Bloody	(Stealth)	check	to	hide	yourself,	you	may	make	aWound	maneuver),	you	may	twist	the	Dexterity	(Sleight	of	Hand)	check—contestedserrated	blade	as	a	bonus	action.	The	creature	must	make	a	by	an	active	or	passive	Wisdom	(Perception)Constitution	saving	throw	or	take	2d4
slashing	damage.	check—to	conceal	your	stiletto.	As	an	action,	you	may	make	a	weapon	attack	with	a	concealedNURIAN	HOOK	dagger	against	a	creature	that	has	not	yet	acted	in	combat.	This	attack	has	advantage.A	Nurian	hook	is	a	1-foot-long	square	shaft	that	ends	in	abronze	hook	with	an	arrow-shaped	point	at	the	pommel.	Release	Venom.	A	vial
of	venom	can	beEmbalmers	and	butchers	use	it	to	hang	up	corpses.	loaded	into	the	handle	of	this	stiletto.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	press	the	jewel	on	theDisarming	Parry.	When	a	creature	attacks	you	with	a	dagger’s	pommel	to	release	the	venom	intoweapon,	you	may	use	your	reaction	to	catch	their	weapon	a	groove	on	the	blade.	Any	type	of
injuryin	your	hook	and	disarm	them.	Make	an	attack	roll	with	poison	can	be	loaded	into	the	stiletto’s	hiddenyour	Nurian	hook.	If	the	result	of	this	roll	equals	or	chamber,	but	the	most	common	is	emeraldexceeds	their	attack	roll,	their	attack	misses	and	they	must	scorpion	venom.succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	drop	their	weapon.	Emerald
Scorpion	VenomTrip.	As	an	attack	while	you	are	wielding	a	Nurian	hook,	(Injury).	A	creature	subjectedyou	may	catch	your	opponent’s	leg	in	an	attempt	to	trip	to	this	poison	must	make	a	DC	16them.	Make	an	attack	roll	against	a	Medium	or	smaller	Constitution	saving	throw	at	the	beginning	of	each	of	its	turns,	taking	24	creature.	If	the	attack	hits,	it
must	succeed	on	a	(7d6)	poison	damage	on	a	failed	saving	Strength	saving	throw	or	fall	prone.	throw,	or	half	as	much	on	a	successful	one.	This	poison	lasts	until	the	target	succeeds	on	three	saving	throws	or	is	magically	cured.	53Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	Characters	3	T	he	divine	forces	in	Midgard	include	several	domains	not
seen	in	other	realms,	or	at	least	not	in	exactly	the	same	way.	These	forces	wax	and	wane,	and	some	priests	hold	the	skeins	of	this	divine	net	more	tightly	than	others.	This	chapter	presents	seventeen	new	clerical	domains	and	one	new	druidic	circle	(Circle	of	the	Stones—out	of	alphabetical	order	at	the	end	of	the	list).	Whether	these	are	allowed	in	your
campaign	is	entirely	up	to	the	GM,	but	they	provide	both	variety	and	depth	to	the	existing	list.	It	also	presents	the	option	of	the	pantheist	priest,	who	serves	a	handful	of	deities	in	rotation.	Descriptions	of	domain	spells	marked	with	an	asterisk	(*)	can	be	found	in	Chapter	7:	Spells	of	this	book54	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919APOCALYPSE
DOMAIN	DIVINE	STRIKEGods	with	the	Apocalypse	domain—such	as	Veles	or	the	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuseWhite	Goddess—promote	fear,	judgment,	punishment,	your	weapon	strikes	with	necrotic	energy.and	the	end	of	all	things.	Their	priesthoods	often	consider	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	withthemselves	the
messengers	of	that	doom,	and	they	work	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extrato	spread	word	of	the	coming	end.	Their	gloomy,	often	1d8	necrotic	damage	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	14thfrightening	message	makes	them	unwelcome	in	many—	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.but	not	all—civilized	places.	HERALD	OF
THE	APOCALYPSEAPOCALYPSE	DOMAIN	SPELLS	At	17th	level,	you	gain	resistance	to	acid,	fire,	and	poisonCleric	damage.Level1	Spells	BEER	DOMAIN3	dissonant	whispers,	hellish	rebuke5	enthrall,	magic	mouth	The	heady	brew	of	fortitude,	courage,	and	companionship7	fear,	stinking	cloud	is	your	nectar,	and	you	share	its	blessings	with	those
who9	blight,	phantasmal	killer	need	it.	contact	other	plane,	telekinesis	BEER	DOMAIN	SPELLSRANTING	RUIN	Cleric	Spells	Level	comprehend	languages,	heroismAt	1st	level,	you	learn	the	vicious	mockery	cantrip.	You	1	blur,	suggestionalso	gain	proficiency	in	either	Arcana	or	Survival	(your	3	aura	of	vitality,	hypnotic	patternchoice),	and	you	learn
one	of	the	following	languages:	5	confusion,	resilient	sphereAnkeshelian,	Caelmaran,	Enochian,	or	Vos'ghaen.	7	dream,	modify	memory	9CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	DAMNATION	DISCIPLE	OF	THE	DRAUGHTStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinityto	lash	out	at	those	who	defy	your	deity's	messenger.	As	an	At	1st	level,	you	learn	the
message	cantrip.	You	also	gainaction,	you	present	your	holy	symbol	while	pronouncing	proficiency	in	either	Insight	or	Medicine	(your	choice),doom	to	unbelievers.	Each	hostile	creature	that	can	see	and	you	gain	proficiency	with	brewer’s	supplies.	Youryou	and	is	within	30	feet	of	you	takes	3d6	+	your	cleric	level	proficiency	bonus	is	doubled	for	any
ability	check	younecrotic	damage,	or	half	damage	with	a	successful	Wisdom	make	that	uses	those	supplies.saving	throw.	A	creature	that	has	total	cover	from	you	isnot	affected.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	BLESSED	BREWCHANNEL	DIVINITY:	WEIGHT	OF	GUILT	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	transform	a	container	of
nonmagical	liquid	into	blessedAt	6th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	brew;	the	number	of	doses	equals	3	+	your	Wisdommanipulate	a	creature's	thoughts.	You	can	then	use	your	modifier.	Any	special	attributes	the	liquid	previously	hadaccess	to	the	creature's	mind	as	leverage	to	interrogate	it.	are	negated.	Anyone	who	imbibes	one	dose	of
this	brew	can	choose	one	of	the	following	benefits:	advantage	on	As	an	action,	choose	one	creature	that	you	can	see	within	Charisma-based	skill	checks,	a	+1	bonus	to	AC,	or	a	+160	feet	of	you.	That	creature	must	make	a	Wisdom	saving	increase	to	the	DC	of	saving	throws	against	their	castingsthrow.	If	the	saving	throw	is	succeesful,	you	can't	use
this	of	enchantment	spells.	This	bonus	lasts	for	1	hour,	leavingfeature	on	it	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	If	the	saving	a	warm	buzz	behind	when	it	fades.	A	creature	can	benefitthrow	fails,	you	can	bring	the	creature's	guiltiest	knowledge	from	only	one	dose	of	blessed	brew	between	rests.	An	hourto	the	surface	of	its	mind	and	fill	it	with	fear	that	it
will	after	creating	blessed	brew,	the	liquid	turns	into	tasty,	butconfess	that	knowledge.	You	get	no	hints	to	what	this	mundane,	beer.knowledge	is.	The	effect	lasts	1	minute,	during	which	youcan	use	your	action	to	cast	zone	of	truth	on	the	creaturewithout	expending	a	spell	slot.	Only	the	target	of	weight	ofguilt	is	affected	by	the	spell,	and	that	target's
saving	throwagainst	the	spell	fails	automatically.	55Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Gods	of	Midgard	The	following	tables	outline	the	major	regional	pantheons	of	Midgard	and	provide	information	about	each	god’s	typical	worshipers	and	the	domains	to	which	they	grant	their	followers	access.	MAJOR	GODS	OF	THE	NORTH	Name	Typical
Worshipers	Domain	Light.	Baldur*	Lovers,	families.	Tempest.	Nature.	Thor	Warriors,	adventurers.	Trickery.	Hunting.	Freyr	and	Freyja	Druids,	farmers.	Justice.	Loki	Monsters,	scoundrels.	Sif	Women	warriors,	archers.	Wotan	Kings,	jarls,	wizards.	*	See	Lada	under	“Major	Gods	of	the	Crossroads.”	MAJOR	GODS	OF	THE	CROSSROADS	Name	Typical
Worshipers	Domain	Light.	Khors	Knights,	Magdar.	Life.	War.	Lada	(Baldur)	Women,	centaurs,	elves,	children.	Clockwork.	Travel.	Perun	Soldiers,	guards	and	watchers,	farmers.	Rava	(Ariadne)	Gearforged,	merchants,	kobolds.	Volund	(Svarog)	Dwarves,	Kariv,	smiths.	MAJOR	GODS	OF	THE	DRAGON	EMPIRE	Name	Typical	Worshipers	Domain
Knowledge.	Azuran	Dragonkin,	kobolds,	tengu.	Dragon.	Prophecy.	Baal	Mharoti,	nobles,	drakes.	Ocean.	Apocalypse..	Khespotan	Miners,	builders,	scholars,	soldiers.	Seggotan	Sailors,	fishermen,	healers.	Veles	All	dragons	and	drakes.	MAJOR	GODS	OF	THE	SOUTH	Name	Typical	Worshipers	Domain	Death.	Anu-Akma	The	elderly,	ghouls,	gnolls.	Light.
Trickery.	Aten	Humans,	dwarves,	Saph-Saph.	Cat.	Life.	Heretical	Aten	Blasphemers,	iconoclasts.	Beer.	Knowledge.	Bastet	Alchemists,	dancers,	gnolls,	soldiers.	Horus	Nomads,	heruti,	Natalese.	Ninkash	Dwarves,	brewers,	farmers.	Thoth-Hermes	Scholars,	scribes,	thieves,	wizards.	Note	that	some	deities	are	worshiped	under	different	domains	in
different	regions,	reflecting	their	cultural	variations	across	Midgard.56	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919MAJOR	GODS	OF	THE	SEVEN	CITIES	Divine	CharactersName	Typical	Worshipers	Domain	Clockwork.Ariadne	(Rava)*	Gearforged,	merchants,	kobolds.	Life.	Death.Ceres	Farmers,	merchants.	Labyrinth.	Tempest.Charun	Soldiers,
mourners,	the	grieving.	Ocean.Hecate	Kammae,	minotaurs,	witches.	Domain	Void.Mavros	Soldiers,	watchmen.	Tempest.	Darkness.Nethus	Sailors,	fishermen.	Void.	Hunting.*	See	Ariadne	(as	Rava)	under	“Major	Gods	of	the	Crossroads.”	Hunger.	Justice.DARK	GODS	OF	MIDGARD	Death.	Apocalypse.Name	Typical	WorshipersAddrikah	Derro,	dwarves,
the	insane.Boreas	Giants,	trolls,	ogres.Chernobog	Murderers,	hags,	dragons.Goat	of	the	Woods	Goblins,	giants.The	Hunter	Hunters,	the	bloodthirsty.Mammon	Merchants,	the	greedy.Marena	(Mara)	Vampires,	the	vengeful,	the	lustful.Vardesain	Darakhul,	ghouls,	vampires.The	White	Goddess	Orcs,	goblins,	ogres.CHANNEL	DIVINITY:BOOT	AND
RALLYStarting	at	6th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinityto	aid	and	rally	your	allies.	All	friendly	creatures	within	30feet	of	you	who	are	frightened,	paralyzed,	poisoned,or	stunned	gain	an	immediate	savingthrow	with	advantage	to	remove	the	effect.Creatures	that	succeed	on	the	saving	throwalso	heal	2d6	hit	points.DIVINE	STRIKEAt	8th	level,
you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	yourweapon	strikes	with	radiant	energy.	Once	on	each	of	yourturns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	youcan	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	radiant	damageto	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damageincreases	to	2d8.FIRE	IN	THE	BELLYAt	17th	level,	you	gain	resistance	to	cold,	poison,
andpsychic	damage.	57Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919CAT	DOMAIN	consistency	and	decrease	confusion,	we	recommend	using	one	or	the	other,	but	not	both,	in	your	campaign.)You	embody	the	grace,	strength,	and	resilience	of	felines.	CLOCKWORK	DOMAIN	SPELLSEventually,	you	become	able	to	transform	physically	into	alion	or	tiger.
Cleric	Level	Spells	1	grease,	floating	diskCAT	DOMAIN	SPELLS	3	heat	metal,	enlarge/reduce	5	conjure	barrage,	hasteCleric	Level	Spells	7	fabricate,	secret	chest1	find	familiar	(feline	only),	speak	9	animate	objects,	soulforging*	with	animals	*	See	Chapter	1.3	beast	sense,	pass	without	trace5	bestow	curse,	nondetection	ACOLYTE	OF	ARTIFICE7
dimension	door,	locate	creature9	commune	with	nature,	mislead	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	learn	the	mage	hand	cantrip.	You	also	gain	proficiency	with	one	A	CLAW	IN	THE	CLOWDER	of	the	following	tool	kits:	carpenter's	tools,	clockwork	(jeweler's)	tools,	mason's	tools,	smith's	tools,	or	weaver's	On	choosing	this	domain	at	1st
level,	you	learn	the	true	tools.	You	also	understand	the	language	of	machine	strike	cantrip	and	you	gain	proficiency	in	the	following	speech	but	cannot	speak	it.	skills:	Acrobatics	and	Stealth.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	FELINE	FINESSE	At	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	add	a	+10	bonus	to	any	Dexterity	ability	or	skill	check	made	by	you	or
someone	you	designate	within	30	feet.	EYES	OF	THE	CAT	Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	gain	darkvision	with	a	range	of	60	feet.	If	you	already	have	darkvision,	the	range	extends	to	90	feet.	DIVINE	STRIKE	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon
attack,	you	can	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	damage	of	the	same	type	dealt	by	the	weapon	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	EMISSARY	OF	THE	CAT	At	17th	level,	you	become	a	natural	lycanthrope	of	the	weretiger	or	werelion	type,	whichever	is	appropriate	to	your	deity.	See	"Player	Characters	as
Lycanthropes"	in	the	standard	rules	on	werewolves	for	details.	You	cannot	spread	the	disease	of	lycanthropy.	For	details	on	werelions,	see	Southlands	Heroes	5E.	CLOCKWORK	DOMAIN	You	can	speak	with	machines	and	magical	or	mechanical	constructs,	and	control	constructs.	Ultimately,	you	will	become	metal-graced	by	your	deity.	(Note	that	this
version	of	the	clockwork	domain	is	simplified	from	the	version	presented	in	the	Kobold	Press	supplement	Deep	Magic:	Clockwork.	To	maintain58Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	CharactersBONUS	PROFICIENCY	DARKNESS	DOMAIN	SPELLSYou	gain	proficiency	with	heavy	armor.	Cleric	Level	Spells	1	shadow	armor*,
sleepCHANNEL	DIVINITY:	3	darkness,	dark	path*FADE	FROM	FALSE	EYES	5	legion*,	nondetection	7	night	terrors*,	phantasmal	killerBeginning	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	9	dark	dementing*,	misleadto	become	invisible	to	constructs.	Each	construct	thatwould	normally	detect	you	must	make	a	successful	CREATURE	OF
DARKNESSWisdom	saving	throw	or	lose	track	of	you	(you	becomeundetectable	by	all	its	senses)	for	1	round	per	cleric	level.	A	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gainconstruct	might	still	infer	your	location	if	you	knock	over	proficiency	in	either	Deception	or	Stealth	skill	(youran	object,	open	a	door,	or	do	something	similar.	The	effect
choice).	While	in	dim	light	or	darkness,	you	can	take	theends	instantly	for	all	constructs	if	you	attack	a	construct	or	Hide	action	as	a	bonus	action.take	any	other	action	that	is	directly	hostile	to	constructs.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	SHADOWSIGHTCLOCKWORK	COMPANION	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	DivinityAt	6th	level,	you	build
or	acquire	a	clockwork	companion	to	gain	darkvision	(60	feet)	for	1	hour.	If	you	already	havewhich	functions	in	most	ways	as	a	ranger's	companion.	darkvision	as	a	racial	characteristic,	using	your	ChannelChoose	a	construct	that	is	no	larger	than	Medium	and	Divinity	this	way	allows	you	to	see	in	magical	darkness	to	athat	has	a	challenge	rating	of	1/4
or	lower.	(With	your	distance	of	30	feet	as	if	it	were	dim	light,	for	1	hour.GM's	permission,	you	can	substitute	a	construct	versionof	a	Small	or	Tiny	beast	of	CR	1/4	or	lower.	You	can	adopt	SHADOW	MELDthe	clockwork	jewel	scarab	stats	block	verbatim	from	theappendix,	or	use	it	as	a	guide	to	create	your	own.)	Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	can	use	your
Channel	Divinity	to	merge	your	current	location	with	the	version	of	itDIVINE	STRIKE	that	exists	on	the	plane	of	shadow.	The	affected	area	is	a	sphere	with	a	60-foot	radius	centered	on	you.	Within	thatAt	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	sphere,	bright	light	becomes	dim	light,	dim	light	becomesstrikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on
each	of	your	turns	darkness,	and	darkness	becomes	equivalent	to	magicalwhen	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	darkness.	The	temperature	plummets;	all	creatures	othercause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	lightning	damage	to	than	you	that	are	in	the	darkened	sphere	at	the	end	of	theirthe	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the
extra	damage	turn	must	make	a	successful	Constitution	saving	throwincreases	to	2d8.	or	take	1d8	cold	damage.	The	sphere	lasts	for	1	minute	or	until	you	dismiss	it	as	a	bonus	action.	There’s	a	chance	thatMETAL-GRACED	creatures	from	the	plane	of	shadow	might	step	through	into	your	world	when	the	effect	ends.	Such	creatures	mayAt	17th	level,
you	evolve	machinelike	qualities.	A	thin	or	may	not	be	hostile;	determine	their	reaction	randomly.coating	of	metal	covers	your	back,	torso,	and	appendages,granting	you	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	d100	Resultslashing	damage	from	nonmagical	weapons.	0–75	nothing	appears	Also	at	17th	level,	your	deity	reveals	to	you	the	secrets
ofcreating	a	gearforged	body.	Provided	you	have	access	to	the	75–80	2d4	shadowscorrect	components,	you	can	craft	a	gearforged	body	foryourself	or	another	creature.	81–84	1d4	shadow	fey	forest	hunters*DARKNESS	DOMAIN	85–89	1–2	shadow	beasts**Darkness	enshrouds	our	private	affairs	and	shelters	our	90–94	shadow	fey	enchantress*secrets.
The	shadows	may	protect	the	hunted	from	thehunter	or	conceal	danger.	Emissaries	of	the	gods	who	95–98	elder	shadow	drake**claim	dominion	over	the	darkness	may	provide	protectionfor	those	in	need	or	aid	those	who	hunt	in	the	night,	if	they	99–100	young	shadow	dragonare	not	themselves	the	hunters.	*	Deep	Magic	10:	Shadow	Magic	**	Tome	of
Beasts	DIVINE	STRIKE	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	59Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	necrotic	damage	to	DRAGON’S	RESISTANCE	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th
level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	Starting	at	6th	level,	as	a	reaction	when	you	fail	a	saving	throw,	you	can	choose	to	expend	one	use	of	your	Channel	SHADOW	SHIELD	Divinity	to	succeed	on	that	saving	throw	instead.	Beginning	at	17th	level,	your	shadow	begins	defending	DIVINE	STRIKE	you.	Each	time	you	are	hit	by	a	nonmagical	attack	or
effect	that	causes	damage,	your	shadow	flows	across	your	body	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	and	absorbs	half	of	the	damage.	When	your	shadow	has	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	absorbed	damage	equal	to	one-fourth	of	your	maximum	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	hit	points,
it	vanishes	completely	until	you	finish	a	long	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	fire	damage	to	the	rest.	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	DRAGON	DOMAIN	FRIGHTFUL	PRESENCE	When	it	comes	to	beings	of	awesome	power,	dragons	reign	supreme.	How	much	more	awe-inspiring,	then,	must	At	17th	level,
you	gain	a	Frightful	Presence	attack	similar	be	the	gods	dragons	worship?	Dragons	embody	many	to	a	dragon’s.	Using	your	Frightful	Presence	is	an	action.	things:	mastery	of	the	elements	and	the	most	unforgiving	After	using	your	Frightful	Presence,	you	must	complete	a	environments,	sagacity,	long	life,	and	an	eternal	hunger	short	or	long	rest
before	using	it	again.	to	acquire	greater	wealth	and	power.	Those	who	worship	Frightful	Presence.	Each	creature	of	your	choice	that	dragons	or	the	gods	of	dragons	may	strive	to	embody	is	within	60	feet	of	you	and	aware	of	you	must	succeed	on	several,	or	perhaps	even	all,	of	these	qualities	themselves.	a	DC	16	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	become
frightened	of	you	for	1	minute.	A	frightened	creature	repeats	the	saving	DRAGON	DOMAIN	SPELLS	throw	at	the	end	of	its	turn,	ending	the	effect	on	itself	on	a	success.	If	a	creature’s	saving	throw	succeeds	or	the	effect	ends	for	it,	the	creature	is	immune	to	your	Frightful	Presence	for	the	next	24	hours.	Cleric	Spells	HUNGER	DOMAIN	Level	detect
magic,	thunderwave	1	lair	sense*,	enthrall	You	have	dedicated	your	life	to	the	satisfaction	of	your	3	catch	the	breath*,	fear	appetites,	sometimes	at	the	cost	of	others’	needs.	You	are	5	blight,	scale	rot*	never	truly	sated,	but	you	know	that	hunger	leads	to	power.	7	claws	of	the	earth	dragon*,	legend	lore	9	HUNGER	DOMAIN	SPELLS	BONUS
PROFICIENCY	Cleric	Spells	Level	goodberry,	ray	of	sickness	You	are	proficient	in	the	Arcana	skill,	and	your	proficiency	1	locate	animals	or	plants,	suggestion	bonus	is	doubled	for	any	ability	check	you	make	that	uses	3	hunger	of	the	stars,	vampiric	touch	this	skill.	You	also	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	5	blight,	grasping	vine	being
frightened.	7	cloudkill,	cone	of	cold	9	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	CHARMER	OF	REPTILES	UNSATED	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	learn	to	charm	nonintelligent	reptiles.	As	an	action,	you	present	the	poison	spray	cantrip.	You	also	gain	proficiency	in	the	your	holy	symbol	and	invoke
the	name	of	your	deity.	Survival	skill	and	with	cooking	tools.	Each	reptilian	creature	within	30	feet	of	you	that	can	see	you	must	make	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	be	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	charmed	by	you	for	1	minute	or	until	it	takes	damage.	While	a	reptile	is	charmed	by	you,	it	is	friendly	to	you	and	You	gain	proficiency	with	heavy	armor.
to	other	creatures	you	designate.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	FEROCIOUS	FEAST	At	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	channel	divinity	to	gain	a	bite	attack	for	1	minute.	The	bite	does	1d6	+	your	Strength60	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	Charactersmodifier	piercing	damage.	On	a	critical	hit,	you	can	also	FOREST	MASTERadd	your	Wisdom
modifier	to	the	damage	roll	in	additionto	the	normal	benefits	of	a	critical	hit.	At	1st	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	longbows	and	heavy	crossbows.	You	also	gain	proficiency	in	the	Nature	andANTHROPOPHAGE	Survival	skills.Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	remove	the	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	UNSEENeffects	of	diseases,	poisons,	and
exhaustion	from	yourselfby	engaging	in	ritual	cannibalism.	As	an	action,	you	can	At	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	toremove	the	effects	of	diseases,	poisons	or	the	poisoned	camouflage	yourself	in	any	environment,	gainingcondition,	or	one	level	of	exhaustion,	from	yourself	by	advantage	on	Stealth	checks	made	to	move	quietly	or
toconsuming	a	half	pound	of	meat	from	the	corpse	of	a	hide.	You	also	leave	no	scent.	The	effect	lasts	for	a	numbersentient	humanoid	while	invoking	your	deity.	You	must	of	rounds	equal	to	your	cleric	level	+	Wisdom	modifier.complete	one	long	rest	before	using	this	ability	again.	Yourdeity	shields	you	from	any	negative	health	consequences
RESOLUTE	HUNTERassociated	with	cannibalism,	but	you	are	left	to	your	owndevices	when	it	comes	to	the	esteem	of	your	companions.	At	6th	level,	you	select	a	favored	enemy	the	same	as	if	you	were	a	ranger.	You	gain	all	the	benefits	of	the	ranger'sDIVINE	STRIKE	favored	enemy	feature	with	one	exception:	you	choose	additional	favored	enemies
(and	languages)	at	10th	levelAt	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	and	16th	level	instead	of	at	6th	level	and	14th	level.strikes	with	necrotic	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turnswhen	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	DIVINE	STRIKEcause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	necrotic	damage	tothe	target.	When	the	cleric
reaches	14th	level,	the	extra	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapondamage	increases	to	2d8.	strikes	with	divine	energy.	On	your	turn,	you	can	cause	one	successful	weapon	attack	against	a	creature	to	deal	anRAVENING	HORDE	extra	1d8	damage	of	the	type	dealt	by	the	weapon.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases
to	2d8.At	17th	level,	you	can	sacrifice	the	vitality	of	those	aroundyou	and	inspire	an	insatiable	and	horrifying	hunger	in	HUNTING	QUESTthem.	Living	creatures	within	60	feet	of	you	who	fail	aCharisma	saving	throw	take	10d8	necrotic	damage	and	At	17th	level,	you	can	begin	a	holy	quest	to	slay	a	knownthen	succumb	to	a	ravening	hunger,	dropping
whatever	quarry	selected	by	you.	You	can	have	only	one	quarry	at	athey	hold	in	their	hands	and	attacking	the	unaffected	time.	During	the	hunt,	you	gain	a	very	faint	but	persistentwith	their	hands	and	teeth,	or	with	whatever	natural	psychic	connection	to	your	target,	giving	you	vagueweapons	they	possess,	in	an	attempt	to	devour	them.	This
intimations	of	its	current	state	of	mind	but	no	insighteffect	lasts	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	3	+	your	Wisdom	into	its	specific	thoughts.	If	the	quarry	is	slain	by	you	ormodifier.	Each	affected	creature	repeats	the	saving	throw	your	allies	within	three	months	of	the	quest's	start,	youat	the	end	of	its	turn,	ending	the	effect	on	itself	with	a	can	create	the
following	regional	effects	after	one	week	ofsuccess.	You	can	exclude	up	to	ten	creatures	from	the	residence	in	a	particular	location.	These	effects	last	whileeffect,	but	this	doesn't	shield	them	against	being	attacked	the	home	is	your	primary	residence.by	those	who	do	succumb.	This	ability	doesn't	affectconstructs	or	the	undead.	•	Hunting	within	3
miles	of	your	home	becomes	remarkably	bountiful.	Wisdom	(Survival)	checks	madeHUNTING	DOMAIN	to	procure	food	from	hunting	and	to	locate	fresh	water	are	made	with	advantage.You	are	master	of	the	hunt.	The	bounty	of	the	land	is	yoursfor	the	taking.	•	Wisdom	(Survival)	checks	to	find	campsites	that	are	secure	against	predators	are	made
with	advantageHUNTING	DOMAIN	SPELLS	within	3	miles	of	your	home.Cleric	Level	Spells	JUSTICE	DOMAIN1	ensnaring	strike,	hunter's	mark3	locate	animals	or	plants,	pass	without	trace	All	seek	some	form	of	justice	when	they	have	been5	tiny	hut,	speak	with	plants	wronged,	and	many	live	under	the	promise	of	its7	faithful	hound,	grasping	vine
protection,	whether	or	not	the	promise	is	kept,	but	few9	commune	with	nature,	hold	monster	take	on	the	holy	burden	of	delivering	the	justice	of	the	gods.	The	mercy	of	the	gods,	when	in	evidence	at	all,	is	not	the	mercy	of	mortals,	and	meting	it	out	makes	for	a	lonely	61	life.	Yet	most	agree	on	the	urgent	need	for	justice	in	the	world,	with	all	of	its	dark
places	and	rulers	who	give	it	little	thought.	Someone	must	make	the	sacrifice.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	NO	HIDING	PLACE	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	determine	the	general	direction	of	a	creature	that	is	guilty	of	an	injustice	or	that	is	wanted	for	commission	of	a	serious	crime.	At
7th	level,	you	can	determine	the	distance	in	miles	to	the	creature	as	well	as	the	direction.	HAND	OF	JUSTICE	At	6th	level,	you	become	immune	to	the	frightened	condition.	DIVINE	STRIKE	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you
can	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	radiant	damage	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	HOLY	DENUNCIATION	At	17th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	persuade	others	that	you	hold	divine	authority	to	mete	out	justice.	You	must	present	your	holy	symbol	and	invoke	the	name	of	your	deity.	So
long	as	your	deity	is	one	that	is	worshipped	openly	in	the	land	where	you	are	asserting	this	authority,	you	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	and	Charisma	checks	involving	justice,	judgment,	and	the	law,	up	to	and	including	execution	for	crimes.JUSTICE	DOMAIN	SPELLS	LABYRINTH	DOMAINCleric	Level	Spells	The	savage	and	cunning	god	of	minotaurs
has	few1	longstrider,	thorn	whip	followers,	but	those	that	heed	the	call	are	granted	brutal3	blade	of	wrath*,	see	invisibility	powers	to	smash	and	confound	their	foes.	The	Labyrinth5	call	lightning,	fear	domain	grants	powers	linked	to	the	mazes	that	minotaurs7	inspiring	speech*,	faithful	hound	love	and	to	misleading	foes.	The	maze	is	your	holy
temple,9	mage	hand,	holy	ground*	and	its	winding	corridors	and	deadly	traps	are	the	litany	that	you	pray.	LABYRINTH	DOMAIN	SPELLS	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	Cleric	Spells	Level	alarm,	expeditious	retreat	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	1	misty	step,	pass	without	trace	proficiency	with	heavy	armor	and	martial	weapons.	3
hypnotic	pattern,	nondetection	5	dimension	door,	hallucinatory	terrain62	7	mislead,	passwall	9Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	CharactersFIRST	PASSAGE	MOON	DOMAINWhen	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	You	are	an	initiate	into	the	quiet	mysteries	of	the	moonproficiency	in	the	Survival	skill.	You	also	learn	Abyssal
and	and	the	subtleties	of	the	night.	Your	faith	illuminates	anyRue-Thothka,	the	ancient	language	of	the	minotaurs.	darkness	you	face.CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	MOON	DOMAIN	SPELLSWISDOM	OF	THE	WINDING	WAY	Cleric	SpellsAt	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	gain	Level	faerie	fire,	witch	boltadvantage	on	Wisdom	(Survival)	checks
for	the	purpose	of	1	crown	of	madness,	moonbeamtracking	for	1	hour.	3	fear,	hypnotic	pattern	5	compulsion,	greater	invisibilityBEFUDDLING	TOUCH	7	dream,	hold	monsterBeginning	at	6th	level,	you	can	make	a	melee	attack	that	9causes	a	creature	to	become	confused	for	one	round.Make	a	melee	attack.	If	the	attack	hits,	you	do	no	damage
MOON'S	GRACEbut	the	creature	is	confused	(as	the	confusion	spell)	until	thestart	of	your	next	turn.	You	expend	one	use	of	the	ability	When	you	select	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gainwhether	the	attack	hits	or	misses.	You	can	use	this	ability	(3	proficiency	in	the	Perception	and	Stealth	skills,	and	you+	your	Wisdom	modifier)	times	per	day.	All	uses



recharge	don’t	have	disadvantage	on	Stealth	checks	from	wearingafter	you	complete	a	long	rest.	This	ability	has	no	effect	on	medium	armor.minotaurs	or	on	creatures	with	a	higher	challenge	ratingthan	your	cleric	level.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	NIGHT'S	CHILLDIVINE	STRIKE	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	harness
moonlight	to	banish	magical	light	and	dealAt	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	cold	damage	to	your	foes.	By	presenting	your	holy	symbolstrikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	as	an	action,	any	magical	light	within	30	feet	of	you	iswhen	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	dispelled.	Additionally,	each
hostile	creature	within	30	feetcause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	Id8	damage	of	the	same	of	you	takes	(2d10	+	your	cleric	level)	cold	damage,	or	halftype	dealt	by	the	weapon	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	damage	with	a	successful	Constitution	saving	throw.	A14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	creature	that	has	total	cover	from	you	is	not
affected.CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	LUMINESCENT	AURABANISH	TO	THE	MAZE	At	6th	level,	you	can	emit	a	nimbus	of	light	in	a	30-footAt	17th	level,	you	gain	the	power	to	banish	one	target	to	an	radius	for	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	your	cleric	level.extra-dimensional	labyrinth,	similar	to	the	maze	spell.	The	This	acts	as	a	light	spell	but	provides	only
dim	illumination.duration	is	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	half	your	cleric	All	weapons	and	ammunition	are	treated	as	silveredlevel,	unless	you	end	it	early	by	using	a	bonus	action.	The	while	they're	in	the	aura	and	for	one	round	after	leavingtarget	resists	the	effect	with	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	it.	Opponents	that	end	their	turn	in	the	aura	must
makethrow;	otherwise,	it's	transported	into	the	labyrinth.	a	successful	Dexterity	saving	throw	or	be	limned	in	silver	light,	identical	in	effect	to	a	faerie	fire	spell,	until	the	end	of	You	can	choose	to	enter	the	maze	with	the	subject,	their	next	turn.but	doing	so	expends	two	rounds	of	the	labyrinth's	totalduration	for	every	round	that	you	and	the	target	are
in	the	DIVINE	STRIKEmaze.	You	can	find	the	target	in	the	maze	by	winning	anIntelligence	contest	against	the	target.	The	Intelligence	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weaponcontest	uses	your	move.	Once	found,	the	target	can	evade	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turnsyou	in	the	same	way	(by	using	its	move	and
winning	an	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	canIntelligence	contest).	You	have	advantage	during	these	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	cold	damage	to	theIntelligence	contests.	You	can	leave	the	labyrinth	at	any	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damagetime	as	an	action,	returning	to	your	previous	location.	increases
to	2d8.	The	target	that	was	sent	to	the	maze	can	search	for	THE	MOONLIT	WAYthe	exit.	On	its	turn,	it	uses	its	action	to	make	a	DC	20Intelligence	check;	if	the	check	succeeds,	the	creature	Beginning	at	17th	level,	anytime	the	moon	is	visible	in	theescapes	from	the	labyrinth	and	returns	to	its	previous	sky,	you	can	use	an	action	to	detect	magical
pathways	andlocation.	portals	such	as	fey	roads,	shadow	roads,	gate	effects,	and	The	labyrinth	is	dimly	lit	with	ambient	light.	63Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919the	like.	The	portal	must	be	within	your	line	of	sight	and	no	AVALANCHEfarther	away	from	you	than	120	feet.	You	must	complete	ashort	or	long	rest	before	using	this	ability	again.
At	17th	level,	you	can	create	an	avalanche	that	crushes	and	buries	everything	in	its	path.	A	60-foot	cone	of	ice,	snow,	Detected	portals	are	visible	to	you,	but	you	can	point	and	rubble	erupts	from	a	point	of	your	choosing	within	20out	their	locations	to	others.	By	spending	a	minute	feet	of	you,	in	a	direction	you	select.	Each	creature	in	theconcentrating
on	a	portal	detected	with	this	ability,	you	cone	takes	15d8	bludgeoning	damage,	or	half	damage	withcan	sense	the	physical	conditions	around	its	destination.	a	successful	Strength	saving	throw.	A	creature	that	fails	the	saving	throw	is	also	restrained.	A	restrained	creature	can	beMOUNTAIN	DOMAIN	freed	by	spending	an	action	to	make	a	successful
Strength	check,	either	by	itself	or	by	an	ally	within	5	feet	of	it.The	mountains	signify	strength,	endurance,	and	hard-wonwisdom.	Many	gods	make	their	homes	in	mountains,	and	You	must	be	outdoors	to	create	the	avalanche.	Theso	do	many	horrors.	Those	who	would	know	themselves	direction	of	the	cone	must	be	downhill	or	level;	thein	full	must
embrace	the	ordeal	of	the	highest	peaks,	and	avalanche	can’t	flow	upill.	Walls	and	other	permanentthe	shriving	of	the	spirit	the	thin,	cold	air,	deprivation,	and	structures	block	the	avalanche.	After	using	this	feature,hardship	provide.	you	must	complete	a	long	rest	before	using	it	again.MOUNTAIN	DOMAIN	SPELLS	OCEAN	DOMAINCleric	Level	Spells
You	invoke	the	power	of	salt	and	sea—the	fountain	of1	feather	fall,	jump	life—in	all	its	chaotic	glory.	You	are	an	emissary	between3	enhance	ability,	spider	climb	sea	and	shore.5	meld	into	stone,	sleet	storm7	stone	shape,	stoneskin	OCEAN	DOMAIN	SPELLS9	commune	with	nature,	cone	of	cold	Cleric	Level	Spells	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	1	fog	cloud,
speak	with	animals	3	locate	animals	or	plants,	misty	step	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	5	gaseous	form,	water	breathing	proficiency	in	the	Athletics,	Nature,	or	Survival	skill	(your	7	conjure	minor	elementals	(excluding	fire),	choice).	black	tentacles	9	awaken,	conjure	elemental	(excluding	fire)	TONGUES	OF	THE	MOUNTAINS
ENVOY	TO	THE	WAVES	Also	beginning	at	1st	level,	you	become	fluent	in	either	Dwarvish	or	Giant	(your	choice).	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	learn	the	chill	touch	cantrip.	You	also	learn	the	Aquan	language,	gain	CHANNEL	DIVINITY	proficiency	in	the	Survival	skill,	and	gain	proficiency	with	tridents	and	nets.	Starting	at	2nd	level,
you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	grant	yourself	and	up	to	five	other	creatures	advantage	on	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	SEA	SPEAKER	skill	or	ability	checks	made	to	made	to	climb,	avoid	falling,	or	avoid	the	prone	condition.	The	effect	lasts	for	1	hour.	Beginning	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	communicate	telepathically	with	aquatic
creatures	DARKVISION	within	100	feet	of	you.	This	ability	lasts	for	1	hour.	Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	gain	darkvision	with	a	range	AT	HOME	IN	THE	WAVES	of	30	feet.	If	you	already	have	darkvision,	you	can	see	in	magical	darkness	to	a	range	of	30	feet	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	At	6th	level,	you	gain	a	swim	speed	of	30	feet	and	darkvision	60	feet.	If
you	already	have	darkvision,	its	range	DIVINE	STRIKE	extends	by	30	feet.	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	DIVINE	STRIKE	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8
cold	damage	to	the	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	increases	to	2d8.	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	cold	damage	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage64	increases	to	2d8.Richard	Harris	-
[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	CharactersSCALES	OF	THE	SEA	IT	WAS	FORETOLDAt	17th	level,	you	become	able	to	breathe	in	water	as	easily	At	17th	level,	you	gain	advantage	on	Dexterity	savingas	in	air.	You	also	gain	the	ability	to	transform	your	skin	throws,	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks,	and	Wisdominto	fishlike	scales	at	will.	While	covered	in
scales,	you	have	(Insight)	checks.	You	also	gain	resistance	to	fire,	poison,resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashing	damage	and	psychic	damage.from	nonmagical	weapons,	and	you	have	advantage	onDexterity	(Stealth)	checks	made	in	natural	underwater	With	GM	cooperation,	you	can	issue	a	prophecy	fromenvironments.	You	must	use	an
action	to	grow	the	scales	your	deity	once	per	month.	You	might	become	a	renownedor	to	transform	back	to	your	normal	skin.	The	scales	can	be	(and	controversial)	prophet,	attracting	both	loyal	followersany	color	you	choose.	The	scales	need	to	be	kept	wet;	you	and	terrible	enemies.	Consult	with	your	GM	to	find	outgain	one	level	of	exhaustion	at	the
end	of	each	hour	when	what,	if	anything,	your	deity	wants	foretold.you	have	scales	and	they	aren't	thoroughly	wetted	with	aquart	or	more	of	water	at	least	once.	SPEED	DOMAINPROPHECY	DOMAIN	In	speed	and	skill	there	is	power,	and	your	faith	gives	you	incredible	quickness	and	agility.	Eventually	you	becomeYou	see	the	future,	for	good	or	ill.
Eventually,	you	may	even	the	master	of	time	itself.become	an	oracle	renowned	across	the	region.	SPEED	DOMAIN	SPELLSPROPHECY	DOMAIN	SPELLS	Cleric	Level	Spells	1	expeditious	retreat,	feather	fallCleric	Level	Spells	3	blur,	web1	divine	favor,	hex	5	haste,	slow3	mirror	image,	see	invisibility	7	conjure	minor	elementals,	dimension	door5
counterspell,	slow	9	hold	monster,	teleportation	circle7	arcane	eye,	compulsion9	contact	other	plane,	modify	memory	CELERITY	IN	THOUGHT	AND	ACTIONA	PATH	FORETOLD	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	your	speed	65	increases	by	5	feet,	and	you	gain	proficiency	in	theWhen	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	Acrobatics
and	Insight	skills.proficiency	in	the	History	and	Insight	skills.	You	also	learnone	exotic	language	of	your	choice,	subject	to	GM	approval.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	BURST	OF	SPEEDCHANNEL	DIVINITY:	ONE	MOVE	AHEAD	At	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	grant	yourself	or	another	creature	greater	speed.	By	using	anBeginning	at	2nd
level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	action	to	touch	a	creature,	the	target	adds	10	feet	to	its	baseto	add	20	feet	to	your	movement	speed	for	a	number	of	speed.	It	also	gains	the	benefit	of	a	bless	spell,	but	only	onrounds	equal	to	your	cleric	level.	attacks	and	saving	throws	that	rely	on	Dexterity.	This	lasts	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	3	+	your
Wisdom	modifier.CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	FUTURE	SIGHT	QUICKNESS	OF	THE	GODSAt	6th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	declarean	action	or	movement	you	just	performed	did	not	happen,	At	6th	level,	your	movement	speed	increases	by	another	5allowing	you	to	take	a	different	action	or	make	a	different	feet.	Also,	as	a	reaction	or	a
bonus	action,	you	can	increasemovement.	You	can	do	this	after	the	result	of	your	activity	your	Dexterity	score	by	10	until	the	end	of	the	current	turn.is	known,	so	long	as	it	didn't	result	in	your	unconsciousness	You	can	do	this	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Wisdomor	death.	Only	a	single	action	or	movement	can	be	nullified.	modifier	(minimum	of	1).
All	uses	recharge	after	youThe	mixing	of	future	and	present	is	disorienting,	so	you	complete	a	long	rest.	This	bonus	can	be	used	in	all	casesgain	one	level	of	exhaustion	after	using	this	ability.	except	your	attacks.DIVINE	STRIKE	DIVINE	STRIKEAt	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your
weaponstrikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turnswhen	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	cancause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	damage	of	the	same	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	damage	of	the	sametype
dealt	by	the	weapon	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	type	dealt	by	the	weapon	to	the	target.	When	you	reach14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	TIME	STOP	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.
At	17th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	stop	the	flow	of	time.	The	effect	is	identical	to	the	time	stop	WORLD	TRAVELER	spell;	you	can	take	3	turns	in	a	row	when	the	effect	is	triggered.	You	must	complete	a	long	rest	before	using	this	At	17th	level,	you	ignore	difficult	terrain	and	you	gain	ability	again.	resistance	to	cold	and	fire	damage.
TRAVEL	DOMAIN	VOID	DOMAIN	Voyages	across	oceans,	over	mountain	ranges,	through	Few	ever	catch	a	glimpse	of	the	cold	immensity	of	the	stars	steaming	jungles,	and	from	one	world	to	the	next	all	have	and	the	void,	and	fewer	still	are	aware	of	the	unfathomable	an	aspect	of	the	sacred	to	them.	The	wisdom,	knowledge,	powers	that	call	such
places	home.	Those	who	see	and	prosperity	gained	through	furthering	one's	experience	beyond	the	veil	of	the	mundane	often	go	mad	from	the	of	the	world	also	venerates	the	gods	who	made	such	places	irreconcilable	clash	between	their	conception	of	the	and	those	who	watch	over	such	journeys.	An	agent	of	such	world	and	the	reality	of	universal
insignificance.	To	learn	deities	finds	themselves	in	some	demand	as	a	charm	for	what	the	void	has	to	teach,	one	must	embrace	its	utter	safe	travel,	though	the	wise	know	the	gods	often	consider	indifference	toward	life.	an	easy	journey	to	be	less	beneficial	to	the	traveler's	spirit.	VOID	DOMAIN	SPELLS	TRAVEL	DOMAIN	SPELLS	Cleric	Level	Spells
Cleric	Level	Spells	1	ray	of	sickness,	protection	from	the	void*	1	comprehend	languages,	longstrider	3	find	steed,	pass	without	trace	3	destructive	resonance*,	rope	trick	5	haste,	water	walk	7	dimension	door,	freedom	of	movement	5	gaseous	form,	void	strike*	9	Shadow	Realm	gateway*,	teleportation	circle	7	dimension	door,	nether	weapon*	BORN	TO
THE	ROAD	9	contact	other	plane,	living	shadows*	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	MESSENGER	OF	THE	VOID	proficiency	in	one	of	the	following	skills	of	your	choice:	Insight,	Nature,	or	Survival.	When	you	choose	this	domain	at	1st	level,	you	gain	proficiency	in	the	Arcana	and	Intimidation	skills.	BONUS	PROFICIENCY	BONUS
PROFICIENCY	You	also	learn	two	additional	standard	languages	of	your	choice	and	become	proficient	with	cartographer's	tools.	Beginning	at	1st	level,	you	are	proficient	with	navigator's	tools.	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	REINVIGORATE	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	HIDDEN	KNOWLEDGE	to	remove	one
level	of	exhaustion	from	yourself	or	from	someone	else	you	touch.	Beginning	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to	gain	advantage	on	Intelligence	skill	checks.	In	addition,	TRAILBLAZER	you	can	choose	to	use	your	Wisdom	modifier	instead	of	Intelligence	when	making	these	checks.	Both	effects	last	Beginning	at	6th	level,	if	you	are
planning	to	travel	any	for	one	hour.	distance	longer	than	5	days’	travel	and	you	have	a	map	of	the	region	to	be	traversed	or	first-hand	knowledge	of	the	CHANNEL	DIVINITY:	DARK	SECRETS	area,	you	can	find	a	shortcut.	Using	the	alternate	path	will	reduce	your	travel	time	by	30	percent.	Starting	at	6th	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	to
inflict	madness	on	creatures	near	you.	When	you	present	DIVINE	STRIKE	your	holy	symbol	and	speak	of	the	void,	up	to	three	creatures	of	your	choosing	who	can	see	and	hear	you	must	At	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	make	successful	Wisdom	saving	throws	or	be	afflicted	strikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns
with	temporary	madness	(selected	randomly	from	the	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	Short-Term	Madness	table).	An	affected	creature	repeats	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	lightning	damage	to	the	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	its	turn,	ending	the	effect	on	itself	with	a	successful	save.66	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919Divine	CharactersDIVINE	STRIKE	CIRCLE	SPELLSAt	8th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	Druid	Level	Spellsstrikes	with	divine	energy.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns	3rd	augury,	invisibilitywhen	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	5th	speak	with	dead,	spirit	guardiansyou	can	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	7th
divination,	hallucinatory	terraincold	damage	to	the	target.	When	you	reach	14th	9th	antilife	shell,	scryinglevel,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.BLACK	STARAt	17th	level,	you	can	create	crushing	gravity	in	a60-foot	radius	circle	with	you	at	the	center.	The	areabecomes	difficult	terrain	for	the	duration.	Creatures	thatstart	their	turn	in	the	area	or
that	enter	it	during	their	turnmust	make	a	Strength	saving	throw.	If	the	saving	throwfails,	the	creature	takes	7d6	bludgeoning	damage	and	isslowed	(as	the	spell)	until	the	start	of	its	next	turn.	You	andup	to	three	creatures	you	select	are	immune	to	the	effect.	The	gravity	lasts	for	three	rounds.	All	of	the	effectscease	immediately	if	you	move	away	from
the	spotyou	were	in	when	you	triggered	the	effect.	Afterusing	this	ability,	you	must	complete	a	long	restbefore	using	it	again.CIRCLE	OF	THE	STONESThe	druids	of	the	Northlands	tend	to	morethan	the	land.	Some	see	to	the	health	of	thespirits.	Druids	of	the	Circle	of	the	Stonesbuild	immense	circles	of	standing	stoneswhere	they	commune	with	both
the	spirits	ofthe	land	and	the	souls	of	the	departed.SPIRIT	GUIDEStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	gain	theservice	of	a	minor	spirit	guide.	You	cancast	find	familiar	as	a	ritual.	As	long	as	you	and	your	spirit	guide(familiar)	are	within	100	feet	of	each	other,the	spirit	guide	can	maintain	concentrationon	a	druid	spell	you	cast.	You	must	choosewhether	to
maintain	a	spell	yourself	ormake	your	spirit	guide	responsible	for	it	atthe	moment	the	spell	is	cast,	and	the	decisioncan't	be	changed	on	a	later	turn.	This	doesn’t	changethe	target	or	the	caster	of	the	spell.	You	can	still	haveonly	one	concentration	spell	in	effect	at	a	time;	if	youconcentrate	on	a	different	spell	or	effect,	the	spirit	guide’sconcentration
ends.	You	can	still	share	your	spirit	guide'ssenses	and	cast	touch	spells	through	the	spirit	guidenormally	while	it's	maintaining	concentration.	The	spiritguide	makes	concentration	checks	when	it	takes	damage,not	when	you	take	damage.	67Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919SPIRIT	DANCE	The	pantheist	priest	gains	flexibility	over	normal
clerics	at	the	cost	of	some	complexity	and	bookkeeping.	Starting	at	6th	level,	as	a	bonus	action	you	can	engage	in	a	dance	to	channel	the	power	of	the	spirit	world.	If	you	cast	CREATING	A	PANTHEIST	PRIEST	a	druid	spell	on	your	next	turn,	one	target	of	the	spell	has	disadvantage	on	its	first	saving	throw	against	the	spell.	To	play	a	pantheist	priest,
generate	a	normal	cleric	up	to	You	can’t	use	this	ability	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	the	point	of	selecting	a	domain.	Instead	of	choosing	a	long	rest.	single	domain,	choose	one	of	the	regional	pantheons	listed	on	the	Pantheons	table.	You	serve	all	the	deities	of	this	SAVIOR	SPIRITS	pantheon,	one	at	a	time.	At	10th	level,	the	spirits	rush	to	your	aid
when	you're	At	the	start	of	each	week,	you	must	choose	one	patron	grievously	wounded.	When	you	are	reduced	to	0	hit	points	god	from	your	pantheon.	Each	deity	is	associated	with	but	not	killed	outright,	you	are	reduced	to	1	hit	point	just	one	domain.	For	that	week,	you	follow	the	rules	of	instead.	Once	you	use	this	ability,	you	can’t	use	it	again	that
deity’s	domain	in	every	way.	Besides	affecting	spell	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	selections,	this	also	determines	your	Channel	Divinity	SPIRIT	WALK	When	you	reach	14th	level,	as	an	action	you	can	dissolve	your	flesh	into	ectoplasm	for	up	to	one	minute.	For	the	duration,	•	you	gain	a	fly	speed	equal	to	your	base	walking	speed;	•	you	are	resistant	to
acid,	cold,	fire,	lightning,	thunder,	and	nonmagical	bludgeoning,	piercing	and	slashing	damage;	•	you	can’t	be	grappled,	petrified,	prone,	or	restrained;	•	you	can	move	through	creatures	and	solid	objects	as	if	they	were	difficult	terrain,	but	you	take	5	(1d10)	force	damage	if	you	end	your	turn	inside	an	object.	Maintaining	this	ability	requires
concenctration	the	same	as	if	it	were	a	spell.	Once	you	use	this	ability,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	PANTHEIST	PRIESTS	Though	the	gods	of	Midgard	are	mysterious	and	sometimes	distant,	they	are	also	all	jealous	of	each	other	to	some	degree.	Clever	(or	cynical)	mortals	can	manipulate	the	gods’	jealousy	to	gain	power
and	favors	from	them—	mainly	by	shifting	their	devotion	from	one	deity	to	another	on	a	rotating	basis.	There’s	more	than	one	way	to	comfort	the	grieving,	sick,	and	wounded.	All	gods	might	answer	a	plea;	who	answers	depends	as	much	on	how	the	request	is	worded	and	addressed	as	anything	else.	Many	roads	lead	to	the	heavens	and	to	the	grace	of
the	gods,	and	there	is	more	than	one	set	of	revealed	mysteries	of	the	divine.	The	pantheist	priest	worships	not	a	single	god	but	a	set	of	five	or	six	related	deities:	good	and	evil,	male	and	female,	varying	in	their	powers	and	their	demands.	These	gods	are	associated	with	the	priest’s	region	or	city.	As	a	pantheist	priest,	you	know	and	follow	these	gods,
and	their	wisdom	sustains	you	and	your	flock	through	different	trials	and	tests.68	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Divine	Charactersability	and	other	level-based	abilities	for	the	week.	You	DIVINE	OPTION:must	switch	deities	every	week,	and	you	can’t	return	to	RUNE	MAGICthe	same	deity	until	at	least	two	weeks	have	gone	by	(thesame
domain	could	be	reused	every	three	weeks).	Finally,	Rune	spells	(see	Chapter	6	for	the	rules	regardingyour	character	must	serve	each	deity	at	least	once	every	runes	and	Chapter	7	for	rune	spells)	are	available	to	alltwelve	weeks;	if	it’s	been	eleven	weeks	since	the	last	time	magic‑using	classes,	provided	characters	find	the	spellsyou	served	a
particular	deity,	you	must	serve	that	deity	somehow.	This	usually	takes	the	form	of	discovered	orthis	week.	Keep	a	written	record,	and	plan	your	schedule	captured	spellbooks	or	an	NPC	who	can	teach	the	spell.carefully!	If	the	GM	allows,	it	could	also	be	no	more	than	seeing	the	spell	used	by	an	NPC.	For	the	sake	of	simplicity,	a	week	corresponds
towhatever	calendar	is	used	in	the	character’s	campaign.In	Midgard,	a	week	is	seven	days,	but	in	other	settings	itmight	be	five	to	ten	days	long.PANTHEONSRegion	Deity	Domain	Region	Deity	DomainCrossroads	Holda	Tempest	Nuria	Natal	Anu-Akma	Death	Light	Cat	Khors	Life	Bastet	Life	War	Beer	Lada	Clockwork	Horus	Mountain	Travel	Knowledge
Perun	Tempest	Ninkash	Speed	Darkness	Death	Rava	Hunger	Ptah	(Volund)	Trickery	Justice	Hunting	Volund	Death	Thoth-Hermes	Travel	Knowledge	LifeDark	Kingdoms	Boreas	Dragon	Rothenian	Plain	Azuran	Death	Prophecy	Labyrinth	Chernobog	Ocean	Chernobog	Tempest	Apocalypse	Ocean	Mammon	Beer	Sarastra	Travel	Life	Death	Marena
Knowledge	The	Hunter	Tempest	Travel	Trickery	Vardesain	Nature	Volund	Void	Light	MoonDragon	Empire	Azuran	Nature	Seven	Cities	Ceres	Void	Trickery	War	Baal	Hunting	Charun	Darkness	Tempest	Trickery	Khespotan	Justice	Hecate	Seggotan	Mavros	Veles	NethusGrand	Duchy	Baccholon	Shadow	Realm	Anu-Akma	Holda	Chernobog	Sarastra
Perun	Volund	Sarastra	Yarila	&	Porevit	VardesainNorthlands	Baldur	Wasted	West	Ailuros	(Bastet)	Freyr	&	Freya	Goat	of	the	Woods	Loki	Mavros	Sif	Sarastra	Thor	Thoth-Hermes	WotanNote	that	some	deities	are	worshiped	under	different	domains	in	different	regions,reflecting	their	cultural	variations	across	Midgard.	69Richard	Harris	-
[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	Characters	4	This	chapter	presents	two	new	sorcerous	bloodlines	(the	minotaur‑influenced	mazeborn	and	shadow-tinged),	three	new	otherworldly	patrons	for	the	warlock	(the	Great	Machine	emphasizing	clockwork	magic,	the	Light	Eater	emphasizing	illumination	magic,	and	the	Genie	Lord	emphasizing	elemental
magic),	and	eleven	new	arcane	traditions	for	wizards	(angelic	scribe,	clockwork	mage,	doom	croaker,	dragon-masked,	elementalist,	elven	high	magic,	entropist,	geomancer,	illuminator,	necrophage,	and	ring	warden).	Many	characters	also	have	access	to	rune	magic;	rune	spells	usable	by	different	classes	are	listed	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	In
presenting	wizard	options,	we	sometimes	use	the	terms	“arcane	tradition”	and	“school”	interchangeably.	In	a	strict	sense,	one	might	argue	that	all	magic	schools	are	arcane	traditions	but	not	all	arcane	traditions	are	schools	of	magic.	All	of	the	wizard	options	presented	here	are	arcane	tradition	choices	meant	to	supplement	the	eight	magic	school
choices	offered	in	the	fifth	edition	rules.70	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919To	get	the	full	story	on	these	options,	you'll	also	need	to	AURA	OF	THE	MAZEsee	Chapter	5:	Feats	and	Backgrounds	(for	magic-relatedfeats),	Chapter	6:	Spellcasting	Rules	(for	details	on	ley	Beginning	at	18th	level,	you	surround	yourself	with	thelines,	rune	magic,
and	ring	magic),	and	Chapter	7:	Spells	distortion	of	the	shifting	maze.	As	an	action,	you	canto	see	what	these	spellcasters	can	accomplish.	spend	3	sorcery	points.	For	the	next	minute	or	until	you	lose	concentration,	all	attacks	against	you	are	made	withSORCEROUS	BLOODLINE:	disadvantage.	In	addition,	any	creature	standing	within	5MAZEBORN
feet	of	you	at	the	end	of	your	turn	must	make	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	loss	the	ability	to	use	reactionsYour	magic	comes	from	a	blood	connection	to	a	minotaur	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.in	your	ancestral	past.	Most	sorcerers	with	this	originare	taller	and	bulkier	than	other	representatives	of	theirrace	because	of	the	tinge	of	the	maze
in	their	blood.	Whilethose	that	embrace	their	blood	start	manifesting	thebestial	aspects	of	a	minotaur,	eventually	the	madness	ofthe	maze	bleeds	through	them	into	the	world.	Except	as	noted	below,	mazeborn	function	as	sorcerersand	use	the	sorcerer	spell	list.BLOOD	OF	THE	LABYRINTHWhen	you	choose	this	origin	at	1st	level,	the	blood	ofyour
minotaur	ancestor	makes	itself	known.	You	canretrace	any	path	you’ve	previously	taken	without	a	skillor	ability	check.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Abyssal.Additionally,	whenever	you	make	a	Charisma	check	wheninteracting	with	minotaurs,	your	proficiency	bonus	isdoubled	if	it	applies	to	the	check.SORCEROUS	CHARGEStarting	at	1st	level,	when
you	use	a	Dash	action,	you	canuse	a	bonus	action	to	cast	a	spell	that	requires	a	melee	spellattack	(e.g.,	shocking	grasp).BESTIAL	APOTHEOSISUpon	reaching	6th	level,	your	bestial	blood	furthermanifests,	twisting	your	feet	into	hooves	and	causing	youto	sprout	a	pair	of	horns.	You	can	use	your	horns	to	makea	melee	weapon	attack	that	does	(1d6	+
your	Strengthmodifier)	piercing	damage.	You	are	proficient	with	yourhorns.	In	addition,	you	can	cast	an	enlarge	spell	on	yourself	byspending	1	sorcery	point.MADNESS	OF	THE	MAZEAt	14th	level,	you	can	infuse	your	damaging	spells	withthe	power	of	the	labyrinth.	Spells	cast	by	you	that	dopsychic	damage	do	additional	damage	equal	to
yourCharisma	modifier.	In	addition,	when	you	cast	a	spell	that	does	psychicdamage,	you	can	select	one	creature	damaged	by	that	spelland,	by	spending	2	sorcery	points,	also	target	that	creaturewith	a	confusion	spell.	71Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919SORCEROUS	BLOODLINE:	and	must	succeed	on	a	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	become
SHADOW	frightened	of	this	effect.	The	effect	lasts	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	Your	magic	comes	from	a	place	drained	of	color,	where	light	fights	a	losing	battle	against	the	relentless	WARLOCK	PACT:	encroachment	of	darkness.	In	the	distant	past,	your	THE	GENIE	LORD	ancestors	were	touched	by	the	Shadow	Realm,	and	this	contact	left	its
mark	on	your	family	bloodline.	You	have	made	a	pact	with	a	powerful	ruler	of	geniekind	on	one	of	the	Elemental	Planes.	The	Genie	Lord’s	aims	Except	as	noted	below,	shadow	bloodline	sorcerers	swing	wildly	from	inscrutable	to	the	mortal	mind,	to	function	as	sorcerers	and	use	the	sorcerer	spell	list.	startlingly	simple	and	straightforward.	Genie	lords
struggle	endlessly	to	one-up	each	other,	and	rivalries	TAINT	OF	SHADOW	between	these	elemental	rulers	can	engulf	entire	nations.	They	aren’t	above	bribing	a	rival’s	mortal	agents	to	switch	Your	magic	always	acts	a	bit	differently	from	that	of	other	sides	if	they	think	it	will	gain	them	an	advantage.	casters.	Your	magical	fire	burns	with	a	deep	purple
flame	that	sheds	little	light	but	casts	inky	shadows.	The	influence	Genie	lords	include	Astallah,	djinni	Calipha	of	the	Bright	of	the	Shadow	Realm	can	be	seen	in	every	manifestation	Wind	from	the	Plane	of	Air;	Ghorek,	dao	Khan	of	the	of	your	magic,	whether	that’s	shadowy	bonds	tightening	Onyx	Depths	on	the	Plane	of	Earth;	Ixingaltrix,	efreeti	around
the	target	of	a	hold	person	spell	or	the	shadows	that	Emir	and	Keeper	of	the	Molten	Tower	on	the	Plane	of	swirl	like	storm	clouds	inside	your	dimension	door.	At	1st	Fire;	and	Saliandla,	marid	Pasha	of	the	Pearl	Fane	from	level,	you	gain	darkvision	out	to	60	feet.	Within	that	range,	the	Plane	of	Water.	you	see	through	magical	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim
light.	EXPANDED	SPELL	LIST	EVIL	EYE	Your	Genie	Lord	lets	you	choose	from	an	expanded	list	Starting	at	1st	level,	you	can	gaze	at	one	creature	within	of	spells	when	you	learn	a	warlock	spell.	You	can	choose	60	feet	of	you	and	with	a	bonus	action,	mark	that	creature	an	elemental	magic	spell	when	you	learn	a	new	spell.	with	darkness.	The	marked
creature	has	disadvantage	on	Additionally,	the	following	spells	are	added	to	the	warlock	its	next	attack	roll	or	skill	check	involving	sight	unless	it	spell	list	for	you.	makes	a	successful	Charisma	saving	throw.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Charisma	Spell	Spells	modifier	(minimum	of	once),	and	you	regain	all	expended	Level
chromatic	orb,	thunderwave	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	1st	gust	of	wind,	sleet	storm	2nd	protection	from	energy,	water	breathing	DARK	ILLUSIONS	3rd	conjure	minor	elementals,	fire	shield	4th	creation,	wall	of	stone	Starting	at	6th	level,	you	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	illusion	magic.	You	can	also	cast	blur	or	5th	mirror	image	by
spending	2	sorcery	points.	GENIE	LORD’S	FAVOR	PASSAGE	THROUGH	THE	DARK	At	1st	level	you	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Primordial.	You	At	14th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	traverse	between	can	understand	and	be	understood	by	any	creature	that	patches	of	darkness.	When	you	are	lightly	or	heavily	speaks	Auran,	Ignan,	Terran,	or	Aquan.
obscured	you	can,	as	a	bonus	action,	step	through	a	shadow	and	emerge	from	another	shadow	up	to	200	feet	away.	Additionally,	your	patron	grants	you	a	token	that	can	You	can	stay	inside	the	shadow	connection	for	a	number	of	absorb	elemental	power.	You	gain	a	magical	gemstone	rounds	equal	to	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	of	1)	if	with	the
following	properties:	you	choose	to;	while	there,	you	are	invisible,	nothing	can	affect	you,	and	you	can’t	affect	anything	else.	Each	use	of	•	You	can	use	the	gem	as	an	arcane	focus.	this	ability	costs	you	4	sorcery	points.	•	The	gem	can	capture	and	store	elemental	power.	When	TAINTED	SHADOWS	you	take	acid,	cold,	fire,	lighting,	or	thunder	damage,
you	can	choose	to	transfer	some	of	the	damage	into	Beginning	at	18th	level,	you	can	emanate	an	aura	of	energy	the	gem	instead	of	taking	the	damage	yourself.	The	from	the	Shadow	Realm.	By	spending	4	sorcery	points,	gem's	maximum	capacity	for	damage	equals	twice	your	you	radiate	an	aura	of	shadow	that	causes	everything	warlock	level	plus
your	Charisma	modifier.	The	gem	within	15	feet	of	you	to	become	lightly	obscured	because	of	drains	of	energy	and	becomes	empty	again	when	you	dim	lighting.	Any	portion	of	that	area	that’s	already	dimly	complete	a	long	rest.	lit	becomes	completely	dark	instead.	Enemy	creatures	that	start	their	turns	inside	this	aura	take	10	necrotic	damage72
Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	Characters	•	While	the	gem	stores	any	amount	of	elemental	power,	EXPANDED	PACT	OPTIONS	73	you	can	use	an	action	to	cause	it	to	shed	bright	light	out	to	20	feet	and	dim	light	for	an	additional	20	feet,	to	Warlocks	of	the	Genie	Lord	gain	access	to	the	following	shed	dim	light	out	to	5	feet,	or	to
douse	the	light.	expanded	pact	options.	At	the	GM’s	discretion,	warlocks	of	other	patrons	can	discover	the	means	to	access	these	If	you	lose	your	token,	you	can	perform	a	1-hour	modified	pact	boons,	perhaps	by	gaining	an	elementalceremony	to	receive	a	replacement	from	your	patron.	This	feat	or	by	performing	a	quest	for	a	noble	genie	or
otherceremony	can	be	performed	during	a	short	or	long	rest,	powerful	elemental.and	it	destroys	the	previous	token.	The	token	shatters	toslivers	when	you	die.	PACT	OF	THE	BLADETRANSFER	ELEMENTS	Your	pact	weapon	takes	on	a	sheen	of	elemental	power.	When	you	create	or	summon	your	pact	weapon,	you	canStarting	at	6th	level,	you	can	use
the	elemental	energy	decide	to	change	its	damage	type	to	one	of	the	following:stored	in	your	gem	token	against	foes.	When	you	damage	acid,	cold,	fire,	lightning,	or	thunder.	You	can	change	thea	target	with	a	spell	or	attack,	you	can	spend	stored	points	damage	type	by	repeating	the	ceremony.to	deal	additional	damage	of	a	type	stored	in	the	gem
equalto	your	Charisma	bonus.	If	you	deal	damage	to	multiple	PACT	OF	THE	CHAINtargets	with	a	single	source,	choose	which	one	takesthe	extra	elemental	damage.	When	you	conjure	your	familiar	or	change	its	form,	you	can	choose	the	form	of	a	mephit	in	addition	to	the	usual	Additionally,	you	can	extend	the	protection	of	your	form	choices.	When
you	use	your	action	to	command	yourgem	to	other	creatures.	When	an	ally	within	30	feet	that	mephit	familiar	to	attack,	it	can	use	its	breath	or	cast	anyou	can	see	takes	damage	as	described	above,	you	can	innate	spell	instead.use	your	reaction	to	transfer	some	of	the	damageinto	your	gem.MINOR	WISHStarting	at	10th	level,	you	can	call	uponyour
Genie	Lord	to	twist	fate	in	your	favor.Immediately	after	you	make	an	attack	roll,saving	throw,	ability	check,	or	damageroll,	you	can	choose	to	reroll	and	take	thebetter	result.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	itagain	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.HERALD’S	ASPECTStarting	at	14th	level,	you	can	channel	the	power	of	yourpatron	into	your
flesh	to	magically	transform	into	a	heraldof	your	Genie	Lord.	Your	legs	fade	away	into	a	swirl	ofelemental	energy,	and	your	skin	and	features	take	on	a	castthat	resembles	that	of	your	patron.	You	can	transform	asa	bonus	action	and	the	transformation	lasts	for	1	minute,during	which	you	gain	the	following	benefits:	•	You	gain	a	flying	speed	of	60	feet.	•
You	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	spells	and	other	magical	effects.	•	Choose	one	of	the	following	damage	types:	acid,	cold,	fire,	lightning,	or	thunder.	You	gain	immunity	to	that	damage	type.	•	Once	on	your	turn	when	you	hit	with	an	attack	or	spell,	you	can	deal	an	extra	3d6	damage	of	one	of	the	following	types:	acid,	cold,	fire,	lightning,	or
thunder.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	youfinish	a	short	or	long	rest.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919PACT	OF	THE	TOME	Spell	Level	Spells	1st	pendulum*,	tireless*	Your	book	of	shadows	is	immune	to	damage	or	wear	2nd	lock	armor*,	winding	key*	caused	by	the	elements.	This	includes	something	as	simple	3rd
protection	from	energy,	thousand	darts*	as	being	immersed	in	water,	as	well	as	acid,	fire,	cold,	4th	fabricate*,	steam	blast*	lightning,	or	thunder	damage.	5th	animate	objects,	mechanical	union*	NEW	ELDRITCH	INVOCATION	CLOCK’S	UNWINDING	A	new	Eldritch	Invocation,	Will	of	the	Master,	is	available	At	1st	level,	your	patron	grants	you	a	tiny
fraction	of	its	to	warlocks.	ability	to	measure	and	control	time.	At	the	beginning	of	another	creature's	turn	(friend	or	enemy),	before	that	WILL	OF	THE	MASTER	creature	moves	or	takes	any	action,	you	can	shift	your	position	in	the	initiative	order	to	immediately	before	that	Prerequisite:	9th	level	creature.	If	you	haven't	yet	taken	your	turn	this	round,
you	You	can	cast	planar	binding	once	using	a	warlock	spell	slot.	do	so	immediately.	If	you	have	already	acted	this	round,	You	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	you	can	either	move	or	take	one	action	immediately,	but	not	both.	In	either	case,	your	spot	in	the	initiative	order	WARLOCK	PACT:	shifts	to	this	new	position.	You	must	complete	a
short	or	THE	GREAT	MACHINE	long	rest	before	using	this	feature	again.	The	world	seems	chaotic,	but	not	all	worlds	are.	There	MACHINELIKE	PRECISION	are	infinite	planes	of	precisely	moving	parts,	gears	whose	movement	is	counted	in	the	lifetime	of	suns	in	At	6th	level,	you	can	call	on	your	patron	to	grant	you	the	material	world.	There	are
beings	of	pure	rational	law.	uncanny	precision.	When	you	miss	with	an	attack	Your	patron	is	such	a	being	of	cold	precision,	to	a	degree	in	combat,	you	can	choose	to	reroll	the	attack	with	beyond	mortal	measure.	Logical	and	deliberate	but	utterly	advantage.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	must	complete	a	incomprehensible,	it	might	be	a	denizen	of	the
plane	of	short	or	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	Rusty	Gears	or	it	might	have	arisen	out	of	the	clockwork	magic	of	the	material	plane.	MIND	OF	GEARS	Where	you	fit	in	this	great	device	is	unclear	to	any	but	the	At	10th	level,	your	thoughts	become	mechanical	and	being	itself,	and	perhaps	its	rivals.	Its	knowledge	is	vast	ordered	like	that	of	your
patron,	even	if	your	actions	do	and	inversely	proportional	to	its	tolerance	for	variation	not.	You	are	immune	to	psychic	damage	and	your	thoughts	from	its	plans.	It	may	call	on	you	to	enforce	the	order	of	cannot	be	read	unless	you	choose	to	allow	it.	your	land,	to	hunt	down	oath	breakers,	to	purge	those	who	sin,	or	to	make	adjustments	of	the	cosmic
order	in	ways	CRUSHING	GEARS	unfathomable	to	mortals.	Rava,	the	Goddess	of	Gears,	is	but	one	example	of	this	type	of	being;	Zurvan,	the	Iron	The	mortal	mind	is	not	meant	to	understand	the	vast	Angel,	is	another,	and	in	the	infinity	of	worlds	there	are	complexity	of	machine	intelligences.	Starting	at	14th	countless	more.	level,	you	can,	as	an
action,	designate	a	creature	you	can	see	within	60	feet	of	you.	It	must	make	a	Charisma	saving	GREAT	MACHINE	EXPANDED	SPELL	LIST	throw	against	your	warlock	spell	save	DC.	If	it	fails,	it	experiences	a	taste	of	your	patron’s	mind	and	its	place	in	The	Great	Machine	lets	you	choose	from	an	expanded	list	the	great	plan	of	the	multiverse.	The
creature	takes	10d10	of	spells	when	you	learn	a	warlock	spell.	The	following	psychic	damage	and	must	make	another	Charisma	saving	spells	are	added	to	the	warlock	spell	list	for	you.	throw;	if	the	second	saving	throw	fails,	the	creature	is	also	stunned	for	1	minute	as	it	reels	from	the	experience.	After	using	this	feature,	you	must	complete	a	short	or
long	rest	before	using	it	again.	THE	GREAT	MACHINE	AND	YOUR	PACT	BOON	Pact	of	the	Chain:	The	Great	Machine	grants	a	clockwork	familiar	instead	of	a	familiar	of	the	normal	kind.	See	the	Clockwork	School	for	more	information.74	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	CharactersPact	of	the	Blade:	The	blade	of	the	Great	Machine
is	a	WARLOCK	PACT:thing	of	clockwork	and	gears,	changing	shape	as	it	unfolds	THE	LIGHT	EATERfor	combat.	You	have	made	a	pact	with	a	being	from	the	Plane	ofPact	of	the	Tome:	The	Great	Machine	grants	no	Shadows	whose	goal	is	to	plunge	the	world	into	unendingsimple	book,	but	instead	a	pocket-size	device	filled	with	darkness.	You	may	or
may	not	share	this	ambition,	butcogs	covered	in	arcane	script.	The	warlock	knows	how	to	you’ve	sworn	loyalty	to	this	entity.	Unlike	fiends	whomanipulate	the	small	buttons	and	levers	on	the	device	to	seek	to	corrupt	and	destroy,	light-eaters	want	to	makecast	each	of	the	cantrips.	If	spells	are	added	to	it	via	the	the	Material	Plane	more	like	their	own
Shadow	Realm.Book	of	Ancient	Secrets	invocation,	the	Warlock	can	add	Many	light-eaters	were	once	liches,	shadow	dragons,new	gears	instead	of	pages	by	the	process	described.	death	knights,	vampiric	wizards,	or	other	shadow	beings	that	existed	long	enough	to	amass	great	power	beforeELDRITCH	INVOCATIONS	abandoning	their	former	paths	to
pursue	the	glorification	of	the	night	as	an	end	in	itself.The	following	invocations	are	available	to	Great	Machinewarlocks.	Except	as	noted	below,	light	eaters	function	as	warlocks	and	use	the	warlock	spell	list.CLOUD	OF	COGS	Expanded	Spell	ListPrerequisite:	3rd	level,	Great	Machine	patronYou	can	cast	gear	barrage	once	using	a	warlock	spell	slot.
The	Light-Eater	lets	you	choose	from	an	expanded	list	ofYou	must	finish	a	long	rest	before	doing	so	again.	spells	when	you	learn	a	warlock	spell.	The	following	spells	are	added	to	the	warlock	spell	list	for	you.HEAT	OF	THE	FURNACE	Spell	Level	SpellsPrerequisite:	3rd	level,	Great	Machine	patron	1st	cloying	darkness*,	ray	of	sicknessYou	summon	up
the	fires	from	within.	As	long	as	you	2nd	blindness/deafness,	dark	path*maintain	concentration,	your	melee	attacks	do	an	3rd	fear,	legion*additional	1d6	fire	damage.	Attackers	within	5	feet	of	you	4th	night	terrors*,	shadow	monsterswho	hit	you	in	melee	take	1d6	fire	damage.	This	heat	does	5th	dark	dementing,	Shadow	Realm	gateway*not	affect	any
of	your	gear.VOICE	OF	THE	MACHINE	DARKNESS	CALLSPrerequisite:	Great	Machine	patron	Starting	at	1st	level,	the	shadows	give	you	the	power	toSpells	you	cast	that	charm	or	frighten	creatures	overcome	draw	a	small	part	of	the	Shadow	Realm	into	the	Materialthe	immunity	of	constructs	to	being	charmed	or	Plane.	As	an	action	you	can	force	all
creatures	within	10frightened.	Saving	throws	apply	normally.	feet	of	you	to	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throw.	Those	that	fail	are	blinded	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	by	bits	ofWARLOCK'S	CLOCKWORK	SPELL	LIST	the	Shadow	Realm	clouding	their	eyes.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	short	orCantrips	3rd	Level	long
rest.fist	of	iron	gear	barrage	thousand	darts	LIVING	SHADOW1st	Levelarmored	heart	4th	Level	Beginning	at	6th	level,	the	shadows	around	you	sometimesarmored	shell	gremlins	take	on	a	life	of	their	own	and	defend	you	when	you’re	infind	the	flaw	grinding	gears	danger	by	transporting	enemies	away	through	the	Shadowgear	shield	steam	blast
Realm.	When	you	take	damage,	you	can	use	your	reactionmachine’s	load	to	transport	the	creature	that	damaged	you	through	the	6th	Level	shadows	to	an	unoccupied	space	up	to	60	feet	away.	The2nd	Level	catapult	affected	creature	must	succeed	on	a	Wisdom	saving	throwheartstop	robe	of	shards	against	your	spell	save	DC	or	take	2d6	cold	damage
andlock	armor	become	frightened	of	you	until	the	end	of	its	next	turn.spin	8th	Level	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	steam	whistle	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	75Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919UNSHAKABLE	WIZARD	ARCANE	TRADITION:	ANGELIC	SCRIBE	Starting	at	10th	level,	your	patron	fortifies	your	mind
against	fear,	letting	you	shake	off	even	the	worst	of	its	You	study	the	angelic	seals	that	bind	the	power	of	celestial	effects.	You	gain	immunity	to	fear-based	effects	and	to	the	messengers	through	their	names,	and	you	shape	that	frightened	condition.	Anytime	an	enemy	uses	an	effect	power	into	magical	effects.	Beyond	the	seals	and	wardings	that	would
cause	fear	in	you,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	themselves,	you	learn	esoteric	spells	to	call	down	the	redirect	it	back	at	that	creature;	unless	the	creature	makes	essence	of	the	angelic	host.	Most	angelic	scribes	take	up	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	throw,	it	becomes	frightened	their	craft	out	of	reverence	and	a	desire	to	protect	the	of	you	for	1	minute.
A	frightened	creature	repeats	the	righteous;	a	few	tempt	angelic	wrath	with	their	lust	for	saving	throw	every	time	it	takes	damage,	ending	the	effect	power	that's	otherwise	beyond	their	grasp.	on	itself	with	a	success.	Except	as	noted	below,	angelic	scribes	function	as	CALL	FROM	SHADOW	wizards	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	Starting	at	14th	level,
you	can	use	an	action	to	summon	ANGELIC	SAVANT	a	shadow	horror,	which	appears	in	an	unoccupied	space	within	30	feet.	The	shadow	horror	uses	the	statistics	of	a	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition	at	2nd	level,	the	chuul,	but	it	also	understands	Common.	Roll	initiative	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	an	angelic	magic	for	the
summoned	creature,	which	has	its	own	turns.	The	spell	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	shadow	horror	is	friendly	to	you	and	obeys	your	verbal	commands.	It	remains	for	up	to	one	hour	or	until	it’s	When	you	gain	a	level,	one	of	the	two	spells	you	learn	for	reduced	to	0	hit	points.	While	present,	it	obeys	simple	gaining	a	level	can	be	an	angelic	magic	spell
even	if	you’ve	verbal	commands	from	you;	if	you	give	it	no	commands,	never	encountered	the	spell	before.	Similarly,	when	you	it	defends	itself.	You	must	maintain	concentration	on	learn	a	new	cantrip,	it	can	be	an	angelic	magic	cantrip	even	the	shadow	horror	as	if	concentrating	on	a	spell.	If	your	if	you’ve	never	previously	encountered	it.
concentration	is	broken,	the	creature	vanishes.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	SEAL	SCRIBE	short	or	long	rest.	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	learn	the	Celestial	language	if	LIGHT	EATER	PACT	BOONS	you	don’t	already	know	it,	and	you	gain	the	ability	to	scribe	angelic	seals.	When	you	select	your	pact	boon	at	3rd	level,
it	is	subtly	altered	in	the	following	ways.	Pact	of	the	Chain:	Your	familiar	can	take	the	Hide	action	whenever	it’s	in	dim	light	or	darkness.	It	has	disadvantage	on	attack	rolls	and	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks	while	in	bright	light.	The	same	penalties	apply	to	you	while	you’re	using	its	senses	or	casting	spells	through	it,	while	it’s	in	bright	light.	Pact	of	the
Blade:	The	Light	Eater	grants	a	blade	made	of	unearthly,	shadowy	material	that	is	nearly	invisible	in	dim	light	or	darkness.	Each	time	you	create	it,	you	can	choose	whether	it	does	its	standard	damage	type	or	necrotic	damage.	Pact	of	the	Tome:	Your	book	is	literally	a	book	of	shadow;	shadowy	vapor	drips	from	it	whenever	it	is	opened	or	held,	and	it
weighs	nothing.76	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	CharactersSeals.	You	learn	two	angelic	seals	of	your	choice,	which	benefit	of	the	seal	for	1	minute.	This	replaces	the	normalare	detailed	below	under	“Angelic	Seals.”	You	can	spend	benefit	while	it	is	active.	If	you	choose	a	warding	seal,	for10	minutes	scribing	an	angelic	seal	you
know	on	paper,	the	next	hour	a	creature	that	fails	its	saving	throw	againstcanvas,	stone	tiles,	or	some	other	token	that	can	be	the	ward	takes	6d6	radiant	damage	and	automatically	failscarried	or	displayed.	Alternatively,	you	can	spend	8	hours	further	saves	against	the	ward	during	this	time.using	appropriate	artisan	tools	to	carve	or	etch	a
morepermanent	seal	into	harder	material.	Once	you	have	a	seal,	You	can	use	this	ability	twice,	and	you	regain	allyou	can	activate	it	as	an	action.	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	•	You	can	have	one	active	seal	at	a	time.	The	number	of	ANGELIC	WRATH	active	seals	you	can	maintain	increases	by	1	at	6th	level	(2	seals),	10th	level	(3
seals),	and	14th	level	(4	seals).	As	At	14th	level,	you	add	conjure	celestial	to	your	spellbook,	a	bonus	action,	you	can	deactivate	a	seal.	A	broken	or	and	it	is	a	wizard	spell	for	you.	defaced	seal	deactivates	immediately.	Additionally,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	infuse	your	•	A	creature	can	gain	the	benefits	of	one	active	seal	it	seals	with	angelic	wrath.
For	1	minute,	you	and	anyone	holds	or	openly	wears.	The	seal’s	delicate	magic	is	in	possession	of	one	of	your	active	seals	within	30	feet	of	suppressed	while	its	user	concentrates	on	a	spell	or	a	you	deal	an	additional	1d8	radiant	damage	with	weapon	similar	effect.	A	suppressed	seal	still	counts	against	attacks.	your	total	number	of	active	seals	allowed.
You	can’t	use	this	ability	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	•	You	learn	one	additional	angelic	seal	of	your	choice	at	long	rest.	6th,	10th,	and	14th	levels.	Each	time	you	learn	a	new	seal,	you	can	also	replace	one	seal	you	know	with	a	ANGELIC	SEALS	different	one.	The	angelic	seals	consist	of	the	name	of	an	angel,	writtenWARDING	SEAL	in	Celestial,	that
resonates	with	a	given	seal’s	effect.	The	seal	effects	are	presented	in	alphabetical	order.Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	learn	to	place	warding	seals	toprotect	areas.	This	follows	the	same	rules	for	scribing	an	Benevolence	(Amnayeth).	This	seal	allows	its	user	toangelic	seal,	but	the	seal	must	be	on	the	ground,	the	floor,	retry	a	failed	ability	check	to
improve	another	creature’sor	a	similarly	solid	portion	of	a	structure	such	as	a	wall,	attitude.	Greater:	As	an	action,	the	user	can	cause	a	creaturecolumn,	or	ceiling.	As	an	action,	you	can	touch	the	seal	to	who	can	hear	the	user	to	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throwactivate	it.	You	must	maintain	concentration	on	the	effect	against	your	spell	save	DC	or	be
charmed	for	10	minutes.as	if	concentrating	on	a	spell.	This	seal	can’t	be	used	again	on	the	same	creature	until	Once	activated,	the	warding	seal	creates	a	spiritual,	the	user	finishes	a	short	or	long	rest.spherical	boundary	with	a	radius	of	30	feet,	or	surroundinga	small	building	or	series	of	rooms	of	similar	dimension	(a	Clarity	(Simil).	The	user	adds	half
your	Intelligence22-foot	cube,	for	example,	or	any	space	of	approximately	modifier	(minimum	of	1)	to	its	Wisdom	(Insight)	and11,000	cubic	feet).	Aberrations,	fey,	fiends,	and	undead	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks.	Greater:	The	user	gainscannot	physically	cross	that	boundary,	cast	spells	across	blindsight	with	a	range	of	10	feet.it,	or	project	their
abilities	across	it	unless	they	make	asuccessful	Charisma	saving	throw	against	your	spell	save	Fortitude	(Rikbil).	When	it	is	hit	with	an	attack,DC.	A	creature	that	fails	the	saving	throw	can	try	again	on	the	user	can	use	its	reaction	to	add	2	to	its	AC	againstits	next	turn.	A	creature	that	succeeds	and	moves	across	that	attack.	It	must	be	able	to	see	the
attacker	to	use	thisthe	boundary	into	the	protected	area	isn't	affected	by	the	effect.	Greater:	The	user	gains	resistance	to	nonmagicalboundary	while	it	remains	inside	(the	boundary	impedes	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashing	damage.only	incoming	entities	and	effects,	not	outgoing),	but	itmust	contend	with	the	ward	again	if	it	leaves	the	area.
Fortune	(Barrateth).	The	use	can	add	1	to	an	attack	roll,	saving	throw,	or	ability	check.	The	addition	is	made	If	a	creature	can	see	the	seal	when	it	makes	the	after	rolling	the	die	but	before	the	GM	reveals	whether	itsaving	throw,	it	has	disadvantage	on	the	saving	throw.	was	a	success	or	failure.	Greater:	After	making	an	attackAdditionally,	when	a
creature	you	can	see	and	who	is	roll,	saving	throw,	or	ability	check,	the	user	can	rollcarrying	an	active	seal	is	targeted	by	an	attack,	you	can	use	another	d20	and	choose	which	result	to	use.	The	secondyour	reaction	to	impose	disadvantage	on	the	attack	roll.	roll	is	made	after	the	initial	roll	but	before	the	GM	reveals	whether	that	roll	was	a	success	or
failure.GREATER	SEAL	After	using	this	seal,	it	can’t	be	used	again	until	the	userStarting	at	10th	level,	you	can	use	an	action	to	empower	finishes	a	short	or	long	rest.one	active	angelic	seal	or	warding	seal	to	greater	effect.If	you	choose	an	angelic	seal,	its	user	gains	the	greater	Glory	(Vrechiel).	When	the	user	reduces	an	enemy	to	0	hit	points,	the	user
gains	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	Greater:	At	the	start	of	its	turn,	the	user	gains	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	wizard	level.	77Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Humility	(Ophanim).	The	user	adds	half	your	WIZARD	SCHOOL:Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1)	to	its	Dexterity
CLOCKWORK(Stealth)	checks.	It	loses	this	bonus	until	the	start	of	itsnext	turn	when	it	takes	a	hostile	action	(any	action	that	The	origins	of	clockwork	magic	are	nebulous	at	best.could	inflict	intentional	damage	on	a	creature).	Greater:	Those	of	a	religious	bent	say	that	it's	derived	from	theIf	it	hasn’t	taken	a	hostile	action	this	turn,	the	user	can	divine,
that	a	follower	of	some	god	of	smiths	or	machinesuse	its	action	to	present	an	aura	of	humility.	A	creature	or	even	time	had	an	epiphany.	Others,	usually	those	of	athat	wishes	to	attack	the	user	must	succeed	on	a	Wisdom	less	religious	bent,	claim	that	clockwork	magic	was	thesaving	throw	against	your	spell	save	DC	or	choose	another	discovery	of	an
ancient	artificer	who,	while	experimentingtarget.	If	there	are	no	other	targets	it	wishes	to	attack,	the	with	gears	and	steam,	built	the	first	device	animated	bycreature	wastes	its	action	doing	nothing.	enchantments.	Whatever	its	origin,	clockwork	magic	involves	time	manipulation,	constructs,	and	mechanicalJudgment	(Chamule).	When	the	user	hits	a
creature	devices	of	all	kinds.with	an	opportunity	attack,	the	user	can	move	up	to	half	itsspeed,	provided	it	ends	the	move	closer	to	the	creature	it	The	school	of	clockwork	magic	is	a	blending	ofhit.	Greater:	As	a	reaction	when	it	is	hit	with	an	attack,	the	technology	and	magic	not	often	seen.	While	some	woulduser	can	cause	the	attacker	to	take	radiant
damage	equal	to	argue	that	all	spells	of	this	so-called	school	are	simplyyour	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1),	if	the	attacker	applications	of	the	more	traditionally	acknowledgedis	within	60	feet	of	the	user.	branches	of	arcane	magic,	clockwork	mages	understand	that	there	is	qualitative	difference	in	thought	betweenRecovery	(Jelaal).	The	user
automatically	succeeds	on	casting,	say,	a	clockwork(evocation)	spell	and	an	ordinaryits	first	death	saving	throw	and	then	regains	1	hit	point.	evocation.	The	school	thrives	alongside	industry,	using	aOnce	used,	this	effect	doesn’t	function	again	until	the	user	small	number	of	spells,	compared	to	the	older	schools,	tofinishes	a	short	or	long	rest.	Greater:
When	the	user	regains	create	a	wide	range	of	styles.	Fool	is	he	who	fails	to	noticehit	points,	it	regains	an	additional	number	of	hit	points	arcane	glyphs	and	wands	and	mistakes	a	clockwork	mageequal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	for	a	common	gear	grinder	or	tinkerer.Temperance	(Iaothe).	When	it	makes	a	Wisdom	saving	The
following	class	abilities	are	available	to	wizards	ofthrow,	the	user	can	use	its	reaction	to	add	your	Intelligence	the	clockwork	school.modifier	to	the	roll	(minimum	of	1).	The	bonus	is	addedafter	the	die	is	rolled	but	before	the	GM	reveals	whether	CLOCKWORK	SAVANTthe	saving	throw	succeeds	or	fails.	This	ability	doesn’tfunction	again	until	the	user
finishes	a	short	or	long	rest.	Beginning	when	you	choose	this	school	at	2nd	level,Greater:	The	user	can't	be	charmed	or	frightened.	the	gold	and	time	it	takes	to	copy	a	clockwork	spell	into	your	spell	book	is	halved.	You	also	gain	proficiency	withWrath	(Xapanie).	Once	on	the	user’s	turn	when	it	hits	clockwork	tools	(25	gp,	2	lb).with	a	weapon	attack,
the	attack	deals	1	additional	pointof	weapon	damage.	Greater:	The	user’s	attacks	are	magical,	CLOCKWORKER’S	CHARMand	once	on	the	user’s	turn	when	it	hits	with	a	weaponattack,	the	attack	deals	an	additional	amount	of	radiant	Beginning	at	2nd	level,	whenever	you	cast	an	animatedamage	equal	to	half	your	wizard	level.	construct	spell,	increase
the	duration	by	a	number	of	minutes	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus.	At	20th	level,	youANGELIC	SPELL	LIST	can	make	the	spell	permanent	until	dispelled	but	cannot	have	more	than	one	made	permanent	at	a	time.The	following	spells	are	added	to	the	spell	lists	of	angelicscribes.	If	the	GM	allows,	they	can	also	be	used	by	clerics,	METAL
SHAPEpaladins,	warlocks,	and	wizards	who	discover	writtenversions	of	them.	When	you	reach	6th	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	reshape	metal	with	a	touch.	When	you	grasp	a	piece	of	metal	ofCantrips	5th	Level	Small	size	or	smaller,	you	can	alter	its	form	into	any	shapebenediction	blazing	chariot	that	suits	your	purpose.	The	item	must	be	in	your
hands	and	under	your	control;	you	can't,	for	example,	reshape	a1st	Level	6th	Level	piece	of	armor	or	a	weapon	that's	being	worn	or	wielded	byangelic	guardian	heavenly	crown	someone	else.	To	create	a	specific	object,	such	as	a	key	or	mechanical	component,	you	must	be	completely	familiar2nd	Level	7th	Level	with	it.	Thus	you	could	replicate	a	key
that	you	had	in	yourblessed	halo	seal	of	sanctuary	possession	for	an	extended	period	of	time,	but	you	could	not	create	a	working	key	based	on	seeing	the	lock	alone.3rd	Level	8th	Levelblade	of	wrath	quintessence	Objects	you	create	can	have	up	to	two	hinges	and	a	latch,	but	finer	mechanical	detail	is	not	possible.	This	effect	can	4th	Level	9th	Level	be
used	to	repair	metal	as	per	the	spell.	You	may	use	this	greater	seal	of	sanctuary	feature	once	before	completing	a	long	or	short	rest.78	deva’s	wingsRichard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	CharactersGOLEM	FORM	WIZARD	ARCANE	TRADITION:	DOOM	CROAKERBeginning	at	10th	level,	you	can	transform	yourself	as	anaction	into	a	living
construct	for	up	to	1	minute	per	level.	The	doom	croaker	tradition	originated	among	theYou	retain	your	Intelligence,	Wisdom,	and	Charisma	and	Northlands	ravenfolk	and	spread	from	there	to	thethe	ability	to	speak	and	cast	spells.	You	can	transform	into	northern	dwarves.	Doom	croakers	follow	the	teachings	ofa	golem	or	a	clockwork	creature	whose
CR	is	less	than	or	Wotan	to	gain	glimpses	into	the	infinite	knowledge	he	wasequal	to	your	current	level	in	this	class.	Otherwise,	this	granted	while	hanging	from	the	branches	of	Yggdrasil.ability	functions	as	the	druid’s	Wild	Shape	ability.	Common	folk	regard	doom	croakers	with	a	mixtureCLOCKWORK	MASTERY	of	fear	and	awe.	The	doom	croakers
carry	the	power	of	Wotan’s	runes,	and	though	people	cautiously	seek	outStarting	at	14th	level,	you	can	use	magic	to	bring	croakers	for	their	wisdom,	they	remain	terrified	of	givingconstructs	under	your	control.	As	an	action,	you	can	offense	and	rousing	a	doom	croaker's	ire.compel	one	construct	you	can	see	within	60	feet	of	youto	make	an
Intelligence	saving	throw	against	your	wizard	The	rune	magic	of	doom	croakers	is	substantiallyspell	save	DC.	This	is	a	magical	effect.	If	the	saving	throw	different	from	the	runes	crafted	by	runecasters	(see	chapterfails,	the	construct	becomes	friendly	to	you	and	obeys	6).	Except	as	noted	below,	doom	croakers	function	asyour	commands	for	1	hour,
until	you	use	this	ability	again,	wizards	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.or	until	it	takes	damage	from	you	or	one	of	your	allies.If	the	saving	throw	fails	by	5	or	more,	the	duration	is	DIVINATION	SAVANTextended	to	6	hours	or	until	one	of	the	other	conditionsis	fulfilled.	When	the	effect	ends,	the	construct	is	aware	it	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition
at	2nd	level,	thewas	controlled	by	you.	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	divination	spell	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.CLOCKWORK	FAMILIARS	REVELATION	OF	RUNESClockwork	mages	who	use	the	spell	find	familiar	substitutea	small	clockwork	device	in	the	form	of	an	animal	worth	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	cast	alarm	as	a	ritual	by10
gp	for	the	spell's	usual	material	components.	It	must	tracing	a	rune	onto	the	floor,	ground,	or	other	surface.resemble	one	of	the	allowable	animals	listed	in	the	spell.When	the	ritual	is	complete,	the	clockwork	animates.	It	Additionally,	at	5th	level	you	add	glyph	of	warding	tohas	the	statistics	of	the	chosen	form	but	is	a	construct.	your	spellbook,	if	it
isn’t	there	already.	You	can	cast	glyphThe	familiar's	form	can	be	changed	by	rebuilding	the	of	warding	without	expending	a	spell	slot	and	withoutclockwork	device	in	the	new	form	and	casting	find	familiar	requiring	material	components.	You	can	only	have	oneagain.	If	the	familiar	is	destroyed,	it	can	be	rebuilt	(in	the	glyph	of	warding	cast	in	this	way
at	one	time.	If	you	use	thissame	or	a	new	form)	with	the	same	components,	if	they're	ability	to	cast	another,	the	first	glyph	ends	immediately.recovered;	otherwise,	10	gp	must	be	spent	on	replacementparts.	The	familiar	is	never	counted	when	determining	the	Once	you	cast	glyph	of	warding	this	way,	you	can’t	do	sonumber	of	constructs	a	mage	can
control.	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest,	though	you	can	still	cast	it	normally	using	an	available	spell	slot.WIZARD'S	CLOCKWORK	SPELL	LISTCantrips	2nd	Level	4th	Level	7th	Levelfist	of	iron	heartstop	absolute	command	hellforgingtick	stop	lock	armor	gremlins	timeless	engine	repair	metal	grinding	gears1st	Level	spin	read	memory	8th
Levelanalyze	device	winding	key	steam	blast	machine	sacrificeanimate	construct	write	memory	move	the	cosmic	wheelarmored	heart	3rd	Level	power	word	restorearmored	shell	gear	barrage	5th	Level	steam	whistlefind	the	flaw	overclock	imbue	spell	time	jumpgear	shield	thousand	darts	mass	repair	metalmachine’s	load	mechanical	union	9th
Levelmachine	speech	time	in	a	bottlependulum	6th	Leveltireless	catapult	robe	of	shards	79Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919BRANCHES	OF	YGGDRASIL	At	14th	level,	you	add	legend	lore	to	your	spellbook,	if	it	isn’t	there	already.	When	you	are	at	0	hit	points,	you	can	reroll	your	first	failed	death	saving	throw.	If	you	die,	your	soul	hangs	in
the	branches	of	the	world	tree	for	seven	days,	after	which	time	a	huginn	egg	appears	in	the	place	where	you	died.	You	hatch	from	the	egg	in	a	new	body	as	if	a	reincarnate	spell	was	cast	on	you.	Once	you	use	this	ability,	you	can’t	use	it	again	for	1	month.	RAVEN’S	EYE	WIZARD	ARCANE	TRADITION:	DRAGON	MASKS	Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	add
clairvoyance	to	your	spellbook,	if	it	isn’t	there	already.	You	can	cast	clairvoyance	Wizards	practice	the	subtle	magic	of	pulling	power	from	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	When	you	do,	the	casting	thin	air	and	shaping	it	to	fit	their	needs.	Sorcerers	tame	time	of	the	spell	is	1	action.	the	chaotic	power	within	themselves,	releasing	it	in	barely	controlled
gouts	of	magical	eruptions.	Mages	who	walk	the	Once	you	cast	clairvoyance	this	way,	you	can’t	do	so	again	path	between	these	two	diverse	means	of	magic	are	called	until	you	finish	a	long	rest,	though	you	can	still	cast	it	dragon	magi,	and	they	meld	the	order	of	dweomery	with	normally	using	an	available	spell	slot.	the	chaos	of	sorcery	to	grant
themselves	powers	beyond	anything	the	individual	traditions	could	muster	alone.	WOTAN’S	EYE	Dragon	magi	manifest	their	magic	in	variety	of	styles,	as	Starting	at	10th	level,	you	can	catch	glimpses	of	the	future.	diverse	as	the	draconic	species	and	the	types	of	magic	that	As	a	reaction	after	you	or	a	creature	targeted	by	your	spells	populate	the
worlds.	Kobolds	serving	as	councilors	to	great	makes	a	saving	throw,	you	can	magically	force	the	creature	wyrms	are	taught	by	their	masters	to	harness	their	innate	to	reroll.	The	creature	must	accept	the	second	result.	draconic	natures	through	the	use	of	more	traditional	spells.	A	wild-eyed	human,	oozing	sorcerous	magic	from	You	can	use	this
ability	once,	and	you	regain	the	ability	to	an	ancient	draconic	ancestor,	might	find	a	kindly	wizard	to	help	her	focus	her	power.	Special	legions	of	dragonborn80	do	so	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	troops	train	with	a	master	dragon	mage,	learning	all	there	is	to	know	to	better	defend	their	homeland	from	invaders.	Richard	Harris	-
[email	protected]	-	265919	Except	as	noted	below,	dragon	magi	function	as	wizards	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	INVOKE	DRAGON	MASK	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	invoke	a	magical	dragon	mask.	You	use	a	bonus	action	and	spend	a	spell	slot	to	invoke	the	mask,	which	lasts	for	3	rounds	per	level	of	the	spent	spell	slot.	The	dragon	mask	remains	as
long	as	you	are	not	incapacitated,	until	the	duration	ends,	or	until	it	is	dismissed	or	replaced	with	a	bonus	action.	It	is	a	translucent	magical	force,	in	the	form	of	a	dragon’s	head,	which	covers	your	face.	Your	face	is	still	visible	beneath	the	mask,	and	the	mask	does	not	hinder	vision.	While	you	wear	your	dragon	mask,	you	gain	the	following	benefits
and	drawbacks.	•	You	gain	a	bonus	to	your	AC	equal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	+1).	•	You	gain	a	bite	attack.	As	an	action,	make	a	melee	spell	attack	against	one	adjacent	target.	On	a	hit,	the	target	takes	1d8	+	Int	modifier	piercing	damage.	This	attack	counts	as	magical	for	purposes	of	overcoming	a	target’s	immunity	or	resistance	to
piecing	damage.Arcane	Characters	•	You	gain	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks,	as	•	You	gain	a	breath	weapon	attack.	As	an	action,	a	well	as	on	Charisma	(Intimidation)	checks.	30-foot-long,	5-foot-wide	line	of	energy	(acid,	cold,	fire,	or	lightning)	shoots	from	your	dragon	heart	in	a	•	Any	ranged	or	melee	attack	spells	you	cast	while	direction
you	choose.	Each	creature	in	the	line	must	wearing	the	dragon	mask	are	made	with	disadvantage,	make	a	Dexterity	saving	throw.	A	creature	takes	4d6	and	saving	throws	against	spells	you	cast	while	wearing	damage	on	a	failed	save,	and	no	damage	on	a	successful	the	dragon	mask	are	made	with	advantage.	one.	The	type	of	damage	can	be	selected
when	making	the	attack	and	cannot	be	changed	until	a	new	dragon	•	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	spend	an	additional	spell	heart	is	manifested.	slot	to	augment	your	dragon	mask.	Your	next	dragon	mask’s	bite	attack	damage	increases	by	+1d8	per	level	•	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	spend	an	additional	spell	of	the	spell	slot	spent,	and	you	gain
advantage	on	the	slot	to	augment	your	dragon	heart.	Your	next	dragon	attack	roll.	heart’s	breath	weapon	attack	damage	increases	by	+2d6	per	level	of	the	spell	slot	spent,	and	you	can	add	10	feetINVOKE	DRAGON	HEART	of	length	to	the	line	per	level	of	the	spell	slot	spent.Starting	at	6th	level,	you	can	invoke	a	magical	dragon	INVOKE	DRAGON
WINGSheart.	You	use	a	bonus	action	and	spend	a	spell	slot	toinvoke	the	dragon	heart,	which	lasts	for	3	rounds	per	level	Starting	at	10th	level,	you	can	invoke	a	set	of	magicalof	the	spent	spell	slot.	The	dragon	heart	remains	as	long	dragon	wings.	You	use	a	bonus	action	and	spend	a	spellas	you	are	not	incapacitated,	until	the	duration	ends,	or	slot	to
invoke	the	dragon	wings,	which	last	for	2	rounds	peruntil	it	is	dismissed	or	replaced	with	a	bonus	action.	The	level	of	the	spent	spell	slot.	The	dragon	wings	remain	asdragon	heart	is	a	translucent	magical	force,	in	the	form	of	long	as	you	are	not	incapacitated,	until	the	duration	ends,a	beating	heart,	which	covers	your	chest.	or	until	they	are	dismissed
or	replaced	with	a	bonus	action.	While	you	wear	your	dragon	heart,	you	gain	the	While	you	wear	your	dragon	wings,	you	gain	thefollowing	benefits.	following	benefits.	•	You	gain	a	bonus	to	Wisdom	and	Charisma	saving	•	Your	speed	increases	by	10	feet,	and	you	gain	a	fly	speed	throws	equal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	equal	to	your
walking	speed.	of	+1).	•	You	gain	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	•	You	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	twice	your	slashing	damage	from	nonmagical	sources.	wizard	level.	These	temporary	hit	points	are	lost	when	your	dragon	heart	aspect	is	removed	or	lost	for	any	•	You	gain	advantage	on	any	melee	or	ranged	spell	attack	reason.
rolls.The	Mechanics	of	the	Dragon	Mage:	The	Dragon	AspectThe	dragon	mage	arcane	tradition	takes	a	new	look	at	Similarly,	the	dragon	wings	aspect	manifests	as	a	semi-the	traditional	wizard	class,	using	the	spell	slot	system	solid	pair	of	strong	wings	sprouting	from	the	dragonas	a	basis	for	powering	different	magical	abilities.	In	mage’s	back.some
ways,	this	arcane	tradition	sacrifices	some	of	theflexibility	of	the	wizard	class	for	a	more	clearly	defined	Each	dragon	aspect	can	be	manifested	by	using	a	spellset	of	powers	and	abilities,	useful	in	both	close-quarters	slot.	Once	manifested,	the	dragon	aspect	provides	acombat	and	at	range.	set	of	benefits	to	the	dragon	mage.	In	addition,	spell	slots	can
be	burned	to	provide	additional	benefits	As	they	increase	in	level,	wizards	who	focus	on	dragon	via	the	dragon	aspect.	Dragon	aspects	are	magicalmagic	learn	to	invoke	what	are	known	as	dragon	enhancements	to	the	dragon	mage	that	can	beaspects.	At	lower	levels,	the	dragon	mage	is	only	able	dispelled,	but	no	concentration	is	required	to
maintainto	create	one	dragon	aspect:	the	dragon	mask.	As	they	an	aspect.	A	dragon	aspect	can	be	dispelled	with	aincrease	in	power	and	experience,	they	can	manifest	up	bonus	action,	and	a	dragon	mage	who	can	manifestto	four	different	dragon	aspects.	These	aspects	manifest	more	than	one	dragon	aspect	can	switch	from	onevisually	as	a
translucent	draconic	feature.	For	example,	aspect	to	another	as	a	bonus	action;	however,	a	spellthe	dragon	mask	appears	as	a	colorful	dragon’s	head.	slot	must	be	spent	to	power	the	new	aspect,	even	ifObservers	see	the	mask	as	a	wavering	field	of	energy,	there	is	time	remaining	on	the	old	one.but	they	can	also	see	the	dragon	mage’s	face	beneath	it.
81Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919•	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	spend	an	additional	spell	DRAGON	MAGIC	SPELLS	slot	to	augment	your	dragon	wings.	Until	the	start	of	your	next	turn,	you	can	add	5	feet	of	additional	speed	The	following	spells	are	added	to	the	spell	lists	of	dragon	per	level	of	the	spell	slot	spent.	Additionally,	you	can	magi.
choose	one	creature	per	level	of	the	spell	slot	spent	within	10	feet	of	you,	and	ranged	attacks	against	those	Cantrips	4th	Level	creatures	are	made	at	disadvantage.	dragon	roar	raid	the	lair	scale	rot	INVOKE	DRAGON	TAIL	1st	Level	5th	Level	Starting	at	14th	level,	you	can	invoke	a	magical	dragon	converse	with	dragon	claws	of	the	earth	dragon	tail.
You	use	a	bonus	action	and	spend	a	spell	slot	to	invoke	draconic	smite	dragon	breath	the	dragon	tail,	which	last	for	1	round	per	level	of	the	kobold's	fury	spent	spell	slot.	The	dragon	tail	remains	as	long	as	you	are	7th	Level	not	incapacitated,	until	the	duration	ends,	or	until	it	is	2nd	Level	legend	killer	dismissed	or	replaced	with	a	bonus	action.	The
dragon	tail	detect	dragons	is	a	translucent	magical	force,	in	the	form	of	a	15-foot-long	enhance	greed	8th	Level	appendage	capable	of	striking	with	incredible	force.	lair	sense	deadly	sting	shade	While	you	wear	your	dragon	tail,	you	gain	the	following	benefits.	3rd	Level	catch	the	breath	•	You	are	immune	to	the	grappled	condition.	phantom	dragon	•
You	are	proficient	with	Strength	and	Dexterity	WIZARD	ARCANE	saving	throws,	and	any	skill	checks	using	Strength.	TRADITION:	ELEMENTALIST	In	addition,	you	can	use	your	Intelligence	modifier	instead	of	the	regular	modifier	for	those	saving	throws	You	focus	your	arcane	studies	on	the	power	inherent	to	and	skill	checks.	one	of	the	Elemental
Planes.	Elementalists	believe	in	the	superiority	of	their	chosen	element	above	all	others,	•	You	gain	a	tail	slam	attack.	As	an	action,	make	a	and	they	aren’t	shy	about	making	that	fact	known.	separate	melee	spell	attack	against	all	targets	within	Elementalists	are	sometimes	secluded	researchers,	but	15	feet	of	you.	On	a	hit,	the	target	takes	3d10	+	Int
more	often	they’re	adventurous	types	who	sign	on	with	modifier	bludgeoning	damage.	Targets	hit	by	this	groups	that	can	appreciate	their	singular	talents.	attack	are	pushed	up	to	10	feet	away	from	you	and	knocked	prone	unless	they	succeed	on	a	Strength	Except	as	noted	below,	elementalists	function	as	wizards	saving	throw	against	your	spell	DC.
This	attack	counts	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	as	magical	for	purposes	of	overcoming	a	target’s	immunity	or	resistance	to	bludgeoning	damage.	ELEMENTAL	SAVANT	•	As	a	reaction,	you	can	make	a	tail	slam	attack	against	a	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition	at	2nd	level,	creature	who	enters	your	tail’s	reach.	choose	one	element	from	the
table	below.	That	element	becomes	the	focus	of	your	study.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	•	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	spend	an	additional	spell	write	the	language	associated	with	your	focus,	and	the	slot	to	augment	your	dragon	tail.	Until	the	start	of	associated	damage	type	is	used	by	other	features	as	noted.	your	next	turn,	your	dragon	tail’s	slam	attack
damage	increases	by	+1d10	per	level	of	the	spell	slot	spent.	In	Some	spells	resonate	with	your	focus	element.	They	addition,	you	heal	yourself	for	3	hit	points	per	level	of	might	deal	the	associated	damage	type,	manipulate	the	the	spell	slot	spent.	element	in	question,	or	otherwise	embody	an	elemental	theme.	Work	with	your	GM	to	determine	whether
a	given	spell	resonates	with	your	focus.	The	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	spell	resonant	with	your	chosen	element	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	ELEMENTAL	FOCUS	Damage	Type	Element	Language	Lightning	or	Thunder	Air	Auran	(choose	one)	Acid82	Earth	Terran	Fire	Fire	Ignan	Cold	Water	Aquan	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-
265919Arcane	Characters	When	you	gain	a	level,	one	of	the	two	spells	you	learn	harmed	by	the	normal	conditions	of	the	plane,	you	canfor	gaining	a	level	can	be	an	elemental	magic	spell,	even	breathe	normally,	and	you	can	use	your	speed	to	move	in	aif	you’ve	never	encountered	the	spell	before.	Similarly,	manner	appropriate	to	the	plane	(flying	for
air,	burrowingwhen	you	learn	a	new	cantrip,	it	can	be	an	elemental	magic	for	earth,	and	swimming	for	water).	You	regain	the	abilitycantrip	even	if	you’ve	never	previously	encountered	it.	to	cast	plane	shift	with	this	mastery	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.ELEMENTAL	MASTERY	ELEMENTAL	BINDINGStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	learn	techniques	called
masteriesto	channel	elemental	magic	into	your	being	and	spells.	Prerequisite:	10th	level	You	add	planar	binding	to	your	spellbook	if	you	don’tMasteries.	You	learn	two	masteries	of	your	choice,	already	have	it,	and	you	can	cast	it	once	with	this	masterywhich	are	detailed	under	“Masteries”	below.	You	learn	one	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	When	you
cast	the	spell	inadditional	mastery	of	your	choice	at	6th,	10th,	and	14th	this	way,	you	must	target	an	elemental	creature	associatedlevels.	Each	time	you	learn	a	new	mastery,	you	can	also	with	your	elemental	focus.	If	the	elemental	fails	its	savingreplace	one	mastery	you	know	with	a	different	one.	throw,	it	gains	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your
wizard	level.	You	regain	the	ability	to	cast	planar	binding	with	thisSUBSTITUTE	ELEMENTS	mastery	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.Beginning	at	6th	level,	you	can	funnel	elemental	essence	ELEMENTAL	BULWARKthrough	your	damage-dealing	spells.	When	you	cast	a	spellthat	does	damage,	you	can	change	the	damage	to	the	type	Prerequisite:	6th
levelassociated	with	your	elemental	focus.	You	gain	resistance	to	the	damage	type	associated	with	your	elemental	focus,	and	you	have	advantage	on	ConstitutionABSORB	ELEMENTS	saving	throws	made	to	maintain	concentration	on	spells	that	resonate	with	your	elemental	focus.Starting	at	10th	level,	when	you	would	take	damage	of	thetype
associated	with	your	elemental	focus,	you	can	use	a	ELEMENTAL	COMMANDreaction	to	take	no	damage	and	regain	a	number	of	hitpoints	equal	to	half	the	damage	you	would	have	taken.	You	As	an	action,	you	can	charm	an	elemental	creature	for	ascan	use	this	ability	even	if	you	have	resistance	or	immunity	long	as	you	maintain	concentration	as	if



concentrating	onto	that	damage	type	from	another	source.	You	can	use	a	spell,	for	up	to	1	hour.	If	you	or	your	companions	damagethis	ability	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Intelligence	the	charmed	elemental	or	take	any	harmful	action	againstmodifier	(minimum	of	1),	and	you	regain	all	expended	uses	it,	the	charmed	condition	ends	immediately.
Once	thiswhen	you	finish	a	long	rest.	ability	ends	for	a	given	elemental,	it	is	immune	to	being	charmed	by	you	for	24	hours.IRRESISTIBLE	STRIKE	ELEMENTAL	EROSIONAt	14th	level,	your	elemental	damage	spells	areunstoppable.	Your	spells	that	deal	damage	of	the	type	Prerequisite:	10th	levelassociated	with	your	elemental	focus	ignore	immunity
to	After	you	damage	a	target	with	a	spell	that	deals	thethat	damage	type.	You	can	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	damage	type	associated	with	your	elemental	focus,	theequal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1),	and	target	becomes	vulnerable	to	that	damage	type	until	theyou	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	end	of
your	next	turn.	You	can	use	this	ability	twice.	You	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	short	or	longMASTERIES	rest.Masteries	are	specialized	techniques	you	can	use	to	IGNITEaugment	your	spellcasting.	Unless	noted	otherwise,	youcan	use	only	one	mastery	on	a	given	spell.	The	masteries	Prerequisite:	Elemental	Focus	(Fire)are	presented	in
alphabetical	order.	When	you	deal	fire	damage	to	a	target	with	a	spell	of	1st	level	or	higher,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	cause	theELEMENTAL	ADAPTATION	target	to	catch	fire.	At	the	start	of	its	next	turn,	the	creature	takes	half	as	much	fire	damage	as	it	originally	took	fromPrerequisite:	14th	level	the	spell,	and	the	flames	go	out.	This	damage	can
beYou	add	plane	shift	to	your	spellbook	if	you	don’t	already	prevented	if	an	ally	within	5	feet	uses	an	action	to	put	outhave	it,	and	you	can	cast	it	once	with	this	mastery	without	the	flames.	If	you	damage	more	than	one	target	with	theexpending	a	spell	slot.	You	can	only	travel	to	the	elemental	spell,	choose	just	one	to	catch	fire.plane	associated	with
your	elemental	focus,	or	to	thematerial	plane.	While	on	that	elemental	plane,	you	aren’t	83Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919INTENSIFIED	ELEMENT	WIZARD	SCHOOL:	ELVEN	HIGH	MAGIC	Your	spells	that	deal	the	damage	type	associated	with	your	elemental	focus	ignore	any	resistance	the	target	has	to	that	Elven	high	magic	is	very
powerful	and	extremely	rare.	damage	type.	With	high	magic	and	sufficient	time,	an	elven	wizard	can	accomplish	just	about	anything.	It	is	a	closely	guarded	STONY	REFUGE	secret,	practiced	only	by	the	elves	and	their	shadow	fey	relatives.	Non-elves	are	never	taught	the	ways	of	this	Prerequisite:	Elemental	Focus	(Earth)	school.	That's	both	a	sign	of
the	elves'	sense	of	superiority	When	you	cast	a	spell	of	1st	level	or	higher,	you	can	use	and	an	unfortunate	practicality.	High	magic	can	take	a	bonus	action	to	create	a	hovering	slab	of	stone	that	centuries	to	master,	and	humans	and	other	short-lived	interposes	itself	between	you	and	one	creature	of	your	races	simply	don't	live	long	enough	to	become
skilled	in	choice.	Until	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	the	slab	provides	this	art.	half	cover	to	you	against	attacks	from	the	chosen	creature.	Except	as	noted	below,	practitioners	of	elven	high	magic	SWEEPING	SWELL	function	as	wizards	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	Prerequisite:	Elemental	Focus	(Water)	RITUAL	SAVANT	When	you	cast	a	spell	of	1st	level
or	higher,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	create	a	sweeping	wave	of	water	to	push	Beginning	at	2nd	level	when	you	select	this	school,	the	a	target	you	can	see	within	20	feet.	The	creature	must	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	high	magic	spell	succeed	on	a	Strength	saving	throw	or	be	pushed	5	feet	in	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	the	direction
of	your	choice.	RITUAL	FOCUS	WIND	BLAST	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	spend	10	minutes	centering	Prerequisite:	Elemental	Focus	(Air)	your	mental	energy	and	creating	a	ritual	focus.	When	you	When	you	cast	a	spell	of	1st	level	or	higher,	you	can	use	a	choose	to	do	so,	you	can	expend	your	ritual	focus	to	create	bonus	action	to	create	a	line	of
wind	that	is	20	feet	long	one	of	the	following	effects	when	casting	the	ritual	version	and	5	feet	wide.	Each	creature	in	the	line	must	make	a	of	a	spell.	Strength	saving	throw	or	take	1d6	slashing	damage	and	be	pushed	10	feet	away	from	you	in	the	direction	of	the	line.	•	You	can	cast	a	ritual	version	of	a	spell	without	adding	the	additional	10	minutes	to
the	casting	time	that's	ELEMENTAL	MAGIC	SPELLS	normally	required.	The	following	spells	are	added	to	the	spell	lists	of	•	You	can	expend	a	spell	slot	equal	to	or	higher	than	the	sorcerers,	warlocks,	and	wizards	who	discover	written	spell's	nominal	level	as	you	cast	the	ritual	version	of	versions	of	the	spells.	the	spell,	provided	the	spell	allows	that	as
an	option.	The	ritual	takes	effect	at	a	level	one	higher	than	the	Cantrips	5th	Level	expended	spell	slot	instead	of	the	minimum.	You	must	pummelstone	acid	rain	be	able	to	cast	spells	of	the	ritual's	elevated	level	for	the	wind	lash	frostbite	ritual	to	take	effect.	1st	Level	6th	Level	Some	spells	have	additional	effects	that	you	can	invoke	tidal	barrier	drown
by	expending	your	ritual	focus.	You	can't	use	your	ritual	wind	tunnel	entomb	focus	again	until	after	you	complete	a	short	or	long	rest.	2nd	Level	7th	Level	BOUND	MAGIC	rolling	thunder	blizzard	spire	of	stone	At	6th	level,	you	begin	to	master	an	understanding	of	8th	Level	elven	high	magic.	You	bind	magic	into	the	fabric	of	a	place,	3rd	Level	caustic
torrent	making	it	last	without	any	concentration.	Choose	a	ritual	frozen	razors	spell	you	know	that	targets	an	area.	Cast	the	ritual	version	riptide	9th	Level	of	the	spell	and	expend	your	ritual	focus	while	burning	pyroclasm	expensive	herbs	worth	200	gp	per	level	of	the	ritual.	The	4th	Level	spell's	duration	in	that	location	becomes	a	year	and	a	day.
earthskimmer	If	you	cast	the	ritual	every	day	for	30	consecutive	days,	flame	wave	the	spell	becomes	permanent	in	that	location	until	it's	dispelled	or	otherwise	destroyed.	Additionally,	you	can	expend	your	ritual	focus	twice	between	rests.84	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	CharactersRITUAL	MASTER	WIZARD	SCHOOL:
ENTROPYBeginning	at	10th	level,	you	can	copy	any	spells	with	the	Wizards	who	specialize	in	chaos	magic	crave	anritual	tag,	regardless	of	class,	into	your	spellbook.	Ritual	understanding	of	probability	and	life's	unpredictablespells	that	you	copy	into	your	spellbook	using	this	ability	outcomes	to	the	point	of	obsession.	What	starts	as	anmust	be	no
higher	in	level	than	half	of	your	wizard	level	attempt	to	analyze	the	patterns	of	chaos	quickly	becomes	a(rounded	up).	You	can	cast	these	spells	only	as	rituals	trip	down	the	rabbit	hole	to	madness.unless	you	also	learn	them	by	other	means.	Except	as	noted	below,	entropists	function	as	wizardsHIGH	MAGIC	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.Starting	at	14th
level,	ritual	versions	of	spells	that	you	CHAOS	SAVANTcast	are	treated	as	if	they	were	cast	using	a	spell	slot	onelevel	higher	than	the	slot	you	actually	use.	High	magic	Beginning	at	2nd	level	when	you	select	this	school,	thecan	be	combined	with	the	increased	spell	level	benefit	of	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	chaos	spell	intoexpending	your
ritual	focus.	This	applies	only	to	spells	that	your	spellbook	is	halved.can	be	cast	at	higher	levels.	Additionally,	you	can	expend	your	ritual	focus	threetimes	between	rests.ELVEN	HIGH	MAGIC	SPELL	LISTThese	spells	are	added	to	the	spell	lists	of	practitioners	ofelven	high	magic.1st	Levelextract	foyson	(bard,	druid,	warlock,	wizard)guest	of	honor
(bard,	wizard)2nd	Levelblack	swan	storm	(sorcerer,	warlock,	wizard)clearing	the	field	(druid,	ranger,	wizard)heartache	(bard,	sorcerer,	warlock,	wizard)shadows	brought	to	light	(bard,	cleric,	paladin,	warlock,	wizard)vine	trestle	(druid,	ranger,	wizard)3rd	Levelsong	of	the	forest	(druid,	ranger,	wizard)4th	Levelshadowy	retribution	(cleric,	warlock,
sorcerer,	wizard)5th	Leveltongue	tied	(bard,	cleric,	warlock,	wizard)6th	Levelencroaching	shadows	(cleric,	sorcerer,	warlock,	wizard)7th	Levelcelebration	(bard,	sorcerer,	warlock,	wizard)8th	Levelbloom	(cleric,	druid,	wizard)desolation	(cleric,	druid,	wizard)harsh	light	of	summer's	glare	(druid,	sorcerer,	wizard)9th	Levelafflict	line	(cleric,	warlock,
wizard)cosmic	alignment	(wizard)	85Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919LONG	ODDS	SHIFTING	RESISTANCEStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	manipulate	the	reality-	Beginning	at	10th	level,	when	you	cast	a	chaos	magicchanging	forces	of	chaos	to	alter	the	odds	of	a	situation.	spell,	you	gain	resistance	to	a	random	damage	type	for	aYou	can	give
yourself	(as	a	bonus	action)	or	a	creature	you	number	of	rounds	equal	to	1	+	your	Intelligence	modifiercan	see	(as	a	reaction)	advantage	on	one	attack	roll,	saving	(minimum	1).	You	can	choose	to	cause	a	chaos	magic	surgethrow,	or	ability	check	that	will	be	made	this	turn.	Doing	as	part	of	your	casting;	if	you	do,	roll	twice	on	the	Damagethis	causes	a
chaos	magic	surge.	You	must	finish	a	long	rest	Type	table	and	choose	the	type	you	prefer,	then	determinebefore	you	can	use	this	ability	again.	the	effect	(if	any)	of	the	chaos	magic	surge.	You	must	finish	a	long	rest	before	you	can	use	this	ability	again.TWISTED	ARCANA	MASTER	OF	CHAOSStarting	at	6th	level,	when	you	cast	a	spell	that
causesdamage,	you	can	infuse	the	spell	with	greater	power	Starting	at	14th	level,	anytime	you	cause	a	chaos	magicby	channeling	chaos	through	yourself.	You	make	this	surge,	you	regain	one	use	of	long	odds,	twisted	arcana,	orchoice	after	determining	whether	the	spell	has	been	shifting	resistance	without	taking	a	long	rest.	In	addition,successful
(i.e.,	after	making	a	spell	attack	roll)	but	before	every	time	you	cast	a	chaos	spell,	you	gain	temporary	hitdetermining	damage.	If	you	invoke	twisted	arcana,	roll	1d6	points	equal	to	your	Intelligence	modifier	+	the	spell's	level.+	1;	this	is	the	maximum	number	of	your	spell's	damagedice	you	can	reroll.	You	can	reroll	any	number	of	damage	CHAOS
MAGIC	SURGESdice	up	to	that	maximum,	and	you	must	use	the	rerolledresults.	Using	chaos	magic	sometimes	causes	a	chaos	magic	surge.	These	are	similar	to	wild	magic	surges	caused	by	sorcerers.	In	addition,	the	type	of	damage	your	spell	causes	When	a	chaos	magic	surge	occurs,	you	must	roll	1d20.is	replaced	randomly.	Use	the	Damage	Type
table	to	If	you	roll	a	1,	consult	the	Chaos	Magic	Surge	table	todetermine	the	spell's	new	damage	type.	determine	the	specific	result.	Using	this	ability	causes	a	chaos	magic	surge.	You	mustfinish	a	long	rest	before	you	can	use	this	ability	again.CHAOS	MAGIC	SURGEd100	Effect1-2	You	cast	hypnotic	pattern	centered	on	yourself.3-4	The	target	of	your
spell	or	ability	is	also	targeted	by	an	enlarge	spell.	If	there	is	no	target,	the	enlarge	affects	you.5-6	An	angry	constrictor	snake	controlled	by	the	GM	appears	wrapped	around	your	waist.7-8	For	10	rounds,	a	gust	of	wind	blows	out	from	you	in	all	directions.9-10	Three	targets	you	can	see	within	60	feet	chosen	by	you	are	targeted	by	a	ray	of	frost.11-12
You	rise	30	feet	into	the	air,	where	you	hover	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn,	when	you	fall.13-14	You	grow	a	purple	mustache	3d6	inches	in	length.15-16	You	are	cloaked	in	shadow	and	reek	of	brimstone	for	1	hour.	During	that	time,	you	have	advantage	on	Charisma	(Intimidation)	checks	and	disadvantage	on	Charisma	(Persuasion)	checks.17-18	You
summon	a	mule	100	feet	above	the	target	of	your	spell	or	ability.	If	you	do	not	have	a	target,	the	mule	appears	above	you.	Both	the	mule	and	the	creature	it	lands	on	take	10d6	bludgeoning	damage	from	the	inevitable	fall,	or	the	creature	under	the	mule	takes	no	damage	with	a	successful	Dexterity	saving	throw;	the	DC	equals	your	spell	save	DC.19-20
You	cast	contact	other	plane.21-22	Rum	rains	from	the	sky	in	a	30-foot	radius	around	you	for	10	rounds.23-24	You	regain	your	highest-level	expended	spell	slot.25-26	You	cast	a	hemispherical	wall	of	force,	centered	on	yourself.27-28	All	of	your	hair	falls	out.	It	grows	back	at	the	normal	rate.29-30	You	gain	resistance	to	one	type	of	damage,	determined
randomly,	for	1	hour.31-32	Loud	horns	that	can	be	heard	for	a	mile	sound	for	1	hour.	The	sound	moves	with	you.	33-34	Until	you	complete	a	long	rest,	every	word	you	utter	sounds	normal	to	you	but	is	heard	by	others	as	incomprehensible	babbling.	This	doesn't	impair	your	ability	to	cast	spells.86Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane
Characters35-36	Three	targets	within	30	feet	that	you	can	see	are	targeted	by	a	bolt	of	light	that	does	1d8	radiant	damage.	Each	individual	target	can	negate	the	damage	with	a	successful	Constitution	saving	throw.37-38	Every	creature	within	60	feet	of	you,	except	you,	teleports	10	feet	in	a	random	direction.	If	the	destination	is	a39-40	solid	object	or
hazardous	terrain,	the	creature	doesn't	move.41-4243-44	The	sun	(or	moon	if	it	is	night)	is	eclipsed	for	10	minutes.45-46	You	become	immune	to	all	damage	for	1	round.47-48	Until	you	complete	a	long	rest,	you	leave	burning	footprints	that	smolder	in	your	wake	for	5	rounds.	The	flames	are49-50	hot	enough	to	ignite	easily	flammable	material	(leaves,
paper,	cloth).51-52	You	turn	into	a	succulent	cooked	ham	for	10	rounds.	While	a	ham,	you	are	incapacitated	and	are	vulnerable	to	all53-54	damage.	The	gold	plate	that	you	appear	upon	can	be	sold	for	5	gp.55-56	For	30	feet	around	you,	the	ground	turns	into	broken,	uneven,	difficult	terrain.57-5859-60	For	1	hour,	you	gain	a	bonus	to	weapon	damage
equal	to	your	spellcasting	ability.61-62	You	open	a	portal	to	the	Abyss	that	stays	open	for	10	rounds.	Each	round	there	is	a	1	in	20	chance	that	a	fiend	or63-64	other	Abyssal	creature	of	the	GM's	choice	walks	through.65-6667-68	You	cast	healing	word	on	a	target	of	your	choice.69-7071-72	Your	eyes	turn	into	potatoes	and	fall	from	their	sockets.	You
are	blinded	until	you	receive	a	remove	curse	or73-74	regenerate	spell.75-76	You	hear	a	thunderous	sound	and	are	stunned	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.77-78	You	cast	moonbeam.79-8081-82	An	item	you	hold	is	covered	in	continual	flame.	If	you	are	not	holding	an	item,	the	GM	chooses	an	item	within	3083-84	feet	of	you	to	be	the	target.85-86	You
and	two	targets	that	you	can	see	within	30	feet	of	you	are	affected	by	a	bane	spell.87-88	You	gain	advantage	on	your	next	attack	roll,	ability	check,	or	saving	throw	within	24	hours.89-9091-92	You	suffer	disadvantage	on	your	next	attack	roll,	ability	check,	or	saving	throw	within	24	hours.93-94	Choose	a	target	that	you	can	see	within	60	feet	other	than
yourself	to	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	level.95-96	A	barrel	of	lamp	oil	appears	adjacent	to	you.97-9899-100	You	are	targeted	by	a	disguise	self	spell	making	you	appear	as	a	dirt-covered	human	child	of	the	opposite	gender.	Dim	pink	light	fills	an	area	30	feet	around	your	target.	If	your	spell	or	ability	has	no	target,	the	light	is	centered	on
you.	You	summon	a	boar	to	a	space	you	can	see	within	30	feet.	The	boar	follows	your	commands	for	1	minute	and	then	disappears.	It	is	wearing	a	green	dress.	You	cast	flame	strike	centered	on	yourself.	You	gain	1d4	x	10	pounds	of	weight.	You	gain	a	+2	bonus	to	your	AC	for	a	number	of	rounds	equal	to	your	spellcasting	ability.	The	ground	beneath
your	target,	or	beneath	you	if	your	spell	or	ability	has	no	target,	sinks	1	foot.	It	also	falls	prone	unless	it	makes	a	successful	Dexterity	saving	throw.	Red	silk	scarves	and	origami	cranes	swirl	through	the	air	within	500	feet	of	you,	causing	light	obscurement.	The	scarves	are	worth	100	gp	in	total	if	collected.	A	table	with	a	heroes'	feast	appears	within
10	feet	of	you.	Three	skeletons	under	the	control	of	the	GM	claw	their	way	out	of	the	ground	and	attack	random	living	creatures	until	they	are	destroyed.	You	cast	barkskin	upon	yourself.	Your	hair	is	permanently	replaced	with	green	leaves	until	you	receive	a	remove	curse	or	comparable	magic.	Your	teeth	turn	into	moths	and	fly	away.	You	sprout
insect	wings,	giving	you	a	fly	speed	of	30	feet.	The	wings	last	for	1	minute.	A	weapon	you	can	see	within	30	feet	glows	and	becomes	a	magic	weapon	for	1	minute.	87Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919WIZARD	ARCANE	LEY	LINE	ADEPT	TRADITION:	GEOMANCY	Starting	at	10th	level,	you	can	bind	yourself	to	weak	or	While	any	spellcaster
can	tap	the	potential	coursing	strong	ley	lines	with	your	Channel	Ley	Line	feature.	through	ley	lines,	the	tradition	of	geomancy	teaches	the	art	of	becoming	like	a	ley	line	and	bonding	with	the	great	In	addition,	you	add	your	proficiency	bonus	to	the	ability	flow	of	power.	Geomancy	is	sometimes	looked	down	on	check	when	tapping	a	ley	line	for	power.
by	adherents	of	traditions	that	focus	on	individual	magic	schools	because	it	eschews	specialization	in	favor	of	LEY	LINE	MASTERY	molding	any	form	of	magic	through	the	focused	power	of	ley	lines.	At	14th	level,	you	can	bind	yourself	to	weak,	strong,	or	titanic	ley	lines	with	your	Channel	Ley	Line	feature,	and	Geomancers	have	an	increased	facility	for
tapping	into	you	have	advantage	on	the	ability	check	to	tap	the	ley	line.	any	ley	line,	but	they	also	learn	to	bind	themselves	to	a	specific	ley	line.	While	other	spellcasters	must	be	within	As	an	action,	you	can	lock	or	unlock	a	ley	line	within	a	ley	line’s	area	of	influence	to	use	it,	the	geomancer	30	feet	of	you.	When	you	lock	a	ley	line,	choose	one	of
becomes	a	tributary	of	his	or	her	chosen	river	of	power,	its	effects;	the	ley	line	will	always	have	that	effect	for	you	capable	of	siphoning	its	power	anywhere.	while	it	remains	locked.	Once	you	use	this	feature	to	lock	or	unlock	a	ley	line,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	Except	as	noted	below,	geomancers	function	as	wizards	number	of	long	rests
depending	on	the	intensity	of	the	line:	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	one	for	a	weak	ley	line,	two	for	strong,	and	three	for	titanic.	LEY	LINE	SAVANT	LEY	MAGIC	SPELL	LIST	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition	at	2nd	level,	the	The	following	spells	are	normally	available	to	geomancers	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	ley	line	spell	into	(in
addition	to	the	wizard	spell	list),	but	they	can	also	be	your	spellbook	is	halved.	used	by	druids,	sorcerers,	and	warlocks	who	have	a	ley	line	feat	(ley	initiate	or	ley-bound).	Ley	magic	spells	can	When	you	gain	a	level,	one	of	the	two	spells	you	learn	for	be	learned	only	by	discovering	written	versions	of	them,	gaining	a	level	can	be	a	ley	line	magic	spell,
even	if	you’ve	unless	the	GM	allows	otherwise.	never	encountered	it	before.	1st	Level	6th	Level	Additionally,	you	can	sense	the	presence	of	nearby	ley	land	bond	ley	whip	lines.	As	an	action,	you	can	discern	the	distance	to	the	closest	ley	line	within	1	mile,	as	well	as	the	direction	to	2nd	Level	7th	Level	every	ley	line	within	1	mile.	ley	disruption	greater
ley	pulse	volley	shield	CHANNEL	LEY	LINE	3rd	Level	ley	energy	bolt	8th	Level	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	learn	to	tap	the	power	of	ley	lines	ley	sense	disruptive	aura	to	augment	your	spellcasting,	as	described	in	chapter	6.	4th	Level	9th	Level	Additionally,	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest	within	ray	of	life	suppression	ley	storm	1	mile	of	a	weak	ley
line,	you	can	bind	yourself	to	that	ley	ley	surge	line.	You	can	be	bound	to	only	one	ley	line	at	a	time.	If	5th	Level	you	later	bind	yourself	to	a	second	ley	line,	you	lose	your	amplify	ley	field	connection	to	the	previous	one.	energy	absorption	lesser	ley	pulse	While	you	are	bound	to	a	ley	line,	you	can	channel	the	ley	leech	power	of	the	line	into	your
spellcasting	from	any	distance,	as	long	as	you	are	on	the	same	plane	as	the	ley	line.	You	WIZARD	SCHOOL:	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	ILLUMINATION	Intelligence	modifier	(a	minimum	of	once).	You	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	First	created	by	the	shadow	fey,	the	school	of	illumination	blends
observations	of	the	heavens	with	the	manipulation	LEY	LINE	MANIPULATION	of	light	and	shadow	into	an	arcane	tradition	that's	closely	tied	with	the	shadow	plane.	Many	of	its	spells	Beginning	at	6th	level,	when	you	augment	your	magic	have	much	in	common	with	divination,	illusion,	and	with	power	from	a	ley	line,	you	can	reroll	the	effect	of	an
necromancy.	Unlike	those	schools,	illumination	magic	is	unlocked	ley	line	or	the	result	of	a	backlash.	You	must	use	obscure	and	rarely	practiced	outside	the	shadow	plane.	the	rerolled	result.	After	rerolling,	you	can't	use	a	reaction	Its	practitioners	have	been	likened	to	elementalists	who	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	manipulate	shadow	instead	of
fire,	earth,	air,	or	water.	This	school	is	not	simply	about	controlling	shadow,88	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane	Charactershowever;	its	focus	is	simultaneously	light	and	the	absence	that	stored	magic	as	a	bonus	action	to	invoke	one	of	theof	light.	Starlight,	in	particular,	holds	special	meaning	following	effects.	The	insight	is	expended
by	one	use,	andwithin	this	school.	Illumination	mages	study	the	ever-	it's	lost	if	it	hasn't	been	used	within	24	hours	or	by	the	startshifting	alignment	of	the	stars	in	their	effort	to	read	the	of	your	next	long	rest.road	map	of	fate—a	study	that	inevitably	leads	them	out	Comet:	Comets	are	the	harbingers	of	change	andof	the	starless	shadow	plane	and	into
contact	with	the	instability.	You	can	change	your	appearance	as	if	you'dmortal	world.	cast	an	alter	self	spell,	but	the	effect	doesn't	require	concentration	and	lasts	until	you	take	a	long	rest.	Members	of	the	School	of	Illumination,	called	Conjunction:	Planetary	conjunctions	destabilize	mindsilluminators,	use	the	stars	to	predict	when	danger	is	near,	and
emotions.	You	can	give	one	creature	you	can	seeand	draw	on	the	power	of	darkness	to	attack	their	foes.	disadvantage	on	a	saving	throw	against	one	enchantmentThis	school	is	popular	with	delvers	into	the	underworld,	or	illusion	spell	cast	by	you.because	its	spells	work	best	where	light	is	dim	or	absent.	Eclipse:	Eclipses	plunge	the	world	into
darkness	andExcept	as	noted	below,	illuminators	function	as	wizards	strengthen	connections	to	the	shadow	plane.	Whenand	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	89ILLUMINATION	SAVANTBeginning	when	you	select	this	school	at	2nd	level,	thegold	and	time	needed	to	copy	illumination	spells	into	yourspellbook	is	halved.OMEN	OF	WARNINGStarting	at	2nd
level,	you	can	forecast	danger	for	the	next24	hours	by	studying	the	stars	for	one	hour.	The	stars	mustbe	visible	to	you	for	you	to	use	this	ability.	Studying	thestars	this	way	gives	you	advantage	on	up	to	two	initiativechecks.	The	bonus	remains	available	for	24	hours	or	untilthe	end	of	your	next	long	rest.	Instead	of	using	an	omenyourself,	you	can	grant
advantage	on	an	initiative	check	toone	other	creature	you	can	see	when	initiative	checks	arebeing	made,	but	this	prevents	you	from	using	the	benefityourself	in	that	combat.	You	can	choose	whether	to	usean	omen	at	the	moment	when	initiative	is	rolled,	but	youmust	make	the	decision	before	rolling	the	die.MASTER	OF	THE	ENDLESS	NIGHTAt	6th
level,	the	spell	attack	modifier	and	spell	save	DC	forcantrips	you	cast	in	dim	light	or	darkness	increases	by	1.ILLUSIONS	OF	PERMANENCEBeginning	at	10th	level,	illusions	cast	by	youthat	require	concentration	last	for	1	roundafter	you	lose	concentration	or	stopconcentrating,	provided	the	spell	hasn'texceeded	its	maximum
duration.COMPREHENSIONOF	THE	STARRY	SKYStarting	at	14th	level,	during	a	long	restyou	can	consult	the	stars	and	comprehendsome	meaning	in	a	cosmic	event.	The	starsmust	be	visible	to	you	for	you	to	use	thisability.	The	insight	you	gather	is	stored	asa	small	reserve	of	magic	inside	an	item	thathas	meaning	to	you;	a	star	chart	or	astrolabe	is
commonlyused,	but	any	item	that	can	be	held	in	your	hand	willsuffice.	When	the	item	is	in	your	hand,	you	can	consume	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919you	cast	a	spell	of	5th	level	or	lower	that	causes	necrotic	a	Constitution	saving	throw	with	a	DC	=	5	+	the	damagedamage,	you	can	reroll	a	number	of	damage	dice	up	to	taken,	unless	the
damage	is	radiant	or	from	a	critical	hit.your	Intelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	one).	You	must	On	a	success,	the	familiar	drops	to	1	hit	point	instead.use	the	new	rolls.	MEMORY	OF	FLESHNova:	The	nova	is	a	powerful	aid	to	divination	spells.	Youcan	treat	one	divination	spell	you	cast	as	though	you	had	Beginning	at	6th	level,	as	an	action	you	can
consume	theused	a	spell	slot	one	level	higher	than	the	slot	actually	used.	flesh	of	a	living,	undead,	or	recently	slain	(within	1	hour)	creature	with	Intelligence	6	or	greater.	You	gain	temporaryILLUMINATION	SPELL	LIST	hit	points	equal	to	your	wizard	level,	and	if	the	creature	was	proficient	in	any	Intelligence	skills,	you	can	pickCantrips	4th	Level	one
of	them.	You	gain	proficiency	in	that	skill	or,	if	youshadow	bite	black	hand	are	already	proficient,	you	can	add	double	your	normalshadow	blindness	flickering	fate	proficiency	bonus	when	using	that	skill.	You	can’t	use	thissilhouette	ability	on	the	same	creature	again	within	24	hours.	If	youstarburst	5th	Level	are	still	under	the	effect	of	this	ability	when
you	use	it	on	a	starfall	different	creature,	the	original	effect	ends.	If	your	Undead1st	Level	Familiar	is	within	100	feet	when	you	use	this	ability,	it	alsocloak	of	shadow	6th	Level	gains	the	benefit.guiding	star	black	wellshadow	hands	The	temporary	hit	points	and	absorbed	skill	proficiency	7th	Level	last	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.2nd	Level	icy	grasp	of
the	voidorb	of	light	last	rays	of	the	dying	sun	FRUIT	OF	THE	MINDslither	starry	vision	Starting	at	10th	level,	when	you	use	Memory	of	Flesh,3rd	Level	8th	Level	you	can	strip	information	from	the	creature	as	if	you	castcompelling	fate	summon	star	speak	with	dead,	even	if	the	creature	is	alive	or	undead.	Theshadow	trove	creature	has	disadvantage	on
its	saving	throw.	If	the	savingshield	of	star	and	shadow	9th	Level	throw	is	successful,	you	can’t	use	this	ability	on	the	same	star's	heart	creature	again	for	24	hours.	You	can	use	this	ability	on	a	single	creature	once	for	each	point	of	its	Constitution	WIZARD	ARCANE	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	Otherwise,	its	usage	limits	are	TRADITION:	NECROPHAGY
the	same	as	those	for	Memory	of	Flesh.	The	necrophage	tradition	is	similar	to	that	of	the	FEED	ON	LIFE	necromancer,	but	with	a	much	more	grisly	focus.	Necrophages,	sometimes	called	“death	eaters,”	consume	At	14th	level,	after	using	Memory	of	Flesh	or	Fruit	of	the	the	flesh	of	both	the	living	and	the	recently	deceased	to	Mind,	you	no	longer
require	air,	food,	drink,	or	sleep;	steal	those	creatures'	knowledge	and	power.	you	gain	immunity	to	disease,	to	being	poisoned,	and	to	poison	and	necrotic	damage;	and	your	hit	point	maximum	Adherents	of	this	tradition	claim	that	it	is	the	origin	can’t	be	reduced.	These	effects	last	for	24	hours.	of	all	necromancy	magic	and	necrotic	energy.	They	view
the	Negative	Plane	as	a	cosmic	necrophage	all	its	own,	WIZARD	ARCANE	devouring	all	matter,	energy,	and	life	and	replacing	it	with	TRADITION:	RING	WARDEN	necrotic	energy	and	undead.	The	dwarves	long	ago	discovered	the	means	to	imbue	Except	as	noted	below,	necrophages	function	as	wizards	magic	into	metal	rings,	and	the	ring	wardens
were	born.	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	With	a	focus	on	the	school	of	transmutation,	they	blend	dwarven	craftsmanship	with	arcane	might.	The	ring	NECROMANCY	SAVANT	wardens	are	rare	outside	dwarven	nations,	but	they	are	easy	to	recognize	thanks	to	their	signature	ring-staves.	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition	at	2nd	level,	the	gold
and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	necromancy	spell	Except	as	noted	below,	ring	wardens	function	as	wizards	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	and	use	the	wizard	spell	list.	UNDEAD	FAMILIAR	TANSMUTATION	SAVANT	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	add	the	find	familiar	spell	to	your	Beginning	when	you	select	this	tradition	at	2nd	level,	the	spellbook	if	you
don’t	already	have	it.	When	you	conjure	gold	and	time	you	must	spend	to	copy	a	transmutation	a	familiar,	the	creature	is	undead	instead	of	celestial,	fey,	spell	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	or	fiend.	The	familiar	gains	the	trait	Undead	Fortitude:90	If	damage	reduces	the	familiar	to	0	hit	points,	it	makesRichard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Arcane
CharactersBONUS	PROFICIENCY	An	imbued	ring	is	considered	an	ongoing	spell	for	purposes	of	dispel	magic.	You	can	have	a	number	of	ringsAt	2nd	level,	you	gain	proficiency	in	your	choice	of	imbued	at	one	time	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus.blacksmith’s	or	jeweler’s	tools.	RING	BONDBONDED	RING-STAFF	At	14th	level,	with	1	hour	of	work
(which	can	be	doneStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	create	a	special	quarterstaff	during	a	short	rest),	you	can	embed	a	single	magical	ringwith	two	metal	rings	embedded	in	it	or	fastened	around	into	your	ring-staff.	As	long	as	you	hold	the	ring-staff,it.	You	can	use	your	ring-staff	as	an	arcane	focus.	you	gain	the	effects	of	the	embedded	ring	as	if	you
wereCreating	an	additional	ring	takes	8	hours	of	work	with	attuned	to	it	and	wearing	it	(including	any	negative	effectsblacksmith’s	or	jeweler’s	tools	and	costs	5	gp	in	raw	of	attuning	to	the	item,	such	as	curses).	This	ring	doesn’tmaterials.	Your	ring-staff	can	incorporate	a	number	of	count	as	one	of	your	three	attuned	magic	items.rings	equal	to	your
wizard	level.	91	When	you	roll	damage	for	a	spell	while	holdingyour	ring-staff,	you	can	add	your	proficiencybonus	to	the	result.	If	the	spell	generatesmultiple	damage	rolls	against	multiple	targets(such	as	scorching	ray),	you	must	choose	whichroll	gains	the	benefit	before	you	roll	it.	Youcan	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	equalto	the	number	of	metal
rings	fashioned	intoyour	ring-staff,	up	to	a	maximum	of	yourIntelligence	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	Youregain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	ashort	or	long	rest.MASTER	METALSMITHBeginning	at	6th	level,	you	can	add	doubleyour	normal	proficiency	bonus	with	thetools	you	chose	at	2nd	level.	When	usingyour	chosen	tools	to	craft	mundane
ormagical	items,	you	make	double	the	normalprogress	each	day.	Additionally,	you	learn	the	formula	tocraft	a	single	type	of	magical	ring	chosenfrom	the	following	list:	ring	of	jumping,	ringof	mind	shielding,	ring	of	protection,	ring	of	theram,	ring	of	regeneration,	ring	of	resistance.	At	theGM’s	discretion,	you	can	choose	a	ring	not	listedhere.	You	must
meet	all	the	standard	prerequisitesfor	crafting	the	ring	and	pay	the	required	goldas	normal,	along	with	any	special	materials	orconditions	set	by	the	GM.IMBUE	RINGStarting	at	10th	level,	you	can	imbue	magic	into	the	ringsembedded	in	your	ring-staff.	When	you	cast	a	spell,	youcan	choose	to	imbue	the	spell	into	one	of	the	rings.	Aslong	as	the	spell	is
imbued,	you	can’t	regain	the	expendedspell	slot.	As	an	action,	you	can	remove	an	imbued	ringfrom	the	staff	and	give	it	to	another	creature	(or	hold	ityourself).	A	creature	holding	an	imbued	ring	can	releasethe	imbued	spell	as	an	action.	Attack	rolls,	saving	throws,and	damage	are	based	on	the	caster	who	imbued	the	ring,but	the	creature	holding	the
ring	counts	as	the	spell'scaster	for	all	other	purposes.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919You	can	remove	an	embedded	ring	(along	with	its	ARCANE	OPTION:	RUNE	MAGIC	attunement)	with	1	hour	of	work,	and	you	can	replace	it	with	a	new	one	at	the	same	time.	Rune	spells	are	available	to	all	magic-using	classes,	provided	characters	find
the	spells	somehow.	This	usually	RING	MAGIC	SPELL	LIST	takes	the	form	of	discovered	or	captured	spellbooks	or	an	NPC	who	can	teach	the	spell.	If	the	GM	allows,	it	could	The	following	spells	are	available	to	ring	wardens	in	also	be	no	more	than	seeing	the	spell	used	by	an	NPC.	addition	to	those	on	the	wizard	spell	list,	but	also	to	Within	that
guideline,	the	following	spells	are	added	to	sorcerers	and	warlocks	who	have	a	ring	magic	feat	(i.e.,	each	class's	spell	list.	(Divine	spellcasters	are	included	circle	spellcaster	or	ring-bound).	here,	instead	of	in	chapter	3,	for	the	sake	of	clarity.)	Cantrips	4th	Level	Bard	Rune	Spells	hoarfrost	spinning	axes	1st	Level	4th	Level	1st	Level	5th	Level	Loki's	gift
binding	oath	circle	of	wind	curse	ring	cursed	gift	ringstrike	2nd	Level	jotun's	jest	6th	Level	unluck	on	that	2nd	Level	enchant	ring	Wotan's	rede	Cleric	Rune	Spells	bitter	chains	1st	Level	reverberate	7th	Level	3rd	Level	deep	breath	ringward	hero's	steel	flurry	3rd	Level	freeze	potion	innocuous	aspect	8th	Level	Loki's	gift	create	ring	servant	9th	Level
circle	of	devastation92	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	2659192nd	Level	Ranger	Rune	Spells	Arcane	Characterssnowblind	stareWotan's	rede	1st	Level	Warlock	Rune	Spells3rd	Level	fire	under	the	tongue	1st	Levelhero's	steel	flurry	fire	under	the	tonguespiteful	weapon	gliding	step	flurrythunderclap	goat's	hoof	charm	freeze	potion4th	Level	hearth
charm	hearth	charmbinding	oath	wolfsong	Loki's	giftblade	of	my	brother	mosquito	bane5th	Level	2nd	Level	2nd	Levelgrasp	of	the	tupilak	grudge	match	grudge	matchHod's	gift	unluck	on	thatnot	this	day!	3rd	Level	Wotan's	rederain	of	blades	hero's	steel	3rd	Level6th	Level	potency	of	the	pack	potency	of	the	packcurse	of	Boreas	spiteful	weapon
spiteful	weapon	4th	LevelDruid	Rune	Spells	4th	Level	jotun's	jest1st	Level	snow	boulder	5th	Leveldeep	breath	grasp	of	the	tupilakfire	under	the	tongue	Sorcerer	Rune	Spells	not	this	day!flurryfreeze	potion	1st	Level	Wizard	Rune	Spellsgliding	step	deep	breath	1st	Levelgoat's	hoof	charm	freeze	potion	deep	breathhearth	charm	goat's	hoof	charm	freeze
potionmosquito	bane	mosquito	bane	goat's	hoof	charmwolfsong	mosquito	bane2nd	Level	2nd	Level	2nd	Levelsnowblind	stare	snowblind	stare	snowblind	stare3rd	Level	unluck	on	that	unluck	on	thatfreezing	fog	3rd	Levelpotency	of	the	pack	3rd	Level	freezing	fog4th	Level	freezing	fog	spiteful	weaponsnow	boulder	spiteful	weapon	thunderclap7th	Level
thunderclap	4th	Leveltriumph	of	ice	cursed	gift	4th	Level	jotun's	jestPaladin	Rune	Spells	cursed	gift	5th	Level3rd	Level	jotun's	jest	grasp	of	the	tupilakhero's	steel	Hod's	gift4th	Level	5th	Level	prismatic	spraybinding	oath	grasp	of	the	tupilak	6th	Levelblade	of	my	brother	Hod's	gift	curse	of	Boreas5th	Level	prismatic	spray	7th	Levelrain	of	blades
triumph	of	ice	6th	Level	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	curse	of	Boreas	93	7th	Level	triumph	of	iceFeats	and	Backgrounds	5	Even	if	the	optional	rules	for	feats	and	backgrounds	are	in	use	in	your	campaign,	check	with	your	GM	before	adding	these	options	to	your	character.	The	feats	included	here	make	some	of	the	new	magic	spells
(dragon,	elemental,	illumination,	ley	line,	and	ring	magic)	available	to	characters	outside	those	magical	traditions.94	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919FEATS	•	The	creature	can	dislodge	you	by	using	an	action	to	conduct	a	contestThe	following	feats	offer	options	for	characters	to	between	its	Dexterity	(Acrobatics)channel	the	power	of	ley
lines,	dragon	magic,	elemental	and	your	Dexterity	(Acrobatics)	or	Strengthmagic,	illumination	magic,	and	ring	magic.	At	the	GM’s	(Athletics),	whichever	you	prefer.	If	it	wins	the	contest,discretion,	a	spellcaster	who	possesses	an	appropriate	feat	you	are	flung	off	the	creature	and	land	on	your	feet,can	learn	dragon,	ley	line,	illumination,	and	ring	magic
unharmed,	in	an	adjacent	space	of	your	choice.spells	without	finding	them	in	written	form.	DRAGONSMITH	If	the	option	to	gain	feats	isn't	being	used	in	your	You	have	studied	the	craft	of	turning	components	fromcampaign	but	you	want	to	include	the	forms	of	magic	a	dragon’s	body	into	weapons	and	armor.	Working	inthat	are	based	on	them,	then
these	feats	can	be	gained	in	conjunction	with	a	master	weaponsmith	or	armorsmith,place	of	level-based	ability	score	improvement,	if	your	you	can	create	weapons	and	armor	from	the	teeth,	bones,GM	approves.	Alternatively,	characters	might	need	to	scales,	hide,	or	other	parts	of	a	dragon.	The	cost	to	createaccomplish	other,	story-related	tasks
determined	by	the	these	items	is	ten	times	the	normal	cost	of	the	item.GM	to	acquire	one	or	more	of	these	feats.	The	number	and	type	of	items	that	can	be	made	from	a	particular	dragon's	corpse	is	up	to	the	GM,	but	consideringDRAGON	MAGIC	FEATS	how	much	violence	must	be	inflicted	on	a	dragon	to	bring	it	down,	the	amount	of	salvageable	raw
material	is	low;The	depth	and	breadth	of	dragon	magic	gives	its	dragons	don't	die	from	superficial	damage.practitioners	unique	talents	and	capabilities	unavailableto	other	wizards	or	sorcerers.	Anyone	might	be	touched	by	Any	type	of	melee	weapon	or	bow	can	be	made.	Thedragon	magic,	however,	and	these	gifts	are	represented	by	resulting
weapon,	in	the	hands	of	a	proficient	wielder,the	following	feats.	does	an	additional	1d6	damage	of	a	type	appropriate	to	the	dragon	whose	body	was	used	to	create	the	weapon.CAREFUL	DRAGON	MASK	For	example,	a	blue	dragon	dagger	doesPrerequisite:	The	ability	to	invoke	a	dragon	mask	1d4	piercing	damage	pluse	1d6You've	mastered	the	ability
to	cast	spells	while	wearing	lightning	damage.your	dragon	mask.	With	this	feat,	you	no	longer	havedisadvantage	on	attack	rolls	with	spells	and	cantrips,	and	95the	targets	of	your	spells	don't	have	advantage	on	savingthrows,	while	you're	under	the	effect	of	your	dragon	mask.DRAGONRIDERPrerequisite:	Strength	or	Dexterity	of	15	or	higherYou	have
trained	to	climb	atop	an	opponent	muchlarger	than	yourself,	giving	you	an	advantage	in	combatagainst	enormous	foes.	You	gain	the	following	benefits.	•	During	your	movement,	you	can	try	to	enter	the	space	of	a	creature	at	least	two	size	categories	larger	than	you.	To	do	so,	conduct	a	contest	between	your	Strength	(Athletics)	or	Dexterity
(Acrobatics)	opposed	by	the	creature's	Dexterity	(Acrobatics).	If	you	win,	you	enter	the	creature's	space	and	are	considered	to	be	riding	it.	If	you	lose,	you	don't	enter	the	creature's	space	and	your	movement	ends.	•	While	you're	riding	the	creature,	if	it	moves,	you	move	with	it.	You	also	have	advantage	on	your	first	melee	attack	against	the	creature
on	each	of	your	turns.	•	The	creature's	attacks	against	a	rider	are	made	with	disadvantage.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Any	type	of	armor	can	be	made	except	padded	or	UNTHREATENING	chain	(shirt	or	mail).	The	resulting	armor	or	shield,	in	Prerequisite:	Charisma	13	or	higher	the	panoply	of	a	proficient	user,	provides	resistance
You're	adept	at	making	yourself	seem	to	be	less	of	a	threat	to	the	damage	type	appropriate	to	the	source	dragon.	than	you	actually	are.	You	gain	the	following	benefits.	For	example,	black	dragon	scale	mail	gives	its	wearer	resistance	to	acid	damage.	•	Increase	your	Charisma	score	by	1,	to	a	maximum	of	20.	DUAL	DRAGON	ASPECT	Prerequisite:	The
ability	to	invoke	dragon	wings	•	When	a	creature	two	or	more	size	categories	larger	You've	mastered	the	difficult	ability	to	wear	two	different	than	you	targets	you	with	a	melee	weapon	attack,	you	dragon	aspects	at	the	same	time.	When	you	switch	from	can	use	your	reaction	to	make	yourself	seem	pathetic	one	aspect	to	another,	the	aspect	you
remove	lingers	for	and	unthreatening.	The	creature	must	redirect	its	1	round,	provided	its	maximum	duration	hasn't	expired.	attack	against	a	different	target;	if	no	alternative	target	During	this	1	round	of	overlap,	both	aspects	are	visible	and	is	within	the	attacker's	reach	or	range,	it	can	still	attack	you	have	full	access	to	the	benefits	and	drawbacks	of
both	you.	Until	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	your	next	melee	aspects	simultaneously.	or	ranged	attack	against	that	creature	is	made	with	advantage.	You	must	complete	a	short	or	long	rest	FEARSOME	DRAGON	MASK	before	using	this	ability	again.	Prerequisite:	The	ability	to	invoke	a	dragon	mask	You	can	manipulate	the	visage	of	your	dragon	mask	to
be	ELEMENTAL	MAGIC	FEATS	a	terrifying	sight	to	your	foes.	Any	target	struck	by	your	mask’s	bite	attack	must	make	a	successful	Wisdom	saving	With	these	feats,	any	character	can	touch	the	power	of	throw	against	your	spell	save	DC	or	be	frightened	of	you	elemental	magic.	A	would-be	practitioner	is	wise	to	bear	in	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.
If	you	augmented	the	mind	the	destructive	potential	of	the	elements	unleashed.	attack	with	a	spell	slot,	the	frightened	condition	lasts	an	additional	number	of	rounds	=	the	level	of	the	expended	NEGOTIATOR	spell	slot.	You	have	honed	the	knack	of	the	deal	and	counter-deal,	perhaps	by	crossing	words	with	creatures	accustomed	to	FIND	THE	TITAN'S
WEAKNESS	getting	the	upper	hand	in	any	negotiation.	You	gain	the	You	can	spot	the	weaknesses	in	a	foe’s	defenses.	You	gain	following	benefits.	the	following	benefits.	•	Increase	your	Charisma	score	by	1,	to	a	maximum	•	Increase	your	Wisdom	score	by	1,	to	a	maximum	of	20.	of	20.	•	As	an	action,	you	analyze	the	defenses	of	one	Large	or	•	When
you	try	to	persuade	a	creature	to	engage	in	larger	creature	you	can	see.	Your	next	attack	against	a	course	of	action	or	to	change	its	attitude	with	a	that	creature	is	made	with	advantage,	and	the	attack	Charisma	(Persuasion)	check	and	fail,	you	can	retry	the	scores	a	critical	hit	on	a	natural	roll	of	18,	19,	or	20.	check	on	your	next	turn	with
disadvantage.	FORTIFYING	HEALER	•	When	you	purchase	a	good	or	service,	you	can	make	a	Prerequisite:	The	ability	to	cast	at	least	one	spell	Charisma	(Persuasion)	check	opposed	by	the	seller’s	Your	healing	magic	is	augmented	by	the	fortifying	magic	Wisdom	(Insight).	If	you	win	the	contest,	you	secure	a	of	resolute	bravery.	If	you	target	one	or
more	allies	with	10	percent	discount	on	the	transaction.	Once	you	use	a	spell	that	allows	them	to	regain	hit	points,	those	allies	this	feature	on	a	given	individual,	you	can’t	use	it	on	are	immune	to	being	frightened	for	a	number	of	rounds	them	again	for	one	week.	=	the	level	of	the	healing	spell.	In	addition,	one	ally	who	healed	hit	points	(your	choice)
gains	inspiration.	You	•	During	downtime,	when	you	pay	for	lifestyle	expenses,	must	complete	a	short	or	long	rest	before	you	can	grant	they	are	halved.	inspiration	again.	SURVIVOR	RADIANT	DRAGON	HEART	You	are	well-versed	in	surviving	in	hostile	environments,	Prerequisite:	The	ability	to	invoke	a	dragon	heart	even	thriving	where	others	are
sure	to	perish.	You	gain	the	You	can	link	radiant	power	to	your	dragon	heart.	In	following	benefits.	addition	to	the	damage	type	done	by	your	dragon	heart’s	breath	attack,	the	damage	is	also	considered	radiant.	•	Increase	your	Constitution	or	Wisdom	score	by	1,	to	a	A	creature	that	fails	its	saving	throw	against	the	breath	maximum	of	20.	weapon	is
also	blinded	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	•	You	require	only	half	the	food	and	water	normally96	required	for	a	creature	of	your	size.	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919	•	You	can	withstand	extreme	temperatures	indefinitely	and	automatically	succeed	on	saving	throws	against	extreme	heat	and	cold	for	a	number	of	days	equal	to	your
Constitution	or	Wisdom	modifier,	whichever	isFeats	and	Backgrounds	lower.	After	this	time,	you	must	make	saving	throws	•	When	you	finish	a	long	rest	within	1	mile	of	a	ley	as	normal,	until	you	spend	24	hours	in	a	comfortable	line,	you	can	infuse	ley	energy	into	a	token	in	your	temperature.	possession.	If	you	make	a	saving	throw	while	you	have	the
infused	token	in	your	possession,	you	can	use	yourILLUMINATION	MAGIC	FEAT	reaction	to	roll	a	d4	and	add	the	result	to	your	saving	throw.	You	can	trigger	this	ability	after	rolling	the	d20Illuminators	mine	the	movements	of	the	heavens	to	but	before	success	or	failure	is	revealed.	You	can’t	useextract	valuable	insights.	A	person	who	understands
the	this	ability	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.patterns	can	discern	information	about	one	thing	bystudying	another.	RING	MAGIC	FEATSSTAR	AND	SHADOW	CASTING	The	ring	is	a	powerful	shape,	with	no	beginning	and	noPrerequisite:	The	ability	to	cast	at	least	one	spell.	end,	and	potent	ties	to	life.	These	feats	allow	any	characterBy	tracking	the
movements	of	the	heavens,	you	gain	the	to	touch	the	power	of	ring	magic.following	benefits.	CIRCLE	SPELLCASTER	•	When	you	gain	this	feat,	choose	either	radiant	or	necrotic	damage.	Spells	you	cast	ignore	resistance	(but	Prerequisite:	The	ability	to	cast	at	least	one	spell.	not	vulnerability)	to	the	type	of	damage	you	chose.	You	have	learned	to
create	a	circular	flow	of	magic	between	•	You	can	cast	augury	once	between	each	of	your	long	yourself	and	an	allied	spellcaster	to	bolster	your	spells.	You	rests	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	gain	the	following	benefits.	•	You	gain	darkvision	to	a	distance	of	15	feet.	If	you	•	Increase	your	Intelligence,	Wisdom,	or	Charisma	score	already	have
darkvision,	increase	its	range	by	15	feet.	by	1,	to	a	maximum	of	20.LEY	MAGIC	FEATS	•	You	can	spend	2	hours	(including	during	a	long	rest)	creating	a	mystical	bond	with	another	spellcaster.	BothLey	lines	crisscross	most	of	the	world,	carrying	magical	of	you	must	spend	this	time	in	meditation,	and	youpower	to	all	corners	of	the	land.	Great
knowledge	is	must	remain	within	10	feet	of	each	other.	Once	theneeded	to	harness	their	power.	bond	is	formed,	you	can	work	together	to	bolster	one	another’s	magic.	When	one	of	you	casts	a	spell	thatLEY	INITIATE	requires	concentration,	the	other	can	use	their	reactionPrerequisite:	Intelligence	or	Wisdom	13	or	higher	to	help	maintain	the	spell.	If
the	caster	must	make	aYou	see	ley	lines	and	can	draw	on	their	power.	You	gain	the	Constitution	saving	throw	to	maintain	concentrationfollowing	benefits:	on	the	spell,	both	of	you	make	the	saving	throw.	If	either	of	you	succeeds,	concentration	is	unbroken.	If	•	Increase	your	Intelligence	or	Wisdom	score	by	1,	to	a	both	saving	throws	fail,	you	both	lose
concentration	maximum	of	20.	on	any	spells	you	are	currently	maintaining	and	you	both	take	2d6	psychic	damage	from	the	strain.	You	can	•	You	can	sense	the	presence	of	every	ley	line	within	maintain	this	bond	with	only	one	spellcaster	at	a	time.	1	mile	of	your	location.	If	you	have	line	of	sight	to	If	you	create	a	new	bond,	the	previous	bond	breaks.
the	line	itself,	it's	visible	to	you	in	some	obviously	Otherwise,	it	lasts	until	the	end	of	your	next	long	rest.	magical	fashion.	RING-BOUND	•	You	can	tap	ley	lines	for	their	inherent	powers.	•	When	you	finish	a	short	rest	within	1	mile	of	a	ley	line,	Prerequisite:	The	ability	to	cast	at	least	one	spell.	you	can	regain	one	expended	spell	slot	whose	level	is	You
have	acquired	a	ring-magic-imbued	ring	as	a	token	of	no	higher	than	your	Intelligence	or	Wisdom	modifier	respect.	You	gain	the	following	benefits.	(your	choice,	minimum	of	1st	level).	You	can’t	use	this	ability	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	•	You	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	transmutation	spells.LEY-BOUNDPrerequisite:	The	ability	to
cast	at	least	one	spell.	•	You	can	physically	bind	your	ring	token	to	a	weaponYou	instinctively	feel	the	flow	of	ley	line	energy	and	draw	with	1	hour	of	work	that	can	be	completed	during	ainsight	from	it.	You	gain	the	following	benefits.	short	rest.	While	the	ring	is	attached	to	the	weapon,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	make	the	weapon	magical	•
Increase	your	Wisdom	score	by	1,	to	a	maximum	of	20.	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	After	activating	this	•	You	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Survival)	checks	made	ability	twice,	you	must	complete	a	short	or	long	rest	before	using	it	again.	to	track	a	creature	overland	or	forage	for	food	and	water.	•	Ring	wardens	and	others	who	respect	the
traditions	•	When	you	finish	a	long	rest	within	1	mile	of	a	ley	line,	of	ring	magic	are	favorably	disposed	toward	you.	Their	you	gain	inspiration.	If	unused,	this	inspiration	fades	starting	attitude	toward	you	automatically	improves	by	away	after	your	next	long	rest.	97Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919one	step,	and	you	have	advantage	on
Charisma	checks	Feature:	Bred	to	the	Bow	related	to	social	interaction	with	such	creatures.	The	care	you	show	to	your	bow	and	arrows	is	unsurpassed.	RUNE	MAGIC	FEATS	If	you	spend	1	hour	maintaining	your	weapons	and	ammunition,	for	the	next	24	hours	you	can	recover	Accessing	the	magic	inherent	within	runes	all	arrows	that	miss	their	target
by	spending	1	minute	requires	the	Rune	Knowledge	feat.	The	runes	and	their	searching	at	the	end	of	an	encounter.	Further,	you	effects	are	described	in	chapter	6.	decorate	your	arrows	with	colored	fletching	that	denotes	your	rank	among	the	amazons.	You	begin	at	the	lowest	RUNE	KNOWLEDGE	rank	with	white	fletching.	Every	4	levels,	you
advance	Prerequisite:	Wisdom	12	or	higher	to	the	next	color:	green,	blue,	black,	and	finally	red.	You	You	are	wise	in	the	lore	of	two	runes	of	your	choice.	You	can	expect	deference	and	respect	from	any	amazon	you	always	have	access	to	their	rune	bonuses.	In	addition,	outrank,	just	as	you	are	expected	to	defer	to	an	amazon	every	day	you	can	invoke
one	rune	power	for	each	rune	who	outranks	you.	you've	learned,	provided	you	meet	any	other	requirements	such	as	a	minimum	level.	Suggested	Characteristics	Amazons	of	Perunalia	are	universally	confident	You	can	select	this	feat	multiple	times.	Each	time	you	do,	and	well-educated,	but	they	hold	a	default	you	gain	the	bonus	and	powers	of	two
additional	runes	of	assumption	of	men	as	the	weaker	sex	with	your	choice.	manifest	mental	and	behavioral	faults.	Amazons	are	disdainful	of	men	in	RUNE	MASTERY	power	because	of	the	long,	sad	Prerequisite:	Rune	Mastery	history	of	patriarchal	nations	You	have	mastered	the	secret	powers	of	one	ancient	rune.	and	armies.	Beyond	their	Choose	one
rune	that	you	already	learned	through	Rune	particular	assumptions,	Knowledge.	Once	per	day,	you	can	invoke	one	of	its	Rune	amazons	tend	to	be	Mastery	powers.	shrewd	and	proud	of	their	skill.	You	can	select	this	feat	multiple	times.	Each	time	you	do,	you	learn	the	Rune	Mastery	powers	of	a	different	rune	from	your	repertoire.	BACKGROUNDS	Two
of	these	(tinker	and	beggar,	presented	at	the	end)	are	variants	on	backgrounds	described	in	the	fifth	edition	rules,	the	artisan	and	the	urchin.	Those	two	use	the	standard	tables	but	have	an	alternative	feature.	The	other	twenty	backgrounds	are	adapted	from	other	Kobold	Press	publications	or	are	presented	here	for	the	first	time.	AMAZON	OF
PERUNALIA	A	strong	daughter	of	a	mighty	nation,	you	are	among	the	most	elite	warriors	of	matriarchal	Perunalia.	All	amazons	of	Perunalia	are	female,	and	all	train	in	the	art	of	archery	first	and	foremost.	Regardless	of	your	chief	profession,	you	are	trusted	to	defend	the	nation	in	time	of	need	and	you	enjoy	the	respect	and	esteem	you	earn	through
service	to	the	Duchy.	Skill	Proficiencies:	History,	Intimidation	Tool	Proficiencies:	Woodworker’s	tools,	one	gaming	set	of	your	choice	Equipment:	A	set	of	woodworker’s	tools,	a	quiver	with	20	arrows,	a	set	of	traveler’s	clothes,	and	a	pouch	containing	15	gp98	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919Feats	and	Backgroundsd8	Personality	Traits	d6
Flaw1	I	live	for	the	thrill	of	victory.2	I	admire	other	cultures	with	traditions	of	archery.	1	I	secretly	resent	the	Duchess’s	policies,	and	I’m3	Anyone	who	fights	with	skill	deserves	my	respect,	sympathetic	to	others	that	might	seek	to	take	control	of	the	Duchy.	men	and	women	alike.4	The	care	I	take	in	maintaining	my	bow	and	2	There	is	a	piece	of	lore
forbidden	to	me,	but	I’m	obsessed	with	obtaining	it.	fashioning	my	arrows	is	an	important	part	of	archery,	and	archery	is	the	core	of	who	I	am.	3	I	can’t	let	them	know	how	much	I	resent	all	the5	When	I	display	my	bow	skill	well,	I	always	offer	years	I’ve	sacrificed	on	my	archery	training	instead	thanks	to	Perun	for	his	teachings.	of	doing	what	I	love.6
Men	in	positions	of	authority	must	work	hard	to	earn	my	trust.	4	I	look	down	on	anyone	who	lacks	skill	with	a	bow.7	I	dislike	frivolity	and	nonsense.8	My	nerve	is	as	steady	as	an	arrow’s	flight.	5	I’m	unswerving	in	my	devotion	to	upholding	the	Duchess’	law,	no	matter	who	broke	it.d6	Ideal1	Service.	The	greatest	expression	of	skill	is	defending	6	I’ll
never	admit	a	fault	to	a	man,	and	only	rarely	to	another	woman.	the	good	of	one’s	fellows.	(Good)2	Fairness.	I	treat	everyone	in	an	even-handed	ARBONESSE	EXILE	manner	until	they	prove	themselves	unworthy.	You	are	from	the	River	Court	of	Arbonesse	or	one	of	its	(Neutral)	far-flung	thorpes.	Most	exiles	are	elf-blooded	or	gnomes,3	Dedication.	I
adhere	to	my	duty	above	all.	(Any)	but	the	occasional	foundling	of	another	race	taken	in	by4	Glory.	I’ll	show	everyone	that	I'm	the	best	there	ever	exiles	is	not	unheard	of.	You	are	fiercely	proud	of	your	was.	(Chaotic)	home	and	its	legacy,	despite	its	declining	prominence.	At5	Rulership.	The	strongest	are	meant	to	rule,	and	no	the	same	time,	the	exiles
are	a	canny	people	whose	elders	one	is	stronger	than	I.	(Evil)	pass	down	lore	of	the	mysterious	fey	and	shadow	roads.6	Tradition.	Our	nation	thrives	because	of	our	strict	They	are	always	wary	of	those	strange	places	where	the	ways.	(Lawful)	boundary	between	worlds	grows	thin.d6	Bond	Skill	Proficiencies:	Arcana,	Survival1	I	will	win	the	tournament
at	the	Duchess’s	Fair	to	Tool	Proficiencies:	One	set	of	artisan’s	tools	make	my	mark	on	the	nation.2	When	I	best	a	worthy	foe,	I	retrieve	an	arrowhead	Languages:	One	of	your	choice	from	the	battle	and	wear	it	as	a	trophy.	Equipment:	A	set	of	cook’s	utensils,	a	carved	humanoid3	My	bow	is	a	family	heirloom	and	a	symbol	of	my	bone	totem,	a	set	of
traveler’s	clothes,	a	hunting	trap,	and	a	pouch	containing	5	gp	house.4	All	knowledge	is	power,	and	I’ll	go	out	of	my	way	Feature:	Arbonesse	Heritage	An	elder	of	Arbonesse	passed	some	of	their	secret	to	preserve	it.	knowledge	down	to	you.	You	know	of	one	relatively	safe5	I	never	would	have	passed	my	training	if	not	for	fey	road	that	begins	in	the
Arbonesse	and	leads	elsewhere	in	Midgard,	as	well	as	the	means	to	open	the	way.	Work	my	closest	friend	in	school.	with	your	GM	to	determine	the	road’s	destination	and6	My	family	fled	to	Perunalia	to	escape	a	powerful	possible	obstacles.	enemy.	One	day	I	will	see	that	enemy	defeated.	Suggested	Characteristics	Arbonesse	exiles	refuse	to	give	up
their	identity,	even	in	areas	where	the	wider	influence	of	the	River	Court	is	nonexistent.	Proud	and	hardy,	exiles	maintain	the	traditions	passed	by	their	elders	and	take	grave	offense	to	any	who	try	to	stifle	them.	99Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919d8	Personality	Traits	d6	Flaw1	I	can	always	keep	a	cheerful	disposition,	no	matter	1	Raiders
destroyed	my	home,	and	I	harbor	deep	what’s	going	on.	hatred	for	their	kind.2	Magic	of	all	kinds	is	a	source	of	constant	fascination	2	My	village	protected	an	ancient	secret,	and	that	to	me.	secret	has	been	stolen.3	I’m	most	at	home	near	large	bodies	of	water,	or	3	I’m	quick	to	think	sophisticated	people	are	talking	under	the	cover	of	dense	tree
canopy.	down	to	me.	Nothing	angers	me	faster.4	I	work	hard	to	do	any	job	right	the	first	time.5	Outsiders	aren’t	to	be	trusted.	4	I’ll	do	anything	to	unlock	an	ancient	or	magical6	I	prefer	to	do	for	myself	rather	than	relying	on	others.	secret.7	I’m	leery	of	places	steeped	in	shadow	or	darkness.8	I	grow	resentful	of	people	who	come	from	thriving	5	I	have
no	respect	for	people	who	don’t	pull	their	own	weight.	settlements.	6	Places	that	might	border	on	other	worlds	terrify	me,d6	Ideal	and	I	hate	spending	time	near	them.1	Revenge.	My	people	will	rise	again,	climbing	the	Bemmean	Scholar	bodies	of	our	enemies	if	necessary.	(Evil)2	Survival.	As	long	as	I	live	to	fight	another	day,	there’s	Bemmea,	capital
city	of	the	Magocracy	of	Allain,	is	the	jewel	of	magical	study	in	Midgard.	You	walked	its	hope.	(Any)	ley‑infused	streets	and	studied	among	the	gleaming	spires3	Ancient	Law.	The	law	of	the	River	Court	endures,	that	touch	the	sky.	During	your	time	in	the	arcane	city,	you	ate,	drank,	slept,	and	breathed	magic,	and	now	you	even	if	others	fail	to	recognize
it.	(Lawful)	carry	that	legacy	into	the	world.	Students	with	no	arcane4	Community.	My	survival	depends	on	the	efforts	of	aptitude	are	rare,	but	nonmagical	scholars	do	arise	from	Bemmea’s	crackling	skyline.	my	fellows,	and	their	survival	depends	on	me.	(Good)	Skill	Proficiencies:	Arcana,	Investigation5	Tradition.	We	should	be	guided	by	the
knowledge	Languages:	Two	of	your	choice	and	experience	of	our	forebears	whenever	practical.	(Neutral)	Equipment:	A	book	of	lore,	a	set	of	fine	clothes,	five6	Independence.	Remain	loyal	to	oneself	before	all	sheets	of	parchment,	a	quill	and	inkwell,	and	a	pouch	else.	(Chaotic)	containing	15	gpd6	Bond	Focus	of	Study1	An	ancient	Arbonesse	elf	looks
after	me	and	my	Years	of	study	at	one	of	the	many	prestigious	academies	in	Bemmea	has	earned	you	specialized	knowledge	of	one	family.	There’s	no	one	I	respect	more.	exotic	subject.	You	can	work	with	your	GM	to	determine2	I’m	searching	for	a	specific	ruin	with	ancient	power.	the	exact	nature	of	your	focus	or	choose	one	from	the3	I	love	learning
new	stories	of	shadow	roads	and	table	below.	other	magical	tales.	d8	Focus	of	Study4	I	hold	the	fey	folk	in	high	regard	and	avoid	offending	1	A	creature	type	or	tag	(such	as	aberration	or	them.	shapechanger)5	I’ll	protect	my	homestead	from	any	threat.6	I	want	to	amass	wealth	and	influence,	and	to	rise	2	Magic	items	above	my	beginnings.	3	A	school
of	magic	4	Shadow	Realm	5	Fey	roads	6	Ley	lines	7	Runes	and	glyphs	8	Gods	and	masks100	Richard	Harris	-	[email	protected]	-	265919
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